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Abstract 
Abstract 
Next generation manufacturing companies have to become highly responsive in 
order to succeed in an ever more rapidly changing global market. The ability to 
effectively develop and adapt their assembly facilities (systems) to changing 
requirements on demand plays a crucial role in achieving high responsiveness since 
the assembly process has to deal with the full inherent complexity of increasingly 
mass-customised products. 
This work was motivated by the current lack of a holistic assembly system design 
theory that would enable design environments to address the need for rapid system 
development and adaptation. The challenge is to create a common environment where 
domain experts can effectively collaborate while taking advantage of the best 
practices of their diverse domains. 
This thesis investigates how a domain ontology can help to overcome those 
challenges. The approach is taking advantage of the higher levels of standardisation 
inherent in the modular assembly system paradigm which is considered to be one of 
the fundamental enabling factors to achieve a high level of adaptation. 
A new ontology framework has been developed to support the design and 
adaptation of modular assembly systems (ONTOMAS). The ONToMAS framework is 
based on engineering ontology principles structuring the domain using formalisms for 
aggregation, topology, taxonomies, and system theory principles. 
A number of design patterns have been identified and formalised to support key 
design decision-making tasks during the design of modular assembly systems. 
Furthermore, the function-behaviour-structure paradigm has been applied to capture 
the characteristics of modular assembly equipment at different levels of abstraction 
that reflect the specific needs of the engineering design process. 
The proposed ONToMAS framework provides a sound foundation for computer 
based support tools to reduce the assembly system design effort and time while 
maintaining a high level of quality. An integrated design framework for the 
requirements driven specification of assembly processes and configuration of modular 
assembly system has been developed. The design approach applies the new 
formalisms of ONTOMAS to support the design decision-making activities. 
i 
Abstract 
The developed ONTOMAS framework has been applied in several industrial and 
synthetic use cases to verify its applicability and appropriateness. Furthermore, the 
new ontology and design framework have been used as foundation for the 
development of a prototype collaborative design environment which allows different 
domain experts to participate in the design of modular assembly systems. 
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I 
Introduction 
Next generation manufacturing companies have to become highly responsive in 
order to succeed in an ever more rapidly changing global environment (NGM 
Project [89]). Some major imperatives have been identified to meet this challenge for 
today's companies. They include: workforce flexibility; knowledge supply chains; 
rapid product/process realisation; innovation management; change management; next- 
generation manufacturing processes and equipment; pervasive modelling and 
simulation; adaptive, responsive information systems; extended enterprise 
collaboration; and enterprise integration. 
The Integrated Manufacturing Technology Initiative (IMT1 Report [58]) has 
identified the following "Grand Challenges" for manufacturing success in the 21't 
century: Lean, Efficient Enterprises; Customer-Responsive Enterprises; Totally 
Connected Enterprises; Environmental Sustainability; Knowledge Management; and 
Technology Exploitation. 
Assembly is one of the key focus areas in manufacturing especially since, with the 
increasing demand for mass customised products, the assembly process has to cope 
with the full inherent range of product variety. Ever more demanding market 
requirements in a number of key industrial sectors such as telecommunication 
systems, precision medical equipment and electronics, dictate the necessity to 
continuously increase the functional density in their products. Consequentially part 
sizes are declining and precision assembly becomes one of the key factors. Another 
tendency especially in the consumer product industry is the constantly declining 
product lifetime whereas at the same time the required investments for assembly 
solutions are not declining respectively; on the contrary they are rising due to 
increasing complexity. 
The Reconfigurable and Evolvable Assembly Systems paradigm is aimed to 
address the needs of next generation manufacturing systems by enabling enterprises to 
rapidly respond to changes in today's increasingly volatile and dynamic global 
markets (Koren, et al. [64] and Onori, et al. [91]). The objective is to overcome the 
need for substantial investment costs into excess flexibility that may or may not be 
required to react to changes in the future. One of the key challenges of creating 
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effective evolvable systems is to reduce their adaptation effort and ensure continuous 
improvement. Modular system architectures are considered to be one of the enabling 
factors to address this challenge. Modular assembly systems on their own, however, 
only provide the technical capabilities but do not address the need for a purpose 
driven, optimised adaptation. The required iterations, especially on the structural 
level, cannot take place in the operational system since the resulting down times from 
reconfigurations and trials would be prohibitive. This limitation can be overcome by 
integrating the modular system paradigm with synthetic design tools that translate the 
changing user requirements into best possible system solutions, using state-of-the-art 
simulation methods and knowledge enabled optimisation techniques before triggering 
a physical system reconfiguration. 
A significant research effort has already been directed towards the addressing the 
challenges of rapidly reconfigurable manufacturing solutions (RMS Center [1061, 
EUPASS [33], AAA/Minifactory [1]). Despite the considerable research in the area 
there is still a strong need to investigate further the role of design tools and enabling 
knowledge ontologies in the evolvable assembly system paradigm. 
This work is investigating how design tools and their supporting knowledge 
ontologies can enable modular assembly system to become rapidly reconfigurable and 
evolvable. The work is addressing the need for rapid product/process realisation, 
knowledge enabled enterprises, and intelligent design tools as identified by the 
roadmaps in the domain (NGM Project [89], IMTI Report [58], Onori, et al. [911). 
The ultimate motivation is to reduce the effort and time for design and integration of 
modular assembly systems while maintaining and improving their quality. 
The aim is to create a rapid assembly system development method based on 
capability matching of modular equipment solutions. The fundamental notion 
(hypothesis) is that a high percentage of the assembly process requirements within 
any one specific industry sector can be covered with a finite set of standardised 
assembly equipment modules. This widens the scope for the definition of a highly 
automated configuration method for modular assembly systems based on assembly 
process requirements, which would allow assembly system designers to focus on the 
critical, new or unstable design problems. 
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1.1 Motivation 
Three main stakeholders normally participate in the design of assembly systems: 
customers who need an assembly system to assemble their products, system 
integrators who provide the capability to develop assembly system solutions, and 
equipment suppliers who design and supply the fundamental building blocks of an 
assembly system. The role of the system integrator is of primary importance for the 
reported investigation. Their current design practice is outlined here to illustrate the 
need for more advanced methods and tools during the design and integration of 
assembly systems. 
It is the role of the System Integrator to integrate functional equipment components 
into an overall system that fulfils a given set of user requirements. In the case of 
assembly system integration those user requirements are generally defined around a 
product that needs to be assembled. They include definitions of how the parts of the 
product need to be put together, operational constraints, constraints for the production 
system, and project management related aspects. The part relationships are the most 
important aspects of the user requirements for the technical realisation of the 
assembly system. They determine the required assembly processes which constitute 
the system requirements for the design of an assembly system. The types of part 
relationships define the required processes and the geometric topology of the product 
constraints the order in which the processes can take place. 
The definition of the system requirements falls within the responsibility of the 
system integrator. They extract them in the first instance from the given set of user 
requirements. It is often possible that more than one set of system requirements can 
fulfil the given user requirements. The major variation is introduced through different 
possible process orders which define the core aspects of the system requirements. The 
system integrator has to decide, based on his experience, which approach is most 
promising in terms of implied system cost. The decision is often based on past 
experience from similar projects. This decision can have a significant impact on the 
design cost of the assembly system since later iterations will incur heavier design 
effort penalties. The major driver for cost is the type and characteristics of the 
required assembly processes. These, however, arc often fixed through the user 
requirements and can only be changed through negotiations with the user/product 
designer. 
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The conceptual design of the assembly system starts once the overall process order 
has been defined. This normally entails a further detailing of the process definition to 
reach a level that is closer related to the actual functional capabilities of physical 
equipment solutions that will make up the assembly system. This process is also 
called ftinction analysis. The focus at this point is on defining possible conceptual 
structures for the needed system which assigns required process steps to appropriate 
equipment types. It also includes a grouping of process steps into stations and cells. 
Again the key decision factor at this point is the experience of the system integrator 
who needs to understand the right equipment types and how to group them together to 
achieve a balanced system. The decision criterion at this point is normally the cycle 
time that needs to be achieved and the overall cost of the system. It is the 
responsibility of the system integrator to judge how long the individual process steps 
are likely to take. They are non-nally estimated from past experience on similar 
projects. 
Once the conceptual design has been defined to a sufficient level of detail the 
embodiment design starts with the selection of key functional equipment components. 
They are normally selected from equipment supplier catalogues taking the experience 
and available expertise of the system integrator into consideration. Some equipment 
components are subcontracted to be custom designed by outside equipment design 
specialists. This is very common, for example for the custornisation of part feeders 
that need to be adjusted to the specific needs of the individual product parts. The main 
responsibility of the system integrator during the embodiment design is to combine all 
the different functional equipment components into one working assembly system. 
This includes the design of the mechanical structure, electrical and pneumatic wiring, 
and custom control and software development. 
During the design process it is the responsibility of, the system integrator to 
demonstrate and convince the end user that their proposed design fulfils their 
technical needs and that it is going to be to their economic advantage. This interaction 
and negotiation with the end user takes place quite early during the design of the 
system and is normally based on conceptual definitions. This is part of the bidding 
process. Normally more than one system integrator is asked by an end user to provide 
quotations for assembly system solutions. it is important for a system integrator to 
demonstrate technically sound solutions and simultaneously minimise the overall cost. 
It is important for a system integrator to be able to provide balanced quotations at an 
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early design stage. Since they are generally based on conceptual design specifications 
it is critical for the system integrator to be able to make realistic estimates of their 
required design and equipment costs. One of the critical factors for a system integrator 
to gain a competitive advantage is their ability to reduce integration and design effort. 
Integrated and knowledge enabled methodologies are one way to reduce the design 
and integration effort by making the right information available at the right time and 
by providing state-of-the-art engineering tools that support the development. 
Another approach is to increase the reuse and repetition of system component. 
Most system integrators have developed their own system architectures and system 
design approaches to help them reduce design and integration effort. These 
architectures vary from system integrator to system integrator. Some have defined 
highly standardised modular approaches that focus on delivering the most common 
functional capabilities within a targeted domain. Others are more concerned with 
maintaining a wider range of possible system solutions and have created less rigid 
more abstract guidelines for their engineers. Today the main effort of creating system 
architectures and integrating existing equipment components lies with the system 
integrator. They need to design suitable mechanical frameworks, select the right 
functional equipment components that cater for a wide range of user requirements, 
and adapt them to fit into their structure. In the future this could change by creating 
consortia of customers, system integrators, and equipment suppliers wich define 
domain wide system architectures that are mutually beneficial for all of them and 
could significantly reduce their development effort. The EUPASS project is currently 
aiming to achieve this objective (EUPASS [33]). 
The implication for supporting design frameworks and knowledge ontologies is 
that they should provide mechanisms that take advantage of this higher level of 
standardisation. This opens up the scope and need for a higher degree of integration 
and automation during the design of such systems. Configuration methodologies that 
have been demonstrated in the computer industry which benefit from a higher degree 
of modularization can be harnessed to solve the challenges of the assembly system 
design process. Examples of such configuration methods include XCON (McDermott 
[79]), MICON (Birmingham, et al. [8]), and COSSACK (Mittal and Frayman [83]). 
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1.2 Aim and Objectives 
The aim of this work is to define a suitable design framework and supporting 
ontologies that enable rapid design of modular assembly systems. The objectives 
include the definition of a suitable design framework, the definition of the required 
domain concepts and their interrelationships, as well as the definition of suitable 
knowledge support formalisms to guide and support the design process. The following 
more detailed objectives for the reported work have been identified: 
" Definition of a new assembly process model which allows the specification of 
the required process capabilities at a level of detail that is sufficient for the 
selection of sub-workstation assembly equipment modules. The definition 
should focus on the following aspects to fulfil the needs for the assembly 
process definition: 
" Dynamic definition of the interrelationships between the individual 
assembly process steps that is suitable for iterative and concurrent 
design approaches. 
" The intended meaning of the process specification needs to be 
interpretable by computer based reasoning applications to maximise 
the design automation. 
" The proposed model needs to be able to deal with the inherent 
complexity of the required high levels of detail 
" The model should be integrated into the wider domain framework and 
maintain constraints to the product and equipment definition. 
" Development of a new assembly equipment model that enables the process- 
requirements-driven selection and integration of modular assembly 
workstations. The development should focus on the following aspects to 
achieve the desired objective: 
" The equipment model needs to capture the specific constraints of the 
modular assembly paradigm to allow a seamless integration of 
equipment module descriptions into a wider system solution. 
" The description of the equipment modules should support their 
assembly process requirements based selection, integration, and 
evaluation. 
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" The intended characteristics of the equipment specification on both 
individual as well as composite level should be accessible for computer 
interpretation 
" The proposed model needs to be able to deal with the high level of 
complexity inherent in detailed equipment specifications 
" It should be possible to integrate the equipment model into the wider 
design space to enable dynamic maintenance of domain wide design 
constraints 
Fortnulation of a new method that can integrate the process specification and 
assembly workstation configuration using the developed process and 
equipment models. The formulation of the design approach should focus on 
the following aspects to enable the integration: 
" Dynamic decomposition and specialisation of assembly tasks 
" Enable the matching of required process capabilities against existing 
hardware capabilities 
" Dynamic integration of equipment modules into assembly workstation 
" Maintenance of design constraints across the whole modular assembly 
system design domain 
1.3 Approach and Structure of the Thesis 
Based on the analysis of existing research and current design practice in the area of 
assembly systems, a new ontology based framework has been defined to support the 
design of modular assembly systems. The new domain ontologies are split into the 
three domains that traditionally exist within the area of assembly system design 
(Rampersad [99]): product domain ontology, assembly process domain ontology, and 
assembly system/equipment domain ontology. 
Figure 1.1 shows the fundamental structure of the thesis. The thesis starts with an 
analysis of the reported relevant research in the area and identifies currently existing 
knowledge gaps. The fundamental ideas and assumptions behind the proposed 
integrated ontological framework are being discussed in the light of the identified 
knowledge gaps. The three domain ontologies are described and explained in detail in 
the following three chapters. Their applications and a prototype application are being 
shown to validate their potential. Finally the thesis concludes with a discussion of the 
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Literature Review 
2.1 Introduction 
Assembly is defined as 'ýputting together of [components] to make a product" or 
99 a set of [components] so assembled" (OED [90]). In this work the word assembly 
will be used in both its meanings, as a process as well as the result of this process. 
A system is "a group of interacting elements forming a complex whole" PED 
[90]). An assembly system can therefore be defined as a group of interacting elements 
composed to put together components to make a product. 
From this definition it can be derived that assembly systems involve three distinct 
aspects: the product that is being assembled, the process of assembling the product 
and the actual physical system that executes the processes of assembling the product. 
Rampersad [99] introduces a model that links the variables of these three aspects and 
creates an integral model for assembly (see Figure 2.1). 
-ýt- ý 
Figure 2.1 Integrated Assembly Model (Rampersad 1991) 
The product, as has been previously stated, is made up from components. 
Components can either be piece parts or assemblies of their own, so called sub- 
assemblies. The components of a product have a relation to one another, the product 
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structure, which is again part of the overall product assortment of an enterprise. But 
the product is not only the sum of its parts but rather the means to realise a set of 
functions, which are based on the needs of its users. There is therefore a causal 
relation in the form of-, users->functions->products->processes->systems. 
On the process side the smallest process entity is the assembly of two components, 
which will be called assembly task. To assemble a product the tasks have to be 
executed in a defined sequence, which is not only defined by the product but also by 
the assembly strategy of a company. 
The assembly system itself, like the product, is made from a set of system 
components, which are linked to build the structure of the system. The actual physical 
system is the dimensional layout of all its components according to its structure and 
the designated space. 
The general design process is a sequence of defining requirements in terms of 
functions and their relations and linking those functions to actual physical 
components that either need to be selected from existing ones or newly designed. That 
means for the design of an assembly system, which its requirements in fonn of a 
process description have to be derived from the product. Once the process oriented 
requirements have been derived from the product description they have to be 
transfon-ned into an actual assembly system configuration. 
Throughout the literature there is a strong link between assembly tasks on the 
process side and workstations on the assembly system side (Graves and Lamar [44]). 
It can generally be established that assembly workstations are clearly defined sets of 
equipment within the assembly system capable of perforining a set of one or more 
assembly tasks. Furthermore, the design of workstations is a distinct sub-problem of 
assembly system design that can be solved locally and at the same time helps to 
improve the overall assembly system. 
Current assembly system optimisation methods commonly allocate sets of one or 
more tasks to workstations and select the best suitable combination of workstations to 
forin the assembly system. Available methods, however, do not consider the actual 
configuration of workstations but rather assume an existing set of workstations that 
can perform a range of tasks and select the workstations according to constraints like 
cycle time and evaluation criteria like costs. How these criteria are derived or even 
improved in a task driven design are generally not considered. This work is focused 
on closing this gap. 
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In the following sections the underlying research questions and current research 
results in the area of modular workstation design and modelling are presented and 
discussed. The literature review is focused on the three underlying aspects of the 
work: modularity, design methods, and supporting domain models. The literature 
review is concluded with an analysis of the knowledge gaps in the currently reported 
research. 
2.2 Background 
2.2.1 Modularity 
Modularisation of products and systems is maintained to be one of the key 
strategies to deal with increasing complexity, rapidly changing requirements, and 
continuous integration of new or improved technologies (Pahl and Beitz [94], 
Tsukune, et al. [1261, Bi and Zhang [7], and Stevens, et al. [118]). Modularisation of 
systems is also considered to be one of the key enabling factors for next generation 
agile system solutions like reconfigurable and evolvable assembly systems (Koren, et 
al. [64], Onori, et al. [91], Hollis and Quaid [53]). 
2.2.1.1 Principles and Issues 
"Modular products are machines, assemblies and components that fulfil various 
overall functions through the combination of distinct building blocks or modules. " 
(Pahl and Beitz [94]) 
From this definition the key ideas of the modular approach can be seen: 
decomposition of a set of overall functions into a set of distinct lower level functions, 
which can in turn be combined in different ways to yield any of the original overall 
functions. Each of these lower level functions, or sub-sets of them, are then associated 
to physical building blocks, so called modules. Through combination of these 
building blocks a product/system that exhibits the desired overall function can be 
synthesised. This reflects the underlying principles of hierarchical system design 
approaches as will be discussed in more detail in section 2.2.2. 
Pahl and Beitz [94] identify two main drivers for product/system modularisation: 
function-oriented and production-oriented. The function-oriented approach is focused 
on realising a wide number of overall product/system functions with a small number 
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of building blocks whereas the production-oriented approach focuses on defining the 
product components to optimise its overall production effort. The production focus 
will not be discussed in more detail in this report since the main focus is to deal with 
function complexity in assembly systems where the assembly system constitutes the 
product of the design process. 
Modularity is an approach to define product/system architectures. In general two 
types of product/system architecture can be distinguished: integral and modular 
(Ulrich [127]). Ulrich and Tung [128] point out that all products have a varying 
degree of modular and integral architecture depending on the level of abstraction. 
Integral design of products or components has the advantage that it allows global 
optimisation of the physical representation. 
Ulrich and Tung [128] define the degree of modularity according to the similarity 
between the physical and functional architecture and the amount of incidental 
interactions between the physical components. 
The degree of similarity between physical components and functions is determined 
by the number of components that implement a function or by the number of 
functions a component is required for. An absolute modular structure, therefore, 
would realise each function with a separate component (one-to-one relation) and on 
the other extreme an absolute integral architecture would have links between all 
components and all functions (many-to-many relation). 
Incidental interactions between components are all those interactions that are not 
critical to the function of the product. An ideal modular product/system, therefore, 
would need to be designed to have no incidental interactions between its components 
(modules) whereas the components in an integral product/system on the other hand 
would need to be designed to cope with any incidental interactions with other 
components. 
Hence, modularity defines the relation between functions and components as well 
as the interactions between components. The interactions between components in a 
modular architecture are defined through interfaces. 
Stevens, et al. [118] advocate that interfaces between components in a system 
should be clear, stable and decoupled to establish a truly modular architecture. The 
clearness and stability aspect of interfaces is required in order to allow different 
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modules to implement the same interfaces and maintain compatibility. Decoupling is 
the removal or minimisation of incidental 
- 
unintended 
- 
interactions through the 
interface (see above discussion). This allows any two modules that implement the 
same interface to be connected without any of them having to know how the other one 
is working internally. Interfaces that are defined in such a manner allow not only the 
easier integration of modules into a system but also allow the testing of modules 
outside their application environment. This only requires a test system to provide the 
desired stimuli through the same interface as the module. 
2.2.1.2 Classification of modules and modular systems 
.................... 
- 
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- Basic Auxiliary Special Adaptive Customer-specific []; 
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Machine 
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.. 
I......................... 
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------- 
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Figure 2.2 Function and module types in modular and mixed systems (Pahl and Beitz 1941) 
Pahl and Beitz [94] define function module types depending on the function they 
realise and their importance to the system (essential or possible). The functions are 
classified according to their role in the overall function of the product/system. They 
give four types of functions/modules for a modular system: basic, auxiliary, special, 
and adaptive (see Figure 2.2). Basic functions are the fundamental building blocks for 
the overall function and appear in all overall function variants. Auxiliary functions are 
additional or support functions for the basic functions. Special functions are task 
specific sub-functions and need not appear in all overall function variants. Adaptive 
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functions are required for adaptation to other systems and to marginal conditions. 
Customer-specific functions are all those that are not included in the modular system. 
Bi and Zhang [7] define a high level taxonomy for the classification of modular 
applications based on the findings of Ulrich and Tung [128], Pahl and Beitz [94] and 
others. They advocate that any modular application should be defined based on four 
attributes associated to the components/modules and their interfaces (see Figure 2.3). 
The type of components/modules of a modular application is classified by the type of 
component entities and at what level they are in regard to the overall application 
domain. Interfaces are defined based on how the components are integrated together 
(component view) and on how the connection between the components is being 
established by the interface (connection view). 
Concept 
Entity Information 
Phyýic. 
Component 
--------------- 
Macro 
Level Application I 
Modularity -------------- i 
1ýx 
Component Swapping 
Component View Component Sharing 
Fabricate-to-Fit Application n 
Interface 
Slot Architecture 
Bu 
Connection View 
Sec ional Architecture 
oordi 
Figure 2.3 Taxonomy of Modularity applications (Bi and Zhang 171) 
2.2.1.3 Modular product/system development 
Following the definition of modularity, two branches during the development of 
modular products and systems can be identified (Vos [1331 and Bi and Zhang [7]). 
Figure 2.4 shows the two branches. Branch I is the definition and design of a modular 
system and the subsequent development of specific modules. This branch has to take 
the requirements for all possible systems into account. The second branch takes 
requirements for one specific product/system and combines the existing modules into 
a suitable system configuration. 
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2.2.2 Modular Assembly Systems 
2.2.2.1 System Architectures 
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Alsternian and Onori [3] introduce a platt'Orin for hyper-flexibic , isscillbly 
automation based on standardised components that can be configurcd into dificrew 
assembly systems or workstations (Mark IV). 
Figure 2.6 Mark IV Hyper Flexible Assembly System Architecture (Alsternian and Onori 131) 
Giusti, et al. [43] report the development of a flexibly reconfigurable asscrnbly 
cell. The cell is aimed to increase the accessibility of automated assembly cells t'k)i, 
small and mediurn product volurnes. The reported structure consists of the following 
main functional equipment entities: a6 DoF robot, pneumatic screwing unit. 
hydraulic press, and 2 adjustable supports controlled along a vertical axis. The rnain 
feature of the proposed structure is its capability to self-reconfigure its componcill 
specific features by using its robot. Also the authors report the use of an integratcd 
mechanical, electrical, and pneumatic interface between equipment modules and tlIc 
table surface. 
Gaugel, et al. [40] report a modular desktop assembly systern using 2DoF planil- 
motors for material transport and simple 2DoF manipulators for assembly and feeding 
(see Figure 2.7). 
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Figure 2.7 NfiniProd Concept (Gaugel, et al. 1401) 
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Barata de Oliveira [6] has reported a coalition-Im"cd colitfol 101 
'111,11c IC 
engineering that looks at how a modular assembly system can be adapted to cliang"-II 
at shop floor level. Lastra [65] reports an agent based collaborative control approach 
that to 1'ýIcihtatc tilt, ca'ýIcr opcr"ItIoll ol' im)(1111c" on ýI colinol Ic\ cI (, CC I 11ýýmc 
IS ). 
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Figure 2.8 Actor-based Asscmblý Sýstcjjj (. kjjA. S) (Lastra 1651) 
Sugl, ct al. [I 191 proposc a holonic asscilibly systcIll aj)p"(Mcl to "Cdtllýc (11 C, I'll 
C1111111late tile coil fil gurat loll CITOI-t \\, Ilcll Ile\\ III, 'Illipul ýItors ýlrc ýIddcd Into ý111 
system (see Figure 2.9). 
Figure 2.9 liolonic AssembIN System Xpproach (Stigi, el al. I 101) 
The rcpoiled approaches min towai-cls addressing the spccitic cont"Ol nceds of' FAS 
bUt do not cxl)ilcltly consider the wider design dccision-making cii%"'-Olllllcllt. 
2.2.2.2 Available System Solutions 
Several examples ofmodular assembly systems are alrcadý' co"Illel-ciallY a\ allabic 
as rcported in the revicws of Onorl, ct al. 1911, Alstcrnian [21. and I astra [ 65 1. They 
includc: the TUFF systcm t'Orill A13B FlexibIc ALItOlIlatlOll (SCC FIgUl-C 2.10), thC I H_g1l 
Spccd Asscnibly CcIl (HiSAC) form Ccilcorp (sce Figurc 
-. 
I I), the Sony Smart CcIl 
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(see FigLirc 2.12), the FlexIlne fi-om SMII Automation (see Figure 2.1 33); the %liki-on- 
Syfast assembly system (see Figure 2.14); and otlict-s. 
jr 
- 
now 0ý0- 
L 
Figure 2.10 ABIVITFF sYslcm 
(, A W1 kA &'NIPECTION 
Figure 2.11 IfiSAC-500 Iligh Speed Assembly Cell (Ce"co"l) 1141) 
is 
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Manual Semi-automatic Automatic 
Figtire 2.13 SNIII Phil! &Prodtice" " cmicept 
Figure 2.14 Mikron-Syfast assembly system (Frauenfelder 1371) 
The reported system architectures and commercially available systems ftilfil tile 
basic structural requirements for EAS but still fall short on the control and design 
side. This shows the current trend towards a reconfiguration and evolvability based 
school of thought but also highlights the necessity for further research into enabling 
technologies especially on the design side. 
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2.2.2.3 Modular Equipment 
Research in the area of assembly cquipment focuscs on two main arcxsý the 
development of nov cquilimcnt solutions and flic configuration/dcsign oftask spcclitic 
equipment from well clefined elements. This review focuses primarily oil tile latter. 
'File most dominant domain within cquipiricrit design area is the task-basal 
configuration ot'automated manipulators, so called robots. Other areas of' rescarch are 
the configuration of' fixturcs, t`ecdcI-, s 111(l tools (O'Silel, et al. 192 1, ShIrinzabell I 1161, 
and Joncýja and Lcc [60]). Across these areas file rcscarch cl , fiwt Is t'()cLisc(i on inctliods 
and tools tljýjt cýjjj lielp (1clille, optililisc and control equipment solutiols t'()'- si)ccilic 
assembly probicnis/tasks. A set of' modular Or standardiscd Components gC11crally 
builds the basis I'Or the propose(I ilictlio(is, oI- tools. 
In the arca of' robotics rescarch there are two main disciphi-Ics: 111(il"St"W1 "ObOt 
configurations and self-rccontiguring robots. The rcscarch in tile area of sell'- 
C011figUring robots is mainly conccntj-ýjtjjjg oil tile (IC\, Clol)lllCllt 01' MItO110111OLIS 10W 
DOF 1110(ILIICS thilt IMVC ýjCtJVC 111terflaccs which are controlled by tile "I'MiLlIcs 
(Unsal, et al. [ 1301, Chiang and Chink. lian [201, MLII-ýItLl, Ct 11. [851). TIIIVLILý11 1.11C LISC 
of' tlicir degrces of' trcedom in combination ý, vitli flicir intertaces the modules cýlli I'c- 
arrangc flicniscivcs according to Instruction from a supervisory control. I Hic 
teCIIII010gy Of' SCH-1-CCO11figUring rOhOtS, 110WCVCl-, IS 110t YCt MALIN el`101.1ý01 to I)C 
applicabic 101' LISC Ill industrial assembly. 
A. 
10, 
Figure 2.15, Application Examples of'Modular Robot Sti-tictill-es (., Xllitvc 141) 
Research in the arca of industrial i-()])()t Coll tI iýLlNltloll IMS t'()CIISC(l oll tile 
development of standardised robotic modules that c, ", be colit-191.11-ed to gciicrýltc 
different configurations depending oil tile required application When I IS], RI arld 
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Zhang [7], Yang and Chen [139], and Paredis, et al. [95]). The three main problems 
which have been looked at are: feasibility checking, optimisation and control 
generation for robotic configurations. Starting point for the configuration is generally 
a specific task, which is normally expressed as a set of working points for the robot 
including parameters like posture, work load, accuracy etc. at each point. 
Different modular robot solutions are available today. The most noteworthy are 
probably the PowerCubeTm developed by Amtec robotics (see Figure 2.15 for an 
example). They have found several applications especially in the academic domain. 
The focus of the reported work in the area of modular assembly systems has 
mainly been on the physical structure and control aspects that enable reconfiguration. 
They highlight modular equipment solutions as one of the fundamental requirements 
for reconfiguration and hence evolvability. The design and decision making aspects 
necessary for requirements driven rapid reconfiguration were mostly outside the scope 
of the reported work and clearly need further investigation. 
2.2.3 Design Methodologies 
Suh [120] has presented an extensive definition of an axiomatic approach to 
engineering design based on his experience in manufacturing. He distinguishes 
between axiomatic and algorithmic design methods as discussed by 
Jacquet, et al. [59]. The axiomatic design approach defines domain models and rules 
which are used to generate a new design. 
The algorithmic design approach as proposed by Pahl and Beitz [94] is defining a 
set of steps that need to be completed during the design process. Problem 
decomposition and synthesis approaches or hierarchical design approaches are aimed 
to deal with the inherent complexity in large system engineering (VDI 2221 [131], 
Pahl and Beitz [94], Stevens, et al. [118], Roth [110], Tomiyama, et al. [123]). An 
overview of the principle approaches is shown in Figure 2.16 and Figure 2.17. The 
fundamental approach is to decompose the overall design problem into sub-problems 
until a satisfactory level of simplicity and clarity has been reached that allows the 
definition of sub-solution alternatives. The sub-solutions are then being combined and 
synthesised to create higher level solution alternatives. The synthesised solutions are 
validated against the problem definition on the same level of complexity. If the 
solutions are found to satisfy the original problem definitions they are again combined 
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until the full system has been defined. If the lower level solutions do not match the 
requirements, they need to be refined until a match has been achieved. 
Overall Problem 
Sub-Problems 
Individual Problems 
Individual Solutions 
(System Elements) 
Sub-Solutions 
(Sub-Systems) 
Overall Solutions 
(System) 
Figure 2.16 Problem decomposition and solution synthesis (VDI 2221 [1311) 
User Acceptance 
requirements Validation ----[ tests 
System System 
requirements Verification tests 
tication 4W., 
Architectural Integration 
design Verification tests 
Verification INV 49K 
Component component 
development tests 
Figure 2.17 The V-Diagram for a simple design life-cycle (Stevens, et al. 11181) 
Jacquet, et al. [59] recognise that the axiomatic method explains the design context 
but not how to proceed, whereas the strictly algorithmic methods tend to restrict the 
concurrency of the design process. 
Stevens, et al. [118) illustrate the system engineering approach to design of 
complex products and system. This is a holistic approach looking at the design as part 
of a products/systems life cycle. The approach is more commonly used for complex 
products/systems but is not restricted to them. 
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Rosenman and Gero [107] discuss the socio-cultural and techno-physical aspects 
of the design using purpose-function-behaviour-structure as basis for the 
argumentation. The paper explains the definition of purpose using the distinction 
between the socio-cultural and techno-physical environment (see Figure 2.18). 
In the paper purpose, function, behaviour, and structure aspect of the model are 
defined with the relationships between them. "STRUCTURE exhibits BEHAVIOUR 
effects FUNCTION enables PURPOSE. PURPOSE enabled by FUNCTION achieved 
by BEHAVIOUR exhibited by STRUCTURE. " 
Figure 2.18 The concepts, environments, and processes in design (Rosenman and Gero 11071) 
The authors also discuss the application of the purpose- function-behaviour- 
structure model in the design process. They outline the transition from the purpose of 
an artefact to its eventual structure. The design process is described as iterative 
formulation-synthesis-analysis-evaluation cycles. They discuss the ill-structured 
nature of design, classification of design objects, decomposition and fon-nulation, and 
specialisation in more detail. 
The functional definition of an artefact builds the foundation for the integration 
between different design domains (aspects associated to groups of experts, as for 
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example architects, civil engineers, and contractors) within their model. The role of 
intended, non-intended, and emergent functions is being discussed. The application of 
the proposed modelling philosophy is also being analysed for multidisciplinary 
design. 
Specifically for the design of assembly systems the decomposition process 
involves a simultaneous detailing of the assembly process and a grouping of necessary 
process steps into equipment requirements. The selection of appropriate equipment 
solutions is in the first instance based on their capability to achieve the required set of 
assembly process steps. Only in the second instance is the specific behaviour of the 
different solution alternative taken into consideration to optimise the performance of 
the overall system. The synthesis and validation is again mainly driven by the 
combined process capabilities of the chosen equipment solutions. 
In the design of modular systems, the decomposition process can be guided 
towards possible solutions within the chosen system architecture. In a modular system 
only solutions that can be achieved through combination of existing modules within 
the given architectural framework are possible. The possible solution space is 
determined before a specific design problem arises. The knowledge about the 
resulting constraints can be used during the decomposition of the specific design 
problems. This has the added advantage that problems which cannot be solved with 
the chosen modular system architecture can be spotted already during the 
requirements decomposition. 
Reconfiguration is a natural extension of the modular system design with the 
primary difference that it needs to take the existing system into consideration 
(Koren, et al. [64]). Reconfiguration approaches need to reduce the effort of change 
between the old system configuration and the new set of required capabilities. This 
means that the responsibilities of the equipment entities within the overall assembly 
process of an assembly system need to be clearly defined. 
Generally it can be seen from the different design methodologies that they require 
for basic mechanisms: specialisation, decomposition, configuration, and synthesis. In 
the following sections those aspects will be addressed in more detail before looking at 
some existing design frameworks and tool sets. 
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2.2.4 Ontologies 
An ontology is concerned with the study of being or existence and their basic 
categories and relationships, to determine what entities and what types of entities 
exist. It therefore has strong implications for conceptions of reality 
(Wikipedia [136]). They help to clarify a domain's knowledge structure and therefore 
improves knowledge sharing, utilisation of captured knowledge, and maintenance of 
existing knowledge (Chandrasekaran, et al. [15], Grunninger and Lee [48]). Those 
aspects are very important for the definition of knowledge modelling frameworks for 
the support of distributed engineering design decision making environments. Many 
ontologies have for this reason been developed in the engineering domain in recent 
years (Borst, et al. [ 12], Mizoguchi and Kitamura [84], Ciocoiu, et al. [2 1 ]). 
A number of different ontology definition languages have been proposed. They 
include: Knowledge Interchange Format 
- 
KIF (Genesereth and Fikes [421), 
Ontolingua (Farquhar, et al. [34]), CommonKADS CML (Schreiber, et al. [114]), 
CycL (Lenat and Guha [66]), DAML + OIL (DAML [24]), and OWL (OWL [931) to 
name the most important ones. The most recently developed and also the most 
promising ontology language is OWL. This ontology language is aiming to enhance 
the knowledge content of web resources. It has been developed by the W3C 
consortium and is utilising on the widely accepted representation languages XML and 
RDF. 
The CommonKADS CML graphical notations will be used to define the proposed 
new domain conceptualisations. The advantage of the CommonKADS representation 
is that it goes beyond the definition of facts and rules and also includes graphical 
notations for inference and reasoning activities. The basic description of concepts in 
the CommonKADS framework is based on UML notations which makes it more 
readable for a wider audience. 
The CommonKADS knowledge modelling language and graphical notations 
(CML) cover most of the required aspects for this work but do not address some of 
the modelling requirements for distributed decision making. The language and 
graphical notations have been extended to overcome this shortcoming where required. 
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Inference Knowledge (inferences, Knowledge roles, Transfer functions) 
Domain Knowledge (Domain schemas, Knowledge base) 
Figure 2.19 CommonKADS model of the assembly system design process (adapted from 
Ratchev [1041) 
Following the CommonKADS knowledge structuring approach the different 
aspects of the proposed assembly system design methodology have been modelled on 
three knowledge definition levels (see Figure 2.19): 
Task knowledge level, defining the design tasks required for achieving 
specific design goals and who is involved in them (actors). Task knowledge is 
described on different levels of abstraction defining a hierarchy from general 
tasks to more and more specific tasks. At the lowest level are all those tasks 
that cannot be further decomposed into subtasks. They are entirely built from 
members of the inference knowledge level. Each task has one or more task 
methods that define their sub-activities and in which order they need to be 
performed. Actors are mapped to all the tasks they are involved in. 
Inference knowledge level, defining the inferences, decisions, and 
communication acts required for performing the design tasks on the task 
knowledge level. Inferences are defined through the type of their dynamic 
input and output knowledge and a set of rules that are used to infer the output 
from the input. Decisions are specialised inferences that have dynamic input 
knowledge and infer a yes-or-no decision based on a set of static rules, the 
decision criteria. Communication acts define what type of knowledge can be 
exchanged between reasoning activities of different actors. 
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* Domain knowledge level, defining all the concepts, relationships, attributes 
and rules which are used by the inference level activities. Concepts are defined 
as a set of attributes. Relationships are either concepts in their own right or are 
defined through the attributes of other non-relationship concepts. Rules are 
defined as through their antecedent, consequent and the causality between 
them. The constraints of the model are specified as first order logic axioms. 
A number of ontology development frameworks have been reported: Ontolingua 
Server (Farquhar, et al. [34]), eKADS (eKADS [31]), and Protdg6 (Prot6& [97]). 
They assist with the definition and maintenance of ontologies. eKADS allows the 
definition of CommonKADS knowledge models. It does provide, however, only 
limited support for the utilisation and verification of the defined models. Prot6& is an 
ontology definition and instantiation framework that provides a software environment 
for the definition of ontologies. The ontology can be instantiated and made available 
as a knowledge base for both internal and external utilisation. Prot6g6 allows the 
definition of both frame-based ontologies as well as OWL-based ontologies. 
Prot6g6 has been chosen to implement and test the new ONTOMAS formalisms 
proposed in this thesis. The choice was based on the capability of the Prot6g6 
framework to include plug-ins for axiom checking and inference reasoning. 
Furthermore, the frame-based ontology representation of Prot6g6 was chosen to keep 
in line with the CommonKADS notations used throughout this work. 
2.3 State of the art 
After having discussed the general background of this thesis, the current state-of- 
the-art in the specific areas treated by this thesis is being examined. The focus of this 
thesis is on the development of suitable domain ontologies for assembly process and 
modular equipment specification which are suitable for the integrated design of 
modular assembly workstations. The following sub-sections give a brief overview of 
the reported work in assembly process modelling, equipment modelling, and 
integrated design methods. 
2.3.1 Assembly Process Specification 
The assembly process specification deals with describing the characteristics of 
individual process steps and defining their temporal order. Process specification 
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languages need to provide formalisms for the definition of the topological process 
structure to describe their sequential order, the hierarchical structure to introduce 
different levels of detail, and the classification of different process types to enable a 
domain specific interpretation of process models. 
A number of different general process specification languages have been reported. 
They include: the Sharable Plan and Activity Representation 
- 
SPAR (Tate [122]), the 
high-level robot programming language GOLOG (Levesque, et al. [67]), the 
Workflow Process Definition Language 
- 
WPDL (WPDL [1371), and the Process 
Specification Language 
- 
PSL (Schlenoff, et al. [113], GrUninger [47]). All these 
proposed languages are very general and do not take the specific aspects of the 
assembly domain into consideration. The most prominent of those languages is PSL 
which has been developed by NIST to facilitate the exchange of process based 
information between manufacturing systems. Some of the basic notations and axioms 
of PSL have been applied in this work. 
The definition and planning of assembly sequences is a problem that has received 
a lot of attention in the assembly domain. It studies how the order in which the 
components of a product could be assembled can be determined and optimised. The 
activity of putting two components together is commonly referred to as assembly task. 
A number of different approaches to represent assembly task sequences have been 
used. The most often used assembly sequence representations are precedence 
relationships, directed graphs, and And-Or-graphs. They are related to each other and 
can be transfonned into each other (Homem de Mello and Sanderson [55]). 
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Figure 2.20 Assembly Operations Overview (Rampersad 1991) 
The assembly sequences do not address the individual steps that need to be carried 
out to achieve the assembly of two components. Rampersad [99] proposed to split 
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each assembly task into a number of assembly operations that reflect the basic 
activities which need to be carried out in an assembly system to assemble two 
components. He classified the assembly operations under six main types as shown in 
Figure 2.20. Vos [133] also stresses the need to further decompose assembly tasks to 
capture the requirements for equipment selection. He defines an operation 
classification that does not clearly distinguish between taxonomical and hierarchical 
formalisms. Lohse, et al. [70] suggest structuring the assembly process on three 
distinct hierarchical levels (tasks, operations, and actions) that can be linked to 
corresponding levels on the equipment side. Barata de Oliveira [6] uses a set of basic 
skills which are clustered into more complex, higher level skills to describe an 
assembly process. 
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Figure 2.21 Part function symbols for handling VDI 2860 (Lotter 1771) 
The joining or assembly operation is the central aspect of the assembly task 
definition. A comprehensive classification of different types of assembly operations is 
given in DIN 8593-0 [28]. A number of basic handling and logistic operations have 
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been classified in VDI 2860 [132]. Figure 2.21 shows an overview of the translated 
basic activities defined by the VDI 2860 as given in Lotter [77]. 
Despite the significant work in the area of process modelling there is still a need 
for more comprehensive assembly process domain conceptualisations. The 
decomposition and classification of assembly processes at different levels of hierarchy 
need to be further explored to allow the process model to become the backbone of 
modular assembly system specification and selection as has been suggested by (Vos 
[1331, Onori, et al. [91], Barata de Oliveira [6], Lastra, [65]). 
2.3.2 Equipment Modelling 
There is a general consensus that one of the critical enabling factors for highly 
automated design systems is the availability of equipment models that provide the 
required information for equipment selection and system integration. Several 
integrated equipment models have been reported which focus on different aspects of 
modular assembly system design using an object-oriented paradigm (Rosenman and 
Wang [109], Yoshioka, et al. [140], Zhang and van der Werff [1451, 
Lohse, et al. [71]), 
Rosenman and Gero [108] propose a multiple functional view of artefacts to 
facilitate a collaborative design process. The approach is centred around a Purpose- 
Function-Behaviour-Structure model. Different functional representations for 
different domain experts are proposed to express their view of the artefacts to be 
designed. The relationships between purpose, function, behaviour, and structure are 
discussed and defined. The design process is described as an iterative transition from 
the purpose space over the functional and behavioural space to the structural space. 
Qi, et al. [98] propose a General Engineering Data Model (GED) to facilitate the 
sharing and exchange of engineering data during the design of special purpose 
machines. The engineering data from different engineering disciplines is associated to 
representations of the mechatronic components in the modelled machines. This 
enables an easy extension of the model to include new discipline-specific aspects of 
the component without compromising the existing definitions. 
A number of domain specific equipment models have also been reported focusing 
at different aspects and or levels of abstraction of the equipment characteristics. 
Zhang, et al. [144] have developed a model that focuses on the representation of 
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robots and their working envirom-nent. They defined an object-oriented representation 
of modular robots expressing the capabilities of its modules in a function-behaviour- 
structure model. The required capabilities are defined as a set of requirements, which 
have not been defined. 
Zhang and van der Werff [145] and Neville and Joskowicz [88] report models for 
the specification of mechanisms focused on their mechanical/kinematic aspect. 
Neville and Joskowicz [88] developed a representation language for fixed axis 
mechanism specification. The language addresses the definition of 
structure/geometrical and behaviour aspects of the mechanisms. The behaviour 
definition provides concepts for kinematic and simple dynamic descriptions based on 
motion primitives and aggregates (parallel and sequential). The language is used for 
automatic design validation. The validation compares the desired behaviour (output 
motions as a result of input motions) to the actual behaviour exhibited by a proposed 
mechanism design (actual output motions from the set of input motions). 
Gausemeier, et al. [41 ] and Craig, et al. [22] address the need for integrated 
mechatronic device models. Schdfer and L6pez [112] define an object-oriented model 
to define the control capabilities of production resources within a flexible 
manufacturing cell. The model defines different types of resources with their relating 
elements and frames including their mathematical representation. Particular emphasis 
has been given to the modelling of the control aspects of the resources. Seliger and 
Bollmann [115], Meijer, et al. [80], and Zhang, et al. [143] report function models for 
the design of devices and systems. 
All of these reported models focus only on specific aspects of the equipment 
characteristics. None of them consider the consequences of modularity in the 
definition or application of their models. For the fully integrated system development 
it is however necessary to extend the object focus to include their process 
relationships. Dori [30] defined an object-process methodology (OPM) that aims to 
provide a holistic approach to system engineering. It uses objects, processes, and 
states as basic concepts to describe a wide range of different systems in the business, 
engineering, and science domain. The proposed methodology is defined at a very high 
level and is not providing more specific concepts needed for an effective specification 
of modular assembly equipment. 
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The focus of an equipment module definition ontology has to be on its process 
capabilities to allow an effective selection and integration based on required process 
characteristics (Vos [133]). Several general approaches have been reported for the 
definition of an equipment module's process capabilities. Zha, et al. [142] use 
knowledge intensive Petri net for the modelling and analysis of assembly equipment 
and systems. They stressed the need for further research in the area of linking the 
process representation with the function structure of the assembly system. 
A language representation of function-behaviour-structure for mechanical devices 
has been introduced by Sasajima, et al. [111] based on ontological engineering 
principles (Mizoguchi and Kitamura [84]). Their main focus is on understanding the 
functional capability of devices based on their behaviour and structure. 
Umeda, et al. [129] and Tomiyama, et al. [124] use qualitative physics to define the 
relation between structure, behaviour and functions. S asajima, et al. [III], Mizoguchi 
and Kitamura [84], Umeda, et al. [129], and Tomiyama, et al. [124] all define 
behaviour based on physical phenomena. 
The reported models are either quite general or focus on quite low level elementary 
building blocks. The general models make it more difficult to achieve the required 
level of interpretability while the very elementary models do not take advantage of 
modular assembly system specific simplifications. There is still a lack of an 
equipment module specification approach that provides the right level of detail. 
2.3.3 Design Frameworks 
There are quite a few works looking at assembly modelling and assembly planning 
(summarised in Homem de Mello and Sanderson [54]). Assembly modelling is 
generally concerned with defining the relationships between the individual component 
parts of an assembly. Assembly planning looks at the modelling and selection of best 
process sequence for a particular assembly problem. 
The first step of translation, deriving the required assembly processes from the 
product representation, has been addressed in a few works. Stadzisz and 
Henrioud [117] are using a liaisons graph to represent the relationships between the 
components of an assembly and predicate/event Petri-nets for the representation of 
assembly process sequences. The link between them is established through an 
interactive technique that asks the user directed questions. 
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Rampersad [99] and Delchambre [26] propose integrated methods that cover the 
whole three phases. Rampersad is giving formal rules and guidelines for the 
integrated definition of assemblies, assembly processes and assembly systems. 
Delchambre is introducing a CAD based method for the concurrent definition of 
assemblies, assembly processes and assembly system. The method, however, stays at 
a rather abstract level especially on the assembly system side. 
De Lit [25] analyses the consequences of designing assembly systems for whole 
product families as opposed to single products. He proposes a theoretic framework for 
the concurrent assembly design, assembly sequencing and assembly line design. 
Zha, et al. [142] presents a knowledge intensive Petri net framework for the design 
of automated assembly systems. They are using the formalism to model the whole 
problem space from assembly over assembly process to assembly system. The 
framework is intended to assisted assembly system designers in the configuration, 
simulation and evaluation of assembly systems. 
Several other works focus on the designing of assembly systems starting from an 
assembly process description (Pellichero [96], Rekiek [105], and Vos [133]). 
Pellichero [96) introduces a framework for the construction of logical assembly line 
layouts. The method is based on two integrated branches for rough and detailed 
layout. It involves the selection of assembly methods, line balancing and resource 
planning. 
Rekiek [105] is using a multiple objective grouping genetic algorithm as assembly 
line design aid. He is applying an equal piles approach to allocate assembly tasks to a 
defined number of workstations and a branch and cut algorithm for the selection of 
suitable equipment for each task on the workstation. 
Vos [133] is proposing an assembly system development method based on modular 
assembly equipment. He is analysing the module specification process as well as the 
module configuration process which eventually yield a complete assembly system. He 
identifies the matching of process requirements with the capabilities of the modules as 
one of the most critical problems and uses operations as basis for the matching. 
Several design approaches have been developed which demonstrate the principle 
feasibility of computer aided and knowledge-based assembly systems design 
(Bodr, et al. [11], Bley, et al. [9], Travaini, et al. [125], Zha, et al. [142], 
Lohse, et al, [76]). The reported approaches only focus on some decision-making 
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aspects and do not yet address the specific modelling needs for rapid configuration 
and reconfiguration. Bo6r, et al. [I I] report the results and experiences gained from 
the development of a computer aided assembly planning tool. The development is 
mainly focused on gripper selection, sequence generation, and 2D and 3D simulation. 
Bley, et al. [9] report a methodology for the knowledge based selection of 
assembly equipment. They use functions defined in DIN 8593 and VDI 2860 to 
specify the capabilities of equipment entities. The requirements for the selection of 
equipment are derived through four types of knowledge: geometry processing, 
conversion rules, linking rules, and application experience. 
Myon-Woong, et al. [86] report on the development of a knowledge based design 
system for the embodiment design of machine tools. The design process is structured 
into: user requirements, machine configuration design and analysis (spindle unit, feed 
drive unit, and constructional elements), re-evaluation of configuration, and detailed 
design. The design process is supported by a design environment built around a 
central knowledge base. The reported system architecture consists of seven parts 
including: the knowledge base, a knowledge manager, an inference engine, a solid 
modeller, a graphical user interface, a design history manager, and an analysis 
software. 
Lewek [68] proposes a modelling framework for the definition toolbox based 
manufacturing systems. The model is defined on four levels of representational 
abstraction: meta-meta, meta, class, and instance level. The model is extending 
semantic nets as a basic modelling framework. The main focus of the work is to 
provide a suitable meta-model for the definition of toolbox systems. The approach is 
not considering some fundamental aspects of modular systems like interface 
constraints or functional abstraction. 
A number of distributed engineering environments have been reported that use 
mostly agent-based technology to achieve a concurrent integration of all stakeholders 
in the design process. Rosenman and Wang [109] report a component-based 
collaborative CAD system for the design of buildings (architecture and construction 
industry) using an agent-based approach. The reported work is focused on the 
definition of design components and their application and advantage in a distributed 
design environment. The paper compares five different system architectures for the 
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implementation of the design process: integrated mode, distributed-integrated mode, 
discrete mode, stage-based mode, and autonomy-based mode. 
Chao, et al. [16] are addressing communication of design changes in concurrent 
engineering. They developed an agent-based framework to provide a collaborative 
environment for communication between design tools, which usually operate in 
different computer systems. A centralised product model, modelled in STEP, is 
managed by a design agent. Then mobile agents are managing each design 
application. 
Husslage, et al. [56] propose a framework for simulation-based product design 
where there are multiple coupled simulation tools and large simulation times. A 
modelling methodology called Collaborative Meta-Modelling (CMM) is presented. 
CMM is aiming to combine meta-models for each simulation procedure into one 
meta-model for the product. The purpose is to simplify and automate coordination of 
simulation tools. 
Chen, et al. [19] present a web-based system for real-time collaborative assembly 
modelling called e-Assembly. e-Assembly provides concurrent and synchronous 
design and modelling. Denis, et al. [27] present work from the DIJA project. The 
project is working on developing a web-based CAD system that is accessible to any 
user from a simple desktop computer. Wang, et al. [134] present work done on the 
development of a cooperative design system called WebBlow. The system aims to 
enable project managers and designers to collaborate over the internet. 
A methodology for support in integrated product and process design (IPPD) is 
proposed by Mervyn, et al. [82]. This methodology is focusing on development of 
distributed manufacturing applications that are able to support IPPD. Their approach 
is to use a middleware to ensure a dynamic interface between applications and a 
common product model. Nahm and Ishikawa [87] describe an integrated product and 
process design framework for collaborative product design over the Internet. A design 
model is generated by decomposing the design at three levels: product, process and 
problem. Li, et al. [69] describe a framework for distributed and collaborative feature- 
based design. 
Xiang, et al. [138] describe agent-based simulation for virtual prototyping of a 
fluid power system. Domain agents are used to manage components and simulate 
components' behaviours. Anumba, et al. [5] describe work done in collaborative 
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design of light industrial buildings. Tang and Wong [121] present a multi-agent 
framework for control in a computer-integrated manufacturing (CIM) system. 
2.4 Knowledge Gaps 
Despite the significant developments in the area the reported research does not yet 
fully address the specific requirements of reconfigurable and evolvable assembly 
systems on their design and supporting knowledge frameworks. As a result of the 
exhaustive literature review it became clear that the majority of research in the area of 
system configuration and design is focusing on the planning, selection, and 
optimisation of assembly systems on a workstation level of abstraction. There are 
some reported approaches that look at the more detailed design in some more specific 
equipment domains. They do, however, not consider the wider environment of the 
assembly system or do so only in relation to their specific research focus. Figure 2.22 
shows an overview of the areas of research. 
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Figure 2.22 Research activities and research gaps in the area of assembly system design 
This work is addressing the need for a supporting ontology framework for the 
requirements driven configuration of modular assembly workstations. The following 
knowledge gaps have been identified that currently hamper the move towards rapidly 
deployable manufacturing solutions on demand. 
Lack of formal assembly process conceptualisations which would allow a 
dynamic process specification to the required level of detail while still maintaining 
a sufficient degree of interpretability to be effective for computer aided design 
approaches! 
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For an effective process requirements based selection and configuration of modular 
assembly workstations it is paramount that the required assembly process can be 
defined to a high level of detail which can be associated to the available equipment 
functions. To achieve that within a computer aided environment there needs to be a 
clear computer interpretable classification of the different process types. Furthermore 
there needs to be a formalism that defines how currently abstractly defined processes 
can be decomposed to provide the required higher level of detail. For the requirements 
driven specification of processes in an integrated framework it is important to provide 
a clear link between the relevant product characteristics and their enabling assembly 
processes. 
So far no suitable assembly domain specific formal modelling methodology has 
been reported that can deliver all these requirements. Research effort within the 
assembly process specification domain has so far been focused on a much higher level 
of abstraction, assembly task sequence specification, connected with the assembly 
planning problem (see section 2.3.1). Some general process specification models have 
been reported that allow higher levels of detail, but these do not consider the specific 
requirements of the assembly domain. Other research has used very narrowly defined 
models for specific aspects of the assembly process. Generally there is a lack of a 
suitable assembly process domain theory. 
Insufficient knowledge on equipment models which enable an effective selection 
and integration of modular assembly equipment solutions based oil requirements 
derivedfrom the product description! 
A clear capability model that is linked to the process requirements and that used to 
synthesise the emergent capabilities of configured workstations is necessary for the 
effective selection and integration of modular equipment solutions into workstations 
that can deliver the required assembly capabilities. Furthen-nore, there should be clear 
design constraints that reflect the architectural choices of the workstation both during 
equipment requirements specification and module integration. For effective computer 
aided specification there should also be a clear classification of different equipment 
types within a given domain. 
For the integration it is vital to understand the structural as well as logical 
constraints between different equipment modules. So far there is a lack of an 
assembly domain specific equipment model that defines all the required aspects for an 
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effective selection and integration of modular assembly equipment. The reported 
research has either focused on too abstract models or does not taken the constraints of 
a modular approach into consideration (see section 2.3.2). 
Limited availability of an integrated modular assembly workstation definition 
framework! 
Within the reported research there are only very few integrated design 
methodologies that could address the process requirements driven configuration of 
modular assembly workstations. Current research has been focusing on the definition 
of general methodologies for the configuration of modular systems on the 
machine/workstation level as well as on the specification of modular equipment 
solutions within individual domains, as for example robotics or feeding. 
There are significant cross influences between the assembly process definition and 
the configuration of the assembly workstation that can deliver the required processes. 
The relationship between the definition of assembly processes and the configuration 
of equipment solutions has not been sufficiently explored in the reported research (see 
section 2.3.3). Current approaches report the cross influences during the definition 
process but do not address how they can be taken into consideration on a detailed 
level. Other approaches consider the process and system definition as consecutive 
steps rather than a concurrent, iterative development. 
2.5 Summary 
The literature review has given a general background of the main concepts behind 
this thesis. It includes the principles of modularity, current developments of modular 
assembly solutions, general design methodologies, and fundamentals of ontologies. 
This thesis is addressing the need for new assembly process and equipment 
formalizations and a method for their integrated definition. The state-of-the-art 
reported in these areas has been critically reviewed and discussed. This led to the 
conclusion of the following knowledge gaps: 
Lack offormal assembly process conceptualisations that would allow a dynamic 
process specification to the required level of detail while still maintaining a sufficient 
degree of interpretability to be effectivefor computer aided design approaches! 
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Insufficient knowledge on equipment models that enable an effective selection and 
integration of modular assembly equipment solutions based on requirements derived 
from the product description! 
Limited availability of an integrated modular assembly workstation definition 
framework! 
In the following chapter the research approach behind this thesis will be discussed. 
The systematic approach towards addressing the identified knowledge gaps is being 
described in detail. 
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Research Approach 
3.1 Introduction 
The vision behind this work is inspired by the need for a dynamic design 
environment that can facilitate the rapid reconfiguration and evolution of modular 
assembly systems. The dynamic environment is envisaged to consit of a design space 
that facilitates the dynamic integration and evaluation of assembly systems in the 
virtual world. The aim is to allow continuous evaluation and seamless configuration 
and re-configuration of the assembly system in response to changes in key product, 
process and system performance characteristics (see Figure 3.1). 
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The approach should be based on the continuous evolution of the system 
configuration using the virtual system model and periodically transforming the 
evolving virtual system into a new configuration of the physical assembly system. 
This way the assembly system not only responds timely to changes in its environment 
but also takes advantage of opportunities for reconfigurations arising from new 
technologies and new equipment solutions becoming available during the lifecycle of 
the assembly system. The formation and reconfiguration of assembly cells would 
therefore be performed based on two concurrent processes: 
* continuous specification, configuration and evaluation of system solutions 
using the virtual system model; 
* periodic re-configuration of the physical assembly system. 
The dynamic environment and the associated methods and models should allow a 
time-compressed decision-making support that projects the main assembly system 
engineering activities within a virtual design space to deliver an evolving system 
design solution. The design environment should combine a set of functionalities such 
as requirements engineering, process specification, and system design. The 
environment should also be supported by a knowledge model allowing elicitation, 
formalisation and reuse of design and planning knowledge. The equipment ontology, 
which is part of the knowledge model, facilitates structured decision-making for 
configuring and reconfiguring assembly cells by providing the means to match 
product and process requirements to the capabilities of different assembly system 
solutions. Once delivered, the behaviour and functional performance of the assembly 
cells could be closely monitored and allowed to evolve in response to changes in 
product and process requirements or system performance. 
The system re-configuration process should be conducted by the dynamic 
environment based on identifying possible triggers for system configuration, 
modelling responses in terms of system modifications and selecting from among 
possible alternatives. 
The reported work strives to overcome some of the inherent challenges towards 
achieving the vision of such a dynamic design environment. This chapter discusses 
the fundamental ideas and assumptions behind the proposed ontology framework for 
the integrated design of modular assembly workstations and outlines how this work 
proposes to address the identified knowledge gaps (see section 2.4). 
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In the following sections a general overview of the assembly system design 
framework is given followed by the definition of the underlying hypotheses of this 
work. The assumptions this work has been based on are listed and discussed. The 
fundamental design activities of a modular assembly system are outlined and linked to 
the proposed fundamental ontology framework. The chapter concludes with the 
overview of the fundamental concepts used to define the ontology framework. 
3.2 Requirements for the Design of Modular Assembly 
Systems 
It is important to analyse the full lifecycle of an assembly system to understand the 
requirements for evolvable assembly system solutions and the implied challenges 
posed for suitable supporting design frameworks and knowledge models. The 
requirements are very much dependent on the system boundary that is chosen for the 
analysis. This work is looking at both the lifecycle of a single assembly system and 
the implications for a domain encompassing design approach. The important 
difference between the two is that a single system is an instantiation of an existing 
architecture while a domain-wide approach focuses on the definition of suitable 
system architectures (Vos [133], Bi and Zhang [7]). 
In the following sections the lifecycle of an individual modular assembly system 
instance will be discussed. The focus will be extended to look at the system design 
approach for a whole domain. Furthermore, triggers for adaptation (change) will be 
identified; the different levels of adaptation within a modular system will be outlined; 
and some mechanisms of achieving the adaptation will be suggested with focus on 
synthetic design environments. 
3.2.1 Modular Assembly System Lifecycle 
The lifecycle of an individual assembly system starts with the arising need for an 
assembly system. A system integrator is normally employed to design a suitable 
assembly system solution as discussed above. During the design of a modular system, 
the system integrator selects a suitable architecture, searches for a set of modules that 
fulfils the requirements, puts them together and installs the system. The system is 
operated in its current configuration until the need for a change arises that triggers its 
redesign. A new design cycle is started with the objective to adapt the existing system 
to the changed requirements. Some of the currently used modules are taken out and 
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some new ones are added in their place. After the change has been implemented the 
assembly system is again operated until another need for adaptation arises. This 
adaptation cycle can be repeated until the chosen system architecture does not yield 
optimal system configurations for the given sets of requirements anymore. 
Figure 3.2 shows a schematic overview of an assembly system life-cycle. The 
synthetic system design and adaptation need to take place simultaneously to the 
operation of the system and take the existing structure of the system into 
consideration. 
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Figure 3.2 Overview of a representative evolvable assembly system lifecycle 
3.2.2 Domain-Wide System Architecture Development 
The definition of system architectures is generally closely related to the maturity of 
a domain. Once the processes used in a specific domain have reached a certain level 
of stability or maturity, it becomes desirable to consolidate the knowledge that has 
been developed in this domain. One of the vehicles to achieve this is through common 
architectural guidelines and rules. 
The definition of a system architecture starts with an analysis of the requirements 
posed in a given domain. The range of process requirements for the domain needs to 
be defined and turned into a suitable architectural system framework consisting of 
abstract module definitions with basic process capabilities and configuration 
guidelines. Equipment manufacturers can use the module definitions to design their 
own specific module instances. These modules can then be used by the system 
integrators to define specific assembly system solutions. The definition and evolution 
of assembly systems can take place within the boundaries of the system architecture. 
This however is the case only as long as modules developed within the architecture 
support a significant proportion of the domain requirements. At some point the 
domain requirements will have shifted significantly enough to make adaptation of the 
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architecture necessary. This requires a new assessment of the domain requirements 
which will highlight the required changes. 
3.2.3 Adaptation Triggers 
An adaptation is always the result of changes in the external environment or due to 
current suboptimal characteristics of the system; these are called trigger conditions. 
They generally need to exceed a certain threshold before they require the system in 
question to adapt. The synthetic assembly system design environment needs to be able 
to address the flowing sources of change: 
" product related change triggers include: component changes, product structure 
changes, volume changes, and assortment changes 
" process related change triggers include: new available processes 
41 system/equipment related change triggers include: new modules have become 
available, new architectural guidelines have become available, and actual 
system feedback indicates suboptimal operational performance 
3.2.4 Levels of Modular System Adaptation 
A modular assembly system provides different mechanisms to accommodate 
requirement changes. They can be facilitated through adaptation on three levels: 
" Level 0: Parametric changes 
- 
adapting the behaviour of available capabilities; 
e. g. changing the force settings of a pressing device 
" Level 1: Logical changes 
- 
adapting the utilisation of available capabilities 
(skills); e. g. change of process sequences from one product to another 
" Level 2: Structural changes 
- 
adapting the available capabilities; e. g. changing 
one process module for another one or adding an additional assembly station 
Level 0 adaptation is the easiest and the least powerful. Level 2 adaptation requires 
the highest effort but allows for the highest impact of change. Figure 3.3 shows the 
principle levels of adaptation in a modular system. A configured modular system has 
a number of equipment modules that have a number of skills which define their 
assembly process capabilities. The equipment modules are physically connected to 
each other on level 2. The overall process capability of the system is defined through 
the logical relationships of its module skills on level 1. The specific process behaviour 
is defined through the parameter settings on level 0. 
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Figure 3.3 Levels of adaptation in a modular assembly system 
3.2.5 Mechanisms for Adaptation 
Different inechanisins to facilitate adaptation are required for the different levels of 
system change. The specific focus of this work is not so much oil tile technical 
realisation of the control level but rather on the requirements that result for the desigil 
and re-design of an assembly system. On level 0 for example the parameters need to 
be initially set by the design environment but the later adaptation should occur at tile 
actual system by the system operator. On level I the logical structure should be 
adjusted automatically by the control of the system. Tile design environment only sets 
the boundary for the possible runtime changes. This boundary defines the inherent 
flexibility of the assembly system. The main design effort has to be directed towards 
the definition of the system capabilities in their subsequent adaptation on level '? 
These mechanisms will be discussed in more detail in the next section which is 
focused on the discussion of a design frarnework for modular assembly systerns to 
achieve reconfigurable and evolvable assembly systems. 
3.3 Overall Modular Assembly System Design Framework 
The aim behind modular assembly systems is to design a set of equipment modules 
that can be combined to deliver a wide range of different processes. The success of 
modular system solutions depends to a large degree on the completeness and 
acceptance of their system architecture (Pahl and Beitz [94]). The current practice iii 
assembly system design is for different system integrators to define their owri more or 
less rigid proprietary system architectures. This is a very effort and know-how 
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intensive process especially if the aim is to create a domain-wide open architecture 
which is for instance the motivation of the EUPASS project (EUPASS [33]). 
The design framework needs to simultaneously address the design and redesign of 
modular assembly systems and the specification of a suitable system architecture 
definition to achieve the vision of dynamically evolving assembly system solutions. 
Figure 3.4 shows the principle design activities required in such an integrated 
environment. The overall framework is split into the design and adaptation of 
individual assembly systems and the definition of a suitable architecture (Vos [133] 
and Bi and Zhang [7]). Both the actual assembly system design and the architecture 
definition have to go through the product, assembly process, and assembly system 
domains as defined by Rampersad [99]. 
The purpose of the assembly system architecture definition is to define a set of 
guidelines and specifications that enable equipment modules to be designed in such a 
manner that they can be integrated to form wider system solutions. The architecture 
definition should also make the constraints arising from the set of available equipment 
modules accessible as constraints during the early stages of the assembly system 
design process. 
The purpose of the assembly system design is to find a suitable solution for a given 
set of product based assembly requirements by selecting and configuring available 
equipment modules into an assembly system. 
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Both of the assembly system design and the architecture definition activities have a 
definition and analysis phase. The definition phase translates requirements into 
solutions through a transition between the product, assembly process, and assembly 
system domain whilst the analysis phase validates and venfies that the proposed 
solutions actually match the original requirements. Each definition phase is defined in 
a succession of iterative loops between the product, process, and system domain. 
Figure 3.5 shows the definition process on the right hand side and the analysis process 
on the left hand side. Each transition has a definition, analysis, and validation phase. 
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Figure 3.6 Integrated Design Framework for Modular Assembly System and Architecture Design 
Figure 3.6 shows the overall integrated framework for the design and specification 
of assembly systems and their architectures. An ontology framework that aims to 
support the full design process of modular assembly systems has to provide suitable 
fon-nalisms to capture the concepts required and defined during the different design 
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activities. It would also need to maintain the relationships between the concepts to 
maintain the consistency of the model and allow an easier change of existing system 
configuration. The design activities will be described in more detail in the following 
sub-sections. 
3.3.1 Assembly System Design 
* Product/Project definition 
- 
Definition of the Required Product and Project 
Characteristics based on the requirements of the product designer and guided 
by Product Design Constraints derived from the actual available Assembly 
Capabilities (equipment modules in the library). 
9 Process specification 
- 
Definition of Required Process Characteristics from 
the Required Product Characteristics using the Process Definition constraints 
derived from the existing equipment modules. 
9 Conceptual design 
- 
Definition of Required System Characteristics from the 
Required Process Characteristics using the System Design Constraints derived 
from the existing equipment modules. 
* Equipment selection and system configuration 
- 
Finding and integrating 
existing equipment modules into assembly system solutions that can fulfil the 
overall system requirements. 
3.3.2 Assembly System Analysis 
9 System validation 
- 
Validate the Actual System Characteristics of the 
proposed system specification against the original Requirement System 
Characteristics. 
a Process validation 
- 
Validate the Actual Assembly Process Characteristics of 
the proposed systems against the originally Required Assembly Process 
Characteristics based on the analysis of the Actual System Characteristics. 
e Product characteristics verification 
- 
Verification of the Actual Product 
Characteristics that can be achieved with the proposed system against the 
originally Required Product Characteristics based on the analysis of the Actual 
Process Characteristics. 
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3.3.3 System Architecture Definition 
e Domain-specific Product Requirements Definition 
- 
Analyse the requirements 
posed on assembly systems from a specific product domain. 
9 Domain-specific Process Requirements Definition 
- 
Define the assembly 
process capabilities required by a domain based on its required product 
characteristics. 
* Domain-specific Assembly System Architecture Definition 
- 
Definition of the 
fundamental assembly system structure required to achieve the process 
capabilities required by the domain. 
9 Equipment Module Design 
- 
Design of Equipment Modules that fulfil some of 
the requirements defined by the Domain Specific System Architecture. 
3.3.4 System Domain Analysis 
a Domain-wide System Configuration Validation 
- 
Analysis of the existing 
Equipment Modules to detennine the degree to which the proposed System 
Architecture has been created. 
9 Domain-wide Process Capability Validation 
- 
Analysis and abstraction of the 
process capabilities that are available within a domain based on the current 
System Design Constraints. 
* Domain-wide Product Realisation Verification 
- 
Verification of the currently 
existing Product Design Constraints against the original Product Domain 
Requirements based on the analysis and abstraction of the currently existing 
Process Definition Constraints. 
3.4 Research Methodology 
The work is aimed towards achieving a holistic domain theory for the design 
of modular assembly workstations which is thought to be one of the fundamental 
requirements for truly evolvable assembly systems to succeed. 
To achieve this aim it would be necessary to create a complete implementation of 
the whole theory and carry out substantial validation work across the whole domain. 
The work involved to create a complete domain theory goes far beyond the scope of 
the reported research. The proposed ontological framework is not intended to provide 
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a complete domain theory but rather to build a suitable foundation and trigger further 
development. The specific challenges that need to be overcome have been outlined in 
the discussion of the knowledge gaps (section 2.4). 
The focus of this work is primarily on the development of a suitable methodology 
for the design of modular assembly workstations. It has been assumed that an 
architecture definition process has been carried out by domain experts. Only the 
formalisms to capture the results of the architecture definition process are being 
considered as part of this work. The aim is to make the knowledge of the domain 
experts available during the system design process. 
3.4.1 Research Objectives 
The identified knowledge gaps have been turned into the following list of research 
objectives. All objectives are directed towards enabling effective sub-workstation 
modular equipment configuration. 
9 Definite a new assembly process domain ontology for the specification of the 
required process capabilities at the right level of detail. The definition focuses 
on the following aspects to address the identified knowledge gaps: 
o Suitable topological structures for a dynamic definition of assembly 
processes 
o Classification definition of assembly process types based on the liaison 
characteristics they enable 
o Generic definition of hierarchical decomposition constraints 
Develop a new assembly equipment domain ontology for the process- 
requirements-driven selection and integration of modular assembly 
workstations. The development focuses on the following aspects to address the 
identified knowledge gaps: 
o Suitable connection formalism to allow easy integration of modular 
equipment components into a composed workstation 
o Process capability-based classification definition of equipment types 
o Generic definition of architectural design constraints 
9 Formulate a new method for the integrated process specification and assembly 
workstation configuration using the developed process and equipment domain 
ontologies. The fon-nulation of the design approach focuses on the following 
aspects to address the identified knowledge gaps: 
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o Method for the decomposition and specialisation of assembly tasks 
o Method for the matching of required process capabilities against 
existing hardware capabilities 
o Method for the integration of equipment modules into assembly 
workstation 
o Method for the synthesis of assembly workstation process capabilities 
3.4.2 Hypotheses 
This section outlines the hypotheses which were defined at the outset of this work 
as potential solution approaches that overcome some of the challenges for the rapid 
design of modular assembly systems. They build the foundation for the reported 
research work and stand at the core of the proposed framework definition. The aim is 
not to establish an absolute proof or disproof of this hypothesis but to provide a 
foundation for their more elaborate exploration and criticism. This work provides a 
more detailed elaboration of the implications of the hypotheses and a first critical 
discussion of their merits. Figure 3.7 shows an outline of the theories and paradigms 
the work has been based on. 
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Figure 3.7 Fundamental Research Approach 
Use of taxonomies to capture the meaning of the different domain concepts 
At the outset of the work it was hypothesised that it should be possible to define a 
set of elementary activities, derived from the equipment domain, that can be 
combined to define the majority of the required assembly processes in a specific 
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domain. The expected benefit of this approach is an approved suitability of the 
process model for computer-based interpretation and reasoning. 
Definition of fixed hierarchical specification structures to address the inherent 
complexity of the design problem 
If both the assembly process model and the assembly equipment model are defined 
on fixed hierarchical levels it should be possible to define a clear relationship between 
them. This should significantly reduce the selection and validation effort of equipment 
configurations since they can be independently compared on different levels of 
hierarchy. 
Capturing of reoccurring design patterns in predefined concepts 
If both the process model and equipment function model use the same fundamental 
levels of hierarchy and have a defined relationship between their classifications, it 
should be possible to create process composition patterns that can be used to 
simultaneously guide the decomposition of processes and synthesis of equipment 
functionality. The synthesis of functional equipment capabilities essentially becomes 
the inverse transformation of the process decomposition through the defined 
relationship between them. This relationship is expected to significantly reduce the 
process specification and functional capability-synthesis effort. Furthermore it is 
expected to improve the equipment selection and validation mechanism. 
Application of the function-behaviour-structure paradigm to enable effective 
equipment selection 
The application of the function-behaviour-structure paradigm should make it 
possible to define equipment characteristics at a level of abstraction that is suitable for 
their selection, configuration, and evaluation. This would be a significant step towards 
the use of vendor independent equipment definitions. 
Use of predefined concepts to capture the specific constraints of modular 
systems 
The integration of some of the fundamental principles of modular equipment 
solutions into their models is expected to improve the configuration behaviour of the 
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model. The equipment description should only expose the characteristics that are 
immediately useful for its integration into the design framework, no more and no less. 
3.4.3 Approach 
The research approach has been structured into three concurrent phases: 
requirements analysis; detailing of the proposed approach; and initial verification. 
Figure 3.8 shows an outline of the research approach and how it is reflected in the 
structure of the thesis. 
The motivation and requirements for the ontology framework proposed in this 
thesis where derived from an exhaustive literature and state-of-the-art review (see 
chapter 2). The reported research in the areas of product, assembly process, and 
equipment specification was carefully reviewed. Integrated specification and design 
frameworks were analysed for their applicability. However, despite the significant 
work in the area there is still a lack of holistic specification and design frameworks 
that can support the specific needs of the whole modular assembly system design 
process. Furthermore, specific industrial requirements were derived from infortnal 
interviews and meetings with relevant industrial partners. They supported the need 
that was established from literature. 
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Figure 3.8 Systematic Structure of the Research Approach 
The ontology engineering paradigm has been found to be the most promising 
approach towards a common modular assembly system domain theory that can 
successfully support the needs to the domain. A core ontology framework has been 
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developed that provides the fundamental formalisms for an integrated design support 
framework (see section 3.5). This ontology has been extended to capture the specific 
needs of the product, assembly process, and assembly equipment domains (see 
chapter 4,5, and 6 respectively). The new developed domain models have been 
applied in an integrated assembly workstation design method (see chapter 7). The 
ontologies and design methods are specified using mainly CommonKADS visual 
notations (Schreiber, et al. [114]). 
The results of the work conducted as part of this thesis have been reported on a 
number of international conferences: IEEE International Symposium on Assembly 
and Task Planning (Lohse, et al. [70], Lohse, et al. [73]), International Precision 
Assembly Seminar (Lohse, et al. [76], Lohse, et al. [74], Hirani, et al. [52], Ratchev 
and Lohse [101]), International Symposium on Robotics (Ratchev, et al. [100], 
Ratchev, et al. [103]), and CIRP International Conference on Reconfigurable 
Manufacturing (Lohse, et al. [71]). Only fully refereed conferences were considered 
for publication. Furthermore, the work has been submitted and published in the 
journal of Assembly Automation (Lohse, et al. [75], Ratchev and Lohse [102]) and 
accepted for publication in the International Journal of Flexible Manufacturing 
Systems (Lohse, et al. [72]). 
The proposed new ONTOMAS framework has been fully instantiated in Prot6g6, an 
ontology definition framework (Prot6g6 [97]), to test its general technical soundness. 
The Prot6g6 Axiom Language (Grosso [45]) was used to test the verifications of 
models based on the proposed design patterns. Furthermore the JESS (Friedman-Hill 
[38]) plug-in for Prot6g6 was utilised to establish the appropriateness of the proposed 
formalisms in reasoning applications. 
A prototype distributed decision-making environment has been developed which 
demonstrates the general applicability of the proposed framework. The proposed 
framework and approach have been applied in several industrial and synthetic use 
cases which provided a first verification. Finally, the proposed ONTOMAS framework 
is being applied in two major European projects (EUPASS [33], E-Race [32]). 
3.5 Ontology Framework (ONTOMAS) 
One of the crucial factors for the success of the proposed modular assembly 
workstation design framework is a well defined model that supports the decision 
making process. The model needs to be standardised in order to exchange infonnation 
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and knowledge between different stakeholders, but at the same time it needs to be 
extendable to deal with future requirements and to provide custornisation to cater for 
the specific needs of the different stakeholders. Furthermore, the model needs to be 
equally suitable for human as well as machine interpretation since the decision makers 
could be either or both. There is also a specific need for the model to cater for 
incomplete and not fully defined specifications. 
"Ontology is concerned with the study of being or existence and their basic 
categories and relationships, to determine what entities and what types of entities 
exist. Ontology thus has strong implications for conceptions of reality" 
(Wikipedia [136]). 
This definition is supported by Gruber [46] who defines ontology as: "an explicit 
specification of a conceptualisation". The motivation behind defining ontologies is 
that they are trying to capture not only the vocabulary of a domain but also their 
intended meaning (Chandrasekaran, et al. [15]). An ontology defines the concepts of 
the domain, their relationships, and their attributes. The representation of the ontology 
is in most cases independent of its actual instantiation in an application environment. 
This provides the opportunity to define a holistic model that can bridge traditional 
boundaries between domains. 
This section gives an overview of the proposed fundamental structure of the 
proposed ontology framework. The purpose of the ontology framework is to support 
the integrated design of modular assembly systems and to facilitate the move towards 
more responsive assembly solutions. The ontology is called ONTOMAS which 
abbreviates its purpose (Ontology for the design of Modular Assembly Systems). 
ONTOMAS follows the same fundamental structure as the overall modular 
assembly system design framework discussed in section 3.3. It caters for the needs of 
the different design activities within the modular assembly system domain by 
providing different models that capture the results of their knowledge transformations 
(see Figure 3.7). The relationships between these models have been unified to provide 
a clear definition across the whole domain. 
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Figure 3.9 ONTOMAS Domain Knowledge Overview including principle Relationships 
The causal relationships established through the definition processes are defined 
with the <requirements> relationship. The causal relationships resulting from the 
analysis process during assembly system embodiment design are defined by the 
<accomplishedBy> relationship. On the assembly system architecture side, this 
association is established through the <denvedFrom> relationship to highlight the 
constraint nature of the domain. 
The association between the concepts of the system design domain and of the 
system architecture definition domain are defined through the <constraints> meta- 
relationship. The current definition constraints define a subset of the domain 
definition. This causality is expressed through the <special i sationO f> relationship. 
The embodiment definitions of the system design constitute solutions for the 
conceptual definitions. Their association is defined through the <reallsedBy> 
relationship. 
3.5.1 Ontology Structure 
One of the crucial factors for the success of the proposed ONTOMAS framework is 
its ability to provide the information needed to support the entire design decision 
making process. However, in addition to the information content requirements, the 
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structural implementation of the ontology is a critical aspect for the success of the 
proposed model. The model needs to have a high level of standardisation to allow 
interchangeable use of equipment definitions from different equipment vendors within 
the same design framework. At the same time the ontology needs to be extendable 
and easy to maintain to deal with future requirements, and provide customisation to 
cater for the specific needs of the different stakeholders. Furthen-nore, the model 
needs to be equally suitable for human as well as machine interpretation since the 
decision makers could be either one or both. There is also a specific need for the 
model to cope with incomplete and not fully defined models. Since the purpose of the 
ontology is to model modular assembly equipment it is important that the resulting 
model for each equipment module is self contained. Finally the model needs to 
provide the means to trace the decision making process and allow decision makers to 
reassess critical decisions at a later stage during the design process. 
Figure 3.10 Overview of the Modular Ontology Structure 
Ontologies generally have three representation levels (Daconta, et al. [23]): the 
underlying ontology representation level, the ontology conceptualisation level and the 
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ontology instantiation level (see Figure 3.10). The ontology representation level 
defines how the different concepts, attributes, constraints and rules, which are used to 
describe the concepts of the ontology, are implemented. A frame based knowledge 
representation has been chosen to define the concepts and their attributes in an object 
oriented manner using UML related notations throughout this work. The specific 
model constraints are expressed as axioms and the design decisions are modelled as 
inference rules. 
On the ontology conceptualisation level all the domain specific concepts, 
attributes, constraints and rules are defined. The ontology definition has been 
modularised and split into more specific domain ontologies to improve the 
maintainability of the ontology. 
The domain ontologies are divided into generic, role, and user specific concepts 
definitions. This allows all the design decisions to be based on generic concepts while 
at the same time providing a mechanism to enable different stakeholders to define 
their own specific terminology and concept interpretation. 
The generic assembly domain ontology is the main focus of this work. It is divided 
again to define some core concepts that provide the foundation for more specific 
domain ontologies. Each domain ontology is defined as a separate aspect of the 
knowledge transformation during the design process which can be maintained and 
updated independently. Naturally there are some interdependencies between the 
different domain ontologies, but they can be limited and by doing so make it much 
easier to evolve the ontologies by incorporating new concepts and attributes in the 
future. 
3.5.2 Core Ontology Overview 
The basic ontology structure is defined based on the general ontology engineering 
principles suggested by Borst, et al. [12] providing formalisms for aggregation, 
topology, and system theory principles. This structure has been extended to include 
formalisms for abstraction, occurrence, and the definition of design patterns. This 
results in a definition that is closely related to the object-oriented paradigm. 
The core ontology of ONTOMAS provides some basic relationships and concept 
types that are common across all the other, more specific, domain ontologies. These 
basic concepts and relationships reflect the fundamental needs of engineering design 
processes. Engineering design processes are fundamentally solution finding processes 
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(Pahl and Beitz [94]) which have to address the following aspects: specification of the 
requirements, search for solutions, evaluation of available solutions, and selection of 
the best suitable solution. These aspects can be recognised in the design framework 
proposed in section 3.3 above. Another aspect of the engineering design process is 
that it needs to deal with highly complex and incomplete problem and solution 
definitions. Hierarchical problem decomposition and solution synthesis approaches 
are generally used to address this inherent complexity. 
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Figure 3.11 Fundamental Relationships between the ONToMAS concepts 
ONTOMAS defines some basic relationships which address the requirements 
arising from the engineering domain. They provide formalisms for decomposition, 
specialisation, and interrelationships between concepts as suggested by Pahl and 
Beitz [94]. Figure 3.11 maps the basic relationships on three axes to demonstrate how 
they define the fundamental design space. A more detailed description of those 
relationships is given below: 
The hierarchy relationships are based on the principles of mereology. 
Mereology is the formal study of the relations between parts and wholes 
(OED [90]). The hierarchy relationships provide the mechanism to deal with 
the highly complex domain model instantiations. By defining different levels 
of detail it becomes much easier to define and understand complex models. 
The hierarchy is defined by grouping lower level concepts and linking them to 
a representative higher level concept. 
The topological relationships define how different concepts are related to 
each other. Topology is define as "The way in which constituent parts are 
interrelated or arranged" by OED [90]. The topological relationships include 
for example the connection between equipment modules or the temporal 
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relationships between assembly activities. The topological relationships need 
to express the characteristics of the connections, for example, that the 
connection between two equipment modules could be dynamic or static. 
Structure relationships are therefore modelled as concepts in their own right. 
9 The taxonomic relationships specify the classification hierarchy between the 
different concepts. These relationships are defined using a super/sub-class 
structure and allow a gradual specification of more and more concrete models. 
For example at an early design stage it might only be known that a feeder will 
be required but not yet what specific type. 
ONTOMAS provides some core concepts additionally to the basic relationships. 
They provide the formalisms to specify requirements, available solutions, and their 
instantiation for the given set of requirements. The core ontology is defined in such a 
manner that it provides a number of fundamental concepts that have three aspects: 
required characteristics, available characteristics, and actual characteristics (see 
Figure 3.12). The fundamental concepts are defined and classified in a central 
taxonomy. 
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Figure 3.12 Fundamental Roles of the Fundamental Design Concepts 
These fundamental aspects of the knowledge transfon-nation during the engineering 
design process have been translated into the basic conceptualisation shown in Figure 
3.13. The Requirements concept is used to define the required characteristic for a 
Type of design entity belonging to a specific CLASS. The characteristics for the 
available entities belonging to the required CLASS are defined through the Type 
concept. The Occurrence concept specifies the instantiation of Types for a given set of 
Requirements. The three different aspect models each have their own aggregation 
formalism to cover their specific needs. The requirements are defined as an Aand-Or- 
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Graph. The Requirements concept indicates AND notes and the Variant concept 
indicates OR notes in the aggregation graph. This aggregation structure has been 
chosen since it is possible that one or more set of requirements could be found. In this 
case only the more likely candidate specifications should be explored in more detail to 
reduce the computational effort. This formalism makes it easier to use heunstic search 
algorithms. 
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Figure 3.13 Fundamental aspect definition in ONTOMAS 
The aggregation of the available characteristics is using a tree structure which is 
using the Individual concept to specify which lower level entities are contained. The 
Individual concept is just a placeholder that allows multiple instances of the same 
sub-types to be uniquely referenced. The actual specification is directly using tile 
<hasParts> attribute of the Occurrence concept to define tree hierarchy. The Type, 
Individual, and Occurrence concepts are based on IEC 61346-1 [57]. 
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Figure 3.14 Fundamental concepts of the core ontology 
Each aspect definition is linked either explicitly or implicitly to the CLASS concept 
which is the root concept for the ONTOMAS taxonomy definition. The CLASS concept 
is specialised to define the core concepts of the different domain models required for 
the modular assembly system design process. The domain concepts are furthermore 
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all defined on system theory principles using the System and Port concept to describe 
the different types of entities required during the design process (see Figure 3.14). 
The Connection concept specifies the topological relationships between the Ports of 
Systems in one domain. For example, how components in an assembly are connected 
to each other. 
The design of assembly systems has a4 dimensional solution space. The process 
capabilities of spatial entities (3D) need to be combined and controlled such that they 
can facilitate the assembly of a product in a timely manner. Different aspects are 
important at different stages during the assembly system design. For example, the 
process specification is mainly concerned with the temporal domain while the product 
and equipment definition is mainly concerned with the spatial domain. The System 
concept has been classified into Temporal, Logical, and SpatialSystcms to 
accommodate these differences. 
The more specific aspects of the different stages during the engineering design 
process are discussed in more detail in the following sections. 
3.5.3 Product Domain Ontology Scope 
The product and project domain ontology is primarily focused on capturing the 
user requirements of an assembly system. The product definition stands at the core of 
the user requirements. The required relationships, so called liaisons, between the 
component parts are of specific interest for the definition of an assembly system. The 
basic product domain ontology defines the concepts for the different aspect models on 
a meta-level. The central concept for the definition is the liaison concept which has 
been classified (see chapter 4 for more detail). 
" Product Domain Requirements Definitions 
- 
required liaison types and their 
parameter ranges 
" Product Design Constraints 
- 
liaison constraints derived from the existing 
solution space 
" Conceptual Product Definition 
- 
Product structure (hierarchy), component 
characteristics, required topological characteristics (liaisons), process 
constraints, equipment constraints, performance requirements, and project 
constraints 
Product Embodiment Definition 
- 
achieved topological characteristics 
(liaisons), link to achieving process and system 
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3.5.4 Assembly Process Domain Ontology Scope 
The assembly process domain ontology defines the core of the assembly system 
requirements. The process model is used to define the temporal order in which the 
individual components of the product can be put together through activities and their 
temporal relationships. Three distinct hierarchical levels have been defined for the 
assembly process definition to enable a more effective interpretation of the model. 
They are defined as: tasks, operations, and actions. The process domain ontology also 
provides a process type classification. For more detail see chapter 5. 
" Domain Specific Process Definitions 
- 
required process types; required 
process parameter ranges; and required process structures (topologies) 
" Process Definition Constraints 
- 
process constraints for their available types 
and parameter ranges; and realisable process decomposition patterns 
" Conceptual Assembly Process Definition 
- 
required process types; required 
process parameters; and required process order (temporal constraints) 
" Assembly Process Embodiment Definition 
- 
achieved process parameters and 
used process orders 
3.5.5 Assembly System Domain Ontology Scope 
The assembly system domain ontology defines the resource related concepts that 
are used or can be used to facilitate assembly processes. The central concept is the 
equipment which can be connected to forrn system solutions. Fixed hierarchical levels 
have been defined and incorporated into an equipment classification on the meta- 
level. 
" Domain Specific System Architecture 
- 
required equipment types and their 
required process capabilities; and required equipment structures (architecture) 
" System Design Constraints 
- 
equipment constraints for their available types 
and parameter ranges; and realisable equipment configurations 
" Conceptual Assembly System Definition 
- 
required equipment types and their 
required process capabilities; suitable equipment structures 
" Assembly System Embodiment Definition 
- 
selected equipment entities; set 
process characteristics; actual equipment structure 
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3.5.6 Equipment Definition Scope 
The equipment definition is a specific subset of the assembly system domain 
ontology focusing on the specification of the actual equipment modules. The function- 
behaviour-structure paradigm has been chosen to allow a seamless transition from the 
functional requirements domain to the actual embodiment of the equipment (Umeda, 
et al. [ 129] and Rosenman and Gero [ 107]). 
9 Functions express the capabilities of a module based on the intention of the 
designer and are therefore subjective and domain specific. Functions are 
generally defined as an abstraction of behaviour for a specific use or purpose 
(Umeda, et al. [129]). For example the intended function of a robot is to move 
end effectors. 
Behaviour defines how equipment modules react to changes in their 
environment and in turn how their reactions influence the environment. For 
example the high level behaviour of a robot is the transfon-nation of electrical 
energy into kinetic energy under the guidance of control signals. 
Structure defines the physical aspects of the equipment model with geometric 
objects, connections, and connection constraints. In the case of the robot, that 
would include the links and joint definitions of its structure. The attributes of 
the three aspect models are all based on a fully parametric model. 
3.6 Summary 
This chapter has given a detailed outline of the research approach behind this 
thesis. The approach has been systematically structured to achieve the research 
objectives derived from the knowledge gaps identified in chapter 2. 
The vision behind this work is a holistic domain theory for the design of modular 
assembly systems. The requirements for the design and adaptation of modular 
assembly systems have been analysed. A new integrated decision making framework 
for the design of modular assembly systems has been proposed. The design 
framework shows the different development aspects of modular assembly systems and 
builds the bridge to understand the knowledge requirements of the domain. 
The objectives of the thesis were to define a new assembly process knowledge 
domain ontology, develop a new assembly equipment domain ontology, and to 
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formulate a new method for the integrated process specification and assembly 
workstation configuration using the developed process and equipment models. 
The fundamental hypotheses which were made at the outset of this work are that it 
should be possible to define a fundamental set of activities, have fixed relationships 
between the hierarchies of the different domains, use patterns to facilitate the 
decomposition and mapping between domain concepts, and to use the function- 
behaviour-structure paradigm to take advantage of the modular system paradigm. 
The hypotheses have been turned into a new holistic ontology framework for the 
design of modular assembly systems (ONTOMAS). The ontology framework has a 
modular structure to maximise its maintainability and ease of use. The fundamental 
formalisms of the proposed ontology are based on system theory principles, 
aggregation, topological relations, and classification of fundamental concepts. These 
formalisms reflect the basic mechanisms of the engineering design process. 
More specific definitions of the proposed ontology framework and its application 
in the design of modular assembly systems are discussed in further detail in the 
following chapters. The specification and discussion of the detailed definitions follow 
the principle steps of the design process and start with the proposed product model 
(chapter 4). The application of the ontology framework concludes the discussion in 
chapter 8. 
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Figure 4.1 ONToMAS Product Domain Ontology Overview 
4.1 Introduction 
Assembly processes define the order in which objects in the forin of parts and 
components are assembled into a product. It is therefore important to define the link 
between the product model and the assembly process model to understand fully the 
assembly process definition. The product model defines the spatial relationships 
between the different objects that constitute it. The assembly process model defines 
the temporal order in which the objects are being assembled to form the spatial 
structure. That means that the assembly process is adding the fourth dimension - time 
- 
to the definition of the product. 
The primary focus of this work is on the definition of the assembly relevant aspects 
of the product model since the main focus of this work is on the definition of 
assembly systems. These aspects are reflected in component related attributes and in 
connection (liaison) related attributes. For the definition of the assembly process, the 
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relationships between the product components are of the highest relevance. The 
objective of the model proposed here is to provide all the necessary data for a 
successful assembly system design. Another objective is to use the same fundamental 
modelling formalisms that are being proposed as foundation for the ONTOMAS 
ontology framework (see chapter 3 for more details). 
Figure 4.1 shows which aspects of the ONTOMAS framework are being addressed 
in this chapter. The focus is on the conceptual product definition and its eventual final 
embodiment definition. The more abstract constraints and domain definitions are not 
considered as part of this work since the focus is not on the design of the actual 
product. Consequently, the model only needs to be able to describe the results of the 
product design, 
The chapter starts with a discussion of the informal terminology definitions chosen 
to describe the concepts of the product domain ontology. This leads to the 
examination of their representational requirements. The next section describes how 
the requirements have been translated into a product domain conceptual i sation. 
Finally, the chapter concludes with a summary of the proposed domain model. 
4.2 Informal Product Domain Description 
The product domain model describes the characteristics of the objects which need 
to be assembled and the characteristics of their relationships. In this section the 
fundamental terminology within the product domain will be informally described to 
convey a fundamental understanding of the concepts of this domain before a more 
detailed definition of the modelling approach for the product structure is shown. 
The product, the central term that gives this domain its name, is defined by the 
Oxford English Dictionary as: 
"That which is produced by any action, operation, or works; a production; the 
result. Now freq. that which is produced commercially for sale. " OED [90] 
The following definition will be used throughout this work. 
Definition: Product 
"A product is the result of a manufacturing process with the intention to sell it. " 
A product can either be a single piece part or an assembly of piece parts. The focus 
of this work is on the assembly aspect of the manufacturing process. The products 
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considered in this work are therefore assemblies in the majority of cases. The 
assembly is, for the purpose of this work, the most fundamental concept within the 
product domain. The Oxford English Dictionary defines an assembly in the most 
general sense as: 
"A collection of things" OED [90] 
Homem. de Mello and Sanderson [55] define mechanical assemblies more 
specifically as: 
"... a composition of interconnected parts forming a stable unit. " 
This definition includes the notion of connection between the entities that belong 
to an assembly. This excludes for example a box full of parts from the definition of an 
assembly even though they are also a collection of things. These types of collections 
are in manufacturing more commonly called batches. Furthermore Homem de Mello 
and Sanderson's definition includes the concept of stability which requires the entities 
of an assembly not only to be connected to each other but to be connected in a manner 
that the resulting collection of entities is stable in its own right, once complete. The 
following definitions for assemblies and batches will be used throughout this work: 
Definition: Assembly 
"An assembly is a stable collection of interconnected objects. " 
Definition: Batch 
"A batch is a collection of one or more identical objects. " 
The objects that make up an assembly are traditionally called parts and 
components. Parts are generally defined by the Oxford English Dictionary as: 
"A piece or section of something which together with another or others makes up 
the whole. " OED [90] 
A more restricted definition will be used for parts throughout this work since this 
work is specifically concerned with the definition of assemblies. 
Definition: Part 
"Parts are the smallest physical objects an assembly is made of" 
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The definition of a part is closely linked with the definition of the physical object it 
represents. In fact, the only difference that has been attributed to the part definition is 
that it defines the manufacturing process of the physical object. This means that the 
physical object that is the input to the assembly process is only the final stage of the 
part definition process. 
The concept of components is commonly used to represent assemblies or parts 
which are the input of the assembly process which is being considered. Their precise 
definition might not be known or is not important for the definition of the assembly 
process and can subsequently be abstracted to a sufficient level of detail. For example 
it is in most cases not important to know the detailed history of the parts before the 
assembly process. 
As a result, components represent the smallest entities of the assembly from the 
viewpoint of the stakeholder who owns the assembly process. From this viewpoint the 
only essential difference between components and parts is that components could 
have functions of their own, including internal degrees of freedom, since components 
could be representative definitions of assemblies. For example, an electric motor that 
is used inside an electric shaver will be treated as a component by the manufacturer of 
the shaver. The same electric motor, however, would be an assembly for the maker of 
the motor. 
For the above reasons the definition of an assembly will be based on components 
as the smallest entities throughout the rest of this work. Hence components are 
defined as: 
Definition: Component 
"Components are all the entities that are supplied to the assembly process to make 
up the assembly. Components are abstracted representations of parts and assemblies. " 
It is important for the specification of the assembly process to understand the 
characteristics of physical connections between the components in an assembly. The 
tern assembly liaison has been established by Bourjault [131 (see Henrioud and 
Bourjault [49]) for the definition of these connections. The Oxford English Dictionary 
defines liaisons as: 
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"An intimate relation or connexion" OED [90] 
A more restricted definition will be used in this work to define liaison within the 
assembly domain: 
Definition: Liaison 
"A liaison is the physical connection between two components in an assembly. " 
4.3 Domain Model Requirements 
The requirements for the product domain model are discussed in this section. Since 
the focus of this work is primarily on the assembly process and resource specification, 
the product model only needs to capture those attributes that are required to guide the 
decision making process during their specification. The model should however be 
defined in such way that it caters for a seamless extension of the product domain 
model to include other details which are not relevant to this work. Furthen-nore, the 
chosen modelling paradigm needs to be suitable for the exchange of information 
between different stakeholders over different media including the internet since a 
distributed iteration process has been proposed for the concurrent decision-making 
during the assembly workstation design. 
At this point it needs to be clear that the aim of this product model cannot be the 
complete definition of all the attributes of a product with all its parts but rather a more 
goal-specific definition of just those characteristics of the product that are important 
for the definition of assembly processes and assembly systems. 
All the characteristics of a product and other information relevant for the assembly 
process will be analysed in this chapter. Based on their importance for the definition- 
process of assembly systems they will be either directly included or abstracted to 
fulfil the needs of later decision making-processes. 
4.3.1 Components 
Components are the smallest entities a product will be broken down into for a 
specific assembly process. For example, components could be nuts and bolts but also 
more complex assemblies like motors or bearings. In the wider sense less defined 
entities like grease and glue can also be considered as components. Components are 
only fully defined with all their physical characteristics. These include their material 
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properties, geometry and information about previous manufacturing processes and 
their influence on the properties of the component. For more complex components 
that are assemblies in their own right this includes also a definition of their internal 
degrees of freedom and intended functions. 
The relation of the component to the functions of the product is also significant 
since it provides an indication of what kinds of tests would need to be performed to 
insure the correct function of the assembled product. This however is outside the 
scope of this work. 
Geometry: 
Three main purposes for the definition of the component geometry can be 
identified. Firstly, it allows computer-based reasoning about the behaviour of 
components. Secondly, it provides the infrastructure to attach additional information 
to the component. This could for example include tolerances and contact conditions. 
Lastly, it provides the basis for the visualisation of the components. 
For this work it is enough to represent the components as abstract entities that do 
not have any explicit connection to their actual physical topology. This means that the 
model does not provide infon-nation about the 3D shape of the individual component 
in a manner that can be used as basis for any computer based-reasoning. The model is, 
however, built in such a way that it can be extended to include this information. 
At this stage the geometrical information of the components only needs to be 
available for visualisation. Two types of visualisation should be provided: 2D for 
illustrative purposes and 3D for more detailed visual impressions. Adequate 2D 
formats include JPEG, GIF, BMP, etc. 3D models can be provided using either 
standard CAD exchange formats like IGES or STEP or by using formats that are more 
suitable for web applications like VRML. 
The aspects that need to be directly derived from the geometry for the specification 
of the assembly equipment include: 
" The handle-ability of the component defining how easy it is to hold and move 
the component during the assembly process. Additionally, there should also be 
a fon-nalism that allows specifying the results of the handle-ability analysis in 
terms of holding points. 
" The orient-ability of the component to give an indication of how easy it is to 
orientate the component. 
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Material Properties: 
The material properties of a component are depending on the chemical 
composition of the material as well as how the material has been treated. The material 
properties might vary throughout the components depending on how they have been 
manufactured or if they are assemblies in their own right. 
Careful consideration has to be given to the right level of decomposition of the 
material properties. Only if the breakdown has a significant impact on the assembly of 
the component should it be included. 
Some of the aspects which need to be available for the assembly process and 
system specification are derivatives of the geometry and material properties of the 
component. These include: 
9 The fragility of a component to give an indication of the allowable forces that 
can be applied to it. Some components could have different fragility values 
depending on the geometry of the components and the direction of the force. 
In this model, however, we will adopt a unified fragility for each component. 
This value should be chosen with the assembly operations in mind that are 
likely to be applied to the component. 
* The sensitivity of a component expresses how sensitive the component is 
during the assembly process to surface damages like scratching. This value 
should reflect the resistance of the component against scratching. 
9 The visibility of the component defines how important the undamaged 
appearance of the component is for the overall appearance of the product. This 
value, together with the sensitivity of the component, gives an indication of 
how much importance has to be given to the protection of the component 
surfaces during the assembly process. 
The weight of the component is important for the definition of the right 
handling and tooling equipment. 
The flexibility of the component defines how easy the component deforms. 
This attribute however is very subjective and should be based on how critical 
this is for the assembly process. 
Some of the attributes need to be defined from the view of the assembly process 
and system specification. This might be critical if the values have to be defined by the 
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product designer who does not necessarily have adequate knowledge of assembly 
processes. 
Process History: 
The process history of a component gives an indication of what has happened to 
the component before it is being used in the assembly process. For example, previous 
machining processes and ways in which the component could be supplied to the 
assembly process give an indication of how the component can be fed to the assembly 
system. 
4.3.2 Product Hierarchy 
Products are normally structured by grouping components into subasscinblics. 
Subassemblies are defined for different reasons and with different motives. Some 
reasons for example include creating modules that can be used in a wide variety of 
products, to reduce the manufacturing cost, to separate different stages in the 
assembly process, etc. 
Because there are so many different motivations for the specification of 
subassemblies, the grouping of components into subassemblies cannot easily be 
automated using computational intelligence. The model needs, however, to provide 
the means to structure the product. 
4 b) 
Figure 4.2 Example product structure represented as a) graph and b) tree structure 
Figure 4.2 shows an example of a product structure, where a) shows the graph 
representation where the connection defines the number of components required and 
b) the tree representation. A is the product to be assembled, B, C and D are 
subassemblies in the product structure and E, F, G, H and I are the components that 
are used to assemble the product. The definiton of the product hierarchy needs to be 
able to be translated into either of the above representations. 
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4.3.3 Product Structure 
The assembly process is essentially the temporally ordered establishment of the 
component haisons. The type of lialson between components prescribes the rcquircd 
assembly process. The parameters of the reqUired assembly process are dcrivc(l from 
the characteristics of the related components and ot'llic lialsons IlicniscIves. 
On the most basic level lialsons should only I-cl)l-cscllt the physical relationship 
between two components. These kinds of' lialsolls (ICIllic I, Or example how two 
components fit together If they have contacts. Figure 4.3 shows an example ol' 
relations between components where numbers represent the relations, and caplud leters 
represent componcrits. 
1=B to A 
2=C to A 
3= D to B 
4=D to A 
5=E to A 
6=E to B 
7=E to C 
Figure 4.3 Example of relationships between components. 
Two aspects need to be (Ict-mcd to model tile basic relationship between two 
componcrits: their geometric rclationship in terms of' their I-clati\, C distance 111(l 
orientation and the manner in which they are related to cach other In tcrilis of' 
connection mechanism. The relative position ot, componcrits Only needs to be dchned 
when the components are actually connected to each other. 
As mentioned above, the driving t'actors for the geometric relationship bctwccn tile 
components are their relative positions and orientations. Also tile allowable variation 
from the specified values has to be defined. This is particularly Important lor tile 
dcrinition of' the required precision during the selection of' tile right as'senibly 
equipment. 
More complex connections require not only the modelling of' the geometric 
relationships but also how the connection is being established including process 
parameters and material or energy requirements. The material or energy needed to 
define the connection will be called attachments based on the definition by I lenrioud 
and Bouýjault [49] and I-lornem de Mello and Sanderson 1541. 
The niodel theref'ore has to consider two types of' relationships: basic relations 
between parts e. g.: a bearing fit oil a shaft (see Figure 4.4 a) and relations that arc 
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using a secondary component to cstablish the connection bctwecil two components: 
e. g. cover is fixed on base using screws or rivets (see Figure 4.4 b). 
a) 
1 =AtoB 
2 
A 
c 
2 =A to B with C 
Figure 4.4 Basic types of liaisons betweell Components a) Simple b) ýýilll attachments 
Some liaisons have two states in cases when a attaclicniclit clelliclit liceds to he 
transformed (ILII-lllg the asscmbly proces. For cxampIc, a rivet has one state when it is 
being inserted and is then dct'ormcd to establish the llxcd joint boween the two 
C()Illp()Ilcllts. 
For each assembly in the model it is iiIII)OFtillt lol' the gl-OLII)lllg 01' aSSCIIIbly 
processes to understand it' the assembly is stable and under which conditions. I his 
information needs to be dCdLIccd fi-oill the Suill 01, the halsolls that conlicct all the 
components in the assembly. 
4.4 Formal Product Domain Concept Model 
I'lic product domain conccpts discusscd abov-C arc dclilicd 1,01-Ilially III this , cctlt)ll. 
The modelling inechanism is based on ontology engineering principles discussed III 
chapter 3. The PI-OdUct domain conCCPtLIa11Sat1O1I CXtCjjdS the Core ontology dISCLISSCd 
in the same chapter. 
FigUre 4.5 shows an overview of how the M1,01-111,11 definitiolls discussed ahove 
translate into a more formal concept structure. A Prothict concept cari lie citlicr he III 
Assembýv or a Componew depending Oil its Place In tile product hierarchy. 
Asscinblics arc defined as sets of components and SL1baSSCI11bhCS thýlt arc connected 
with Liaisons. A Butch is a collection of' Compoll(q1ts ()I- Asscinblics, bUt Unlike the 
Assembli, there are no define(] baismis between the C01IStItLICIP, III a B(ItCh. The 
definition of a Component is normally directly associated to an 0/)ject that represents 
its physical characteristics to the required level of detail. More complex Compoiwiils 
that i-cprcscnt Asscmblics could have a degree of freedom. To model this aspect it 
inight be required to represent the Physical characteristics of the Componc/11 Nvith 
more than one 01? jccl and define their ('01111celion. The Comlectiolls between 
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Components inside an assembly are defined by Liaisons. They are part of an Assembly 
definition if they connect two Components that both belong to the same Assembly. 
Spatial 
System 
isA 
Port 
hasPort ý11 
Product 
iSA A isA I  
Assembly Batch < 
hasParts* 
hasParts**ý-, 
hasPartsr*rts isA 
con nýectýs* 
Liaison -"' ýmponenlýýý 
isA 
Connection CLASS 
Figure 4.5 Product Domain Concept Classification and Hierarchy Overview 
All concepts of the product domain ontology are either directly or indirectly 
derived from the central CLASS concept. Consequently, they all inherit the three 
aspect definitions described in chapter 3. The aspect address the specification of the 
requirements for a specific concept class, available characteristics for the concept 
class, and the actual characteristics that an instance of the class has been set to fulfil 
the requirements. 
The Liaison is the central concept of the product domain ontology since it 
describes the connection characteristics the assembly system will have to achieve to 
assemble the product successfully. As a result, only the Liaison concept will be 
considered from the requirements point of view. All the other concepts are assumed to 
be fixed. 
The requirements aspect of the Liaison concept defines how the product designer 
intends for the Component of the Product to be connected to each other. This 
definition provides the central input for the assembly system design. The available 
Liaison characteristics are derived from the available assembly process characteristics 
which will ultimately result from the chosen equipment configuration (see chapter 5 
and chapter 6 respectively). The actual Liaison characteristics are similarly derived 
from the actual assembly process characteristics once they have been defined. 
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The following sections give a more detailed definition of the different product 
domain ontology concepts. The definition of the domain concepts does not distinguish 
between their specification aspects since their primary difference is only in their 
instantiation. 
4.4.1 Product Structure Definition 
In this section the product domain specific concepts will be formally defined. The 
definition of the product domain concepts is focused on the characteristics that are 
required during the assembly workstation design process. 
The description of the product structure is based on Assemblies and Components as 
discussed above. A product can either be an Assembly or a Component. For the work 
it has been assumed that the inverse relationship is also true 
- 
Assemblies and 
Components are all Products. Based on this assumption both the Assembly and 
Component concept are defined as extensions of the Product concept. 
- 
hasBehaviour[O.. n] hasPorts[O., n] 
Behaviour hasPartýý Spatialsy-stem rts[O.. nl 
- 
descriptioni String 
hasFunctio___"ýý 
-name String 
Function 
ns[O.. nl - hasParts: Instance{) 
-hasParts[O.. nl - hasPortsý Instanceo 
- 
hasBehaviour: Instance{) 
- 
hasFunctions: Instancef) 
isA 
- 
deliveryMethod[l.. nl Activity 
Pdrw4urijuer. OLF1119 
cost: Float 
price: Float 
designStatus: Symbol 
deliveryMethod: Instanceo 
picture: File 
diagrams: File{) 
Figure 4.6 Product Concept Definition 
The Product concept is therefore the central concept of the product domain. 
Following general system theory, the product is being considered as a System. It has 
been defined as one specific type of SpatialSystem which means that every product 
has a behaviour and function definition and that a Product interacts with its 
environment via defined Ports on its boundary. Furthermore, products have additional 
attributes that define how they are identified, costing infori-nation, design status, and 
any additional material that is relevant to the product (see Figure 4.6). 
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Component concepts define the lowest level of granularity required of entities for a 
given assembly. The Component concept extends the Product concept (see Figure 
4.7). Components also need to define the assembly specific characteristics of the 
entities that are being put together (see section 4.3.1). The <fragility>, <sensitivity>, 
<visibility>, and <flexibility> attributes of the component are defined with a five- 
value ranking that needs to be specified by a domain expert. The scale used is based 
on natural language symbols including with increasing importance: 'none', 'small', 
'medium', 'high', and 'very high'. A similar approach has been used to define the 
handle-ability and orient-ability value of the component. The scale used is: 'very 
easy', 'easy', 'neutral', 'difficult', and 'very difficult'. The chosen approach is not 
objective and the results will be different for different domain experts. This has been 
done under the premise that the above component characteristics will only be used to 
make more focused decisions. The geometric and material properties of the 
Components are defined by associating Objects to the Component. The object model 
is described in more detail below (section 4.4.2). Degrees-of-freedom that might 
occur in more complex Components are modelled by linking two Objects to the 
component and defining their relationship. 
ur hasBehaviour[O.. nl 
hasFunctions[O.. nl 
- 
hasParts[i nj 
MaterialObject 
refFramei Instance 
connects[21 
Connection 
- 
connects: Instance() 
hasPorts[O.. nj F 
Product 
isA 
Component 
7f-ragility: Symbol 
sensitivity: Symbol 
visibility: Symbol 
flexibility: Symbol 
handling: Symbol 
Figure 4.7 Component Concept Definition 
Assemblies have been defined as a separate concept to specifically capture the 
needs for the assembly process. The underlying assumption behind this definition is 
that all separately defined assemblies have a sufficient degree of stability to transport 
them between assembly processes. Based on this assumption it becomes possible to 
establish a relationship between the definition of the assembly and an assembly cell 
on the equipment side to facilitate its assembly process. As discussed above an 
assembly is a specific type of product. It therefore extends the product concept and 
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inherits all the attributes from the product definition (see Figure 4.8). The <hasParts> 
attribute of the assembly is defining the components, subassemblies, and liaisons it 
comprises. Furthennore, the assembly definition needs to contain some additional 
parameters that are relevant to its assembly since it could be used as part of another 
assembly. The <hasParts> attribute is constrained to include at least two components 
or subassemblies in any combination and at least one liaison between them. 
-I- 
- 
hasBehaviour[O.. n] Behaviour C- 
Functiýý-ý- ýasFunctions[O.. 
nj 
- 
hasP rts[2.. ný Component < 
T- 
connects[2] 
Liaison 
Product 
deliveryMethod[l.. nl 
hasPorts[O.. nj 
isA 
Assembly 
- 
stability: Symbol 
- 
visibility: Symbol 
- 
handling: Symbol 
- 
nriantinn qvmhnI 
j Activity I 
PhysicalPort 
Figure 4.8 Assembly Concept Derinition 
4.4.2 Object Definition 
The conceptual Isati on of the product domain or any of the other domains is 
focused on the logical relationships and attributes of their concepts. The 01ject model 
has been defined to bndge the gap between this more abstract definition and a more 
concrete definition. A good example to demonstrate the difference between the two is 
the specification of a component. In the logical domain the component is defined by 
its name, type, ports etc. A definition of the same component that would be closer to 
the physical reality would have to include its material properties, geometry, etc. The 
object definition is used as part of the Component model to define these aspects. This 
allows a clear separation between these two levels of abstraction. 
The Object concept is directly extending the CLASS concept (see chapter 3.5) 
which defines the taxonomy root of the ontology. Objects are categorised into 
material, infori-nation, and energy objects (see Figure 4.9). This categorisation is 
based on the definition of Pahl and Beitz [94] that has also been used by Welch and 
Dixon [ 135] as foundation for their function, behaviour, and structure definition. 
Welch and Dixon [135] further categorise energy objects into translational, 
rotational, electrical, then-nal, and fluid energy. The material object domain is 
generally divided into solid, fluid, and gas objects. The object classification shown in 
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Figure 4.9 will be the basis for the definition of all the physical entities within the 
Figure 4.9 Object Concept Classification 
The objects which are associated with components in an assembly are, in their 
majority, solid objects. There are rare cases in which fluids and gases are included in 
an assembly. In these cases they could also be considered as components. This work 
is primarily focused on the design of assembly workstations for solid objects. The 
chosen modelling approach does, however, not prevent the later integration of non- 
solid objects into the proposed methodology. 
4.4.3 Product Topology 
Two types of connections are relevant for the modelling of a Product in the 
assembly domain. Firstly, the Liaisons between Components which prescribe the 
assembly process. Secondly, the joints inside a component which define the degrees 
of freedom a component might have. 
The Liaison concept defines the connection between components and/or 
subassemblies. The Liaisons are defined as specialisation of the PortConnection 
concept (see Figure 4.10). This restricts Liaisons to connect only Components with 
their Ports in accordance with system engineering principles (see chapter 3.5). The 
<hasParts> attribute of the Liaison concept has been restricted to allow only other 
Connections to be directly part of the Liaison. Lower level connections could for 
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example be the geometric relationships between features of the connected 
Components. 
Connection 
nameý String 
description: String 
hasParts: Instance* Port 
connects: Instanceo] name: String 
description: String isA direction: Symbol 
PortConnection 
connects[2.. n] hasParts: Instance{) 
refFrame. Instance 
ý 
isA 
i4iý=cts[2.. nj Liaison 
--J ýhys ica I Port 
ý 
hasP 
___ 
s[O.. n 
Figure 4.10 Liaison Concept Definition 
The type of Liaison is the driving factor for the later selection of the appropriate 
assembly operation. The Liaison concept has been classified into three main types to 
reflect the different properties of the Liaisons. The main Liaison types are (see also 
Figure 4.11): 
0 ContactLiaisons relate points, lines, or surface to each other. They are the 
most basic Liaison between two Components and they have on their own very 
limited degree of stability. 
* FitLiaisons define how two boundaries fit into each other. This type of 
Liaison is quite common and has a higher degree of stability. it can be argued 
that fit liaisons can be represented as combinations of ContactLiaisons- The 
most well-known example for a FitLiaison is the peg in hole where there is a 
FitLiaison between the outer surface of the peg and the inner surface of the 
hole. 
* ConnectionLiaisons establish a normally permanent and often irreversible 
connection between two Components. Good examples fo ra 
ConnectionLiaison are welding, soldering, crimping, etc. Some of these 
Liaisons require a third component or material to establish the connection, for 
example rivets or solder. These Components can be linked to the Liaison 
definition via the <attachments> attribute. The attached Component also has to 
be part of the Assembly, the Liaison belongs to. The ScrewConnectionLiaison 
is on the boundary between being a FitLiaison and a ConnectionLiaison. It is 
reversible but at the same time self locking and as good as permanent. The 
distinction has been made between components whose purpose is solely the 
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connection of other Components 
- 
classical screws 
- 
and Components that 
have a thread as part of their features to connect to other Components. The 
fanner would be in a ScrewConnectionLiaison and the latter would be 
connected with a ScrewFitLiaison. 
Figure 4.11 Liaison Classification 
The classification of the Liaisons allows not only an easier selection of the right 
Liaison type but also to define more abstract Liaison at an early design stage to get a 
first impression of its implications. 
The specific attributes of the different Liaison types are based on the geometric 
relationship they establish between the components. For this work it has been 
assumed that a domain expert will provide the necessary information where and when 
required. The proposed structure does however allow the information that would be 
required to provide a higher level of automation to be included in the model. 
The Joint concept defines the connection between the solid objects that define the 
physical characteristics of a component. They essentially have to define the degrees of 
freedom a component might have. A bearing could for example have one rotational 
degree of freedom. This is important to understand the handle-ability and orient- 
ability of the components during the assembly process. The joint connection is even 
more relevant for the modelling of the kinematic characteristics of equipment. A more 
detailed definition of the joint connection is therefore given in chapter 6. 
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4.5 Summary 
In this chapter the product domain conceptualisation of ONTOMAS has been 
defined and discussed. The central concepts of the product domain are the Product 
itself and the Liaisons between the Components in a Product. The Liaison concept is 
the most important concept for the definition of assembly systems. An initial Liaison 
taxonomy has been specified that defines the types of Liaisons which can be used to 
define different Assembly structures. The Liaison types are also used to define the 
different types of assembly processes in chapter 5. 
The product model has been defined in accordance with the general modelling 
framework that builds the foundation of this thesis (see chapter 3.5). This allows the 
product representation to be easily integrated into the proposed process and 
equipment model. It also allows the product information to be defined on different 
levels of abstraction. For example if the exact type of Liaison that connects two 
Components is not known, the Liaison can still be defined as a general type. 
Furthermore, the application of the Port concept allows a seamless integration 
between the concepts of the product domain and the concepts of the equipment 
domain. This is a big advantage since the Components need to be manipulated by the 
equipment during the assembly process. It therefore needs to be possible to define 
their interrelations. 
The next step of the knowledge transformation during assembly system design is 
the assembly process specification. This domain conceptualisation and its more 
specific relationship to the product model have been defined and discussed in the next 
chapter. 
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Figure 5.1 ONTOMAS Assembly Process Domain Ontology Overview 
5.1 Introduction 
The purpose of the assembly process domain ontology introduced in this chapter is 
to define the temporal order of the assembly requirements imposed by the product. 
The assembly process is the translation of the spatial topological requirements of the 
product into temporally ordered capability requirements for the assembly system 
configuration process. 
The domain conceptualisation proposed by ONTOMAS, therefore, needs to enable 
the definition of the assembly process in such a manner that it will allow the capturing 
of all the relevant requirements for the definition of suitable assembly systems. The 
information contained in the product model needs to be presented in such a manner 
that it contains all the information required to specify the right equipment to facilitate 
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the assembly process. Most of the current assembly processes dcfinition 
methodologies focus on a high level of abstraction. They are normally only focusing 
on the definition of the required task sequences. The information which can be 
expressed on such high level of abstraction is however far from sufficient to define 
assembly workstation configurations if the desired equipment granularity is below 
workstation level. 
The assembly process domain ontology of ONToMAS provides formalisms for the 
logical decomposition of assembly processes, constraints to define the temporal 
structure of the process, an activity taxonomy that provides a classification of the 
available process types, and process decomposition patterns that guide the detailing of 
assembly processes. These formalisms are based on the ONToMAS core ontology 
introduced in chapter 3.5. The advantage of the proposed assembly process domain 
conceptualisation is that it has a very flexible structure that can deal with the inherent 
complexity of assembly processes. 
Figure 5.1 gives an overview of which aspects of the ONToMAS framework are 
being addressed in this chapter. The focus of this work is on providing appropriate 
formalisms for the specification of conceptual assembly process definitions, assembly 
process embodiment definitions, and process definition constraints arising from the 
available set of equipment modules. The process definition constraints are important 
to make the design process more solution oriented. 
The chapter starts with discussing the informal terminology definitions chosen to 
describe the concepts of the assembly process domain ontology. This leads to the 
examination of their representational requirements. The next section describes how 
the requirements have been translated into a suitable assembly process domain 
conceptualisation. Finally, the chapter concludes with a summary of the proposed 
domain model. 
5.2 Informal Assembly Process Domain Description 
Before the assembly process model is discussed in more detail let us contemplate 
some of the definitions that play a central role in the definition of assembly processes. 
This will help to develop a better understanding of the considerations that went into 
the choice of terminology. Terminology of course is always relative since it can be 
interpreted and used differently by different domain experts. This aspect, however, 
can be built into any domain ontology by defining a thesaurus structure (see chapter 
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3.5). The definition of a thesaurus that defines the relations between different domain 
specific terms or concepts has not been part of the reported work. The chosen 
modelling formalism does however allow a thesaurus structure to be added at a later 
point. 
It needs to be stressed that the chosen terminology is not instrumental for the 
proposed modelling and assembly process decomposition approach. What is 
important however are the underlying principles of the model including defined levels 
of hierarchy, concept classifications, structural definitions, and a formalism for the 
definition of the alternative decompositions. It is of course beneficial for the 
understanding of the proposed methodology to choose the used terminology carefully 
since it does significantly aid the understanding. The chosen terminology has 
therefore been based in most parts on widely accepted terms within the area of general 
assembly. 
NIST is defining activities as the central concept of their Process Specification 
Language (Schlenoff, et al. [113]). Each activity has a defined beginning and end 
point which could possibly be at infinity. Furthermore, activities can be broken down 
into temporally ordered sub-activities. Ibis definition of activities is consistent with 
the overall ontology structure defined above (see chapter 3.5). Activities can therefore 
be postulated to be the most general concept of a process specification. This 
postulation is supported by the Oxford English Dictionary definition of activities: 
"Anything active; an active force or operation" OED [90] 
The following definition of activities can be made based on the above discussion: 
Definition: Activity 
"An activity is the formal definition of change over time with a defined beginning 
and end caused by an actor or actors. " 
An actor is anything that facilitates the occurrence of the activity, for example a 
device or mechanism but also a human being. 
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The fundamental notion of a process is defined by the Oxford English Dictionary 
as: 
"A continuous and regular action or succession of actions, taking place or 
carried on in a definite manner, and leading to the accomplishment of some 
result; a continuous operation or series of operations. " OED [90] 
In this definition of a process it seems possible to substitute the notion of action 
and operation, which will be discussed later, by the more general concept of activities 
that has been introduced above. This will have two implications for a formal model of 
the assembly process. First, any process could be defined as an activity or set of 
activities. Second, an activity would be the generalisation of at least actions and 
operations. Homern de Mello and Sanderson [55] more specifically define the 
assembly process as a succession of tasks joining subassemblies to form larger 
subassemblies. It becomes clear from this definition that the goal of an assembly 
process is the assembling of a set of components and therefore the completion of a 
product. 
The following slightly restricted definition of a process will be used throughout 
this work which limits processes to be a set of activities but not just one atomic 
activity. 
Definition: Process 
"A process is a temporally ordered set of activities with a defined goal. " 
More specifically a manufacturing process can be defined as: 
Definition: Manufacturing Process 
"A manufacturing process is a process that has the creation or partial creation of a 
product as its goal. " 
An assembly process is then: 
Definition: Assembly Process 
"An assembly process is a manufacturing process that has the putting together of 
components as its goal. " 
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It can be argued that the goal of an activity or process is a specific state change as 
defined in state-transition-diagrams. This leads to the conclusion that any activity 
needs to have at least one definable start and end state. States represent objects at 
points in time at which their dynamic attributes are clearly defined. For instance, the 
relative location and orientation of a part is changing during an assembly process but 
is definable at the beginning and end of the process. The states only represent 
information that is already contained in other form in the activity model and they 
therefore do not need to be an independent part of the actual model since it can be 
derived. For the specification of the requirements for an activity it is advantageous to 
express them through the desired state transition which can be defined through an 
input and output state. For the states during the process there should be a 
procedurelmethod associated to the model that can derive the state conditions before 
and after any given process. States are defined as: 
Definition: State 
"A State is the specification of the dynamic characteristics an object or group of 
objects has at a specific point in time. " 
An assembly sequence is a specific type of process that has only sequentially 
ordered activities. This type of process is defined as: 
Definition: Sequential Process 
"A sequential process is a special type of process with an only sequentially ordered 
set of activities. " 
Throughout the assembly literature different ternis are used to define hierarchical 
levels for the assembly process structuring. However, a convergence towards the three 
levels proposed in this work: task, operations, and actions, can be observed where 
tasks define the highest level and actions the lowest level in the activity hierarchy. 
Actions are fundamental activities that provide the building blocks for all 
processes. The Oxford English Dictionary defines an action as: 
"The way in which an instrument acts; also concr., the arrangement or 
mechanism by which this is effected. " OED [90] 
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From the above definition of an action it is clear that there is a close link between 
one actor (instrument) and the action. Combined with the postulation that an action 
provides the elementary activities of the model an action is defined as: 
Definition: Action 
"An action is a fundamental activity that can be performed by an actor without the 
goal to directly influence an object. " 
The object in the definition is the entity that is involved in the activity other than 
the actor. The reason for this condition is that an action should be generic and not 
depending on specific types of objects. Based on this assumption it should be possible 
to apply an action to any other object without changing the meaning or intention of 
the action. 
Furthermore, an action should be only those activities that do not directly change 
the state of any of the objects related to the product. This means that an action alone 
should not be sufficient to change any part attributes or establish liaisons. Taking the 
example of actions in the assembly domain, a motion action does not actually move 
any component unless combined with a hold action. The hold action in turn 
establishes a relationship between the moving device and the component but does not 
establish a relationship between different product relevant components. 
The above action definition also provides a clear link to the functional capability 
definition of an actor as will be demonstrated later on (see chapter 6). This is very 
advantageous since the equipment selection process is looking to find suitable pieces 
of equipment that match specific process requirements. If there is a clear link between 
the requirements definition in terms of activities and the capability definition of 
equipment in terms of ftinctions then this will make the matching much more 
comprehensive and unambiguous. 
Operations are generally defined by Oxford English Dictionary as: 
"An act of a practical or technical nature, esp. on forming a step in a 
process"; "A particular form or kind of activity; an active process: the discharge 
of a function" OED [90] 
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This definition conveys a sense that an operation is a part of something bigger and 
at the same time achieves some goal. This is why operations in this model denote the 
middle level between actions and tasks. The operations are temporally ordered sets of 
actions and sub-operations and are therefore processes. This definition is supported by 
Rampersad [99] who defines assembly operations as a sub-activity of a task. In his 
definition an operation can also be broken down into sub-activities that define it. 
Operations have, contrary to actions, the goal to change concepts that are part of 
the product definition, as for example components, subassemblies, or liaisons. That 
means that the result of an operation could for example be the establishment of a 
liaison between two components or the changing of component attributes, as for 
example, its position. An operation can therefore be expressed as a state transition of 
one or more of the concepts that are part of a target product. Operations are defined as 
follows to express these characteristics: 
Definition: Operation 
"An operation is a process that facilitates a state change of entities that arc part of a 
product. " 
The best example of operations in the assembly domain is the assembly operation 
itself The primary state transition that is facilitated in an assembly operation is the 
establishment of at least one liaison. The asscmbly operation can also involve 
secondary state transitions of the components being assembled such as change of their 
position or other properties. 
Tasks define the highest level of activities in the proposed assembly process 
hierarchy. Tasks can be defined on several hierarchical levels themselves. The lowest 
level tasks are built from a set of temporally ordered operations. Oxford English 
Dictionary defines a task as: 
"A piece of work imposed, exacted, or undertaken as a duty or the like; 
originally, a fixed or specified quantity of labour or work imposed on or exacted 
from a person; later, the work appointed or assigned to one as a definite duty. - 
OED [90] 
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The concept of a person can be substituted by the concept of an actor which, in the 
wider sense of automation, could be a machine or autonomous piece of equipment 
that replaces human operators. What is also clear is that a task encompasses the notion 
of a clearly specified quantity of work towards a specific goal. In the case of 
manufacturing the goal is the completion of a product. Homem de Mello and 
Sanderson [55] specifically define an assembly task as the joining of two sets of parts 
or alternatively as the establishment of at least one assembly liaison. This is a well 
defined step during the assembly of a product and therefore supports the above 
argument for a clearly definable goal. 
Following this discussion, tasks are defined as: 
Deflnition: Task 
"A task is a process that facilitates a clearly definable portion of work towards the 
completion of a product. " 
A portion of work is, for example in assembly, the putting together of two 
components from the state they are supplied to the assembly process to the state at 
which they move to the next assembly stage or reach the end of the assembly process. 
In the simplest assembly case, the insertion of a peg in a hole, the assembly task 
would encompass supply operations of the two components involved, the actual 
assembly operation, and the removal operation of the resulting assembly. Optionally 
the task could also involve up to three handling operations depending on the physical 
layout of the equipment involved. 
5.3 Domain Model Requirements 
This section defines the requirements for the proposed process domain ontology. 
The representation of quite specific activities that need to be perfortned by the 
equipment is required for the effective selection, configuration, and control of 
equipment modules at sub-workstation level. These activities need to be expressed in 
such a way that they are quite closely related to, if not the same as, the formalism that 
describes the available equipment capabilities. This is critical for the matching of the 
required assembly activities against the existing equipment capabilities. 
For the equipment selection and evaluation it is important to understand the 
required technical as well as temporal constraints. The technical constraints for the 
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assembly specific activities are normally directly derived from the liaisons that need 
to be established. The time constraints are determined from the overall project 
requirements including the desired output rate, number of shifts, permissible failure 
rate, etc. This information needs to be derived from the product model and has to be 
represented in the assembly process model. 
Not all the information from the product model needs to be translated but only the 
liaisons between the components. The characteristics of the components themselves 
need to be directly available for the equipment selection. For example, the 
specification of a gripper or feeder heavily depends on the geometric definition of the 
components to be held or supplied. 
The process domain model requires an additional dimension that goes beyond 
providing the formalisms for the representation of assembly processes. It also needs to 
provide the means to define and constrain how the high level assembly tasks are 
decomposed to derive the required higher level of detail. This formalism should be 
able to take different levels of abstraction, different levels of hierarchy, and temporal 
relationships between the activities in a process definition into account. 
In the following subsections the more specific requirements for the different 
aspects of the domain model will be discussed in more detail. 
5.3.1 Activities 
Activity concept provides traditionally the building blocks of the assembly process 
model (Schlenoff, ct al. [113], Zeigler, et al. [141], WPDL [137]). The Activities 
define what an assembly system needs to do and in what order. Activities can be 
compared with active functions that need to be performed by an actor to achieve a 
specific objective. This is important for the equipment selection problem, since the 
correlation between the required activities and the provided capabilities need to be 
well understood. The matching can only be achieved if both the required assembly 
activities and the provided equipment capabilities can be related directly to each other 
or to a common intermediate concept. The function concept is therefore providing an 
ideal concept for the matching (see chapter 6 for a more detailed discussion). 
For the selection of the right equipment it is important to define the technology 
parameter of the individual activities. These should become more equipment specific 
the lower they are in the activity hierarchy. For example, for the insertion of one 
component into another it is important to understand the required relative motion 
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between the two components, how much force is needed to perform the motion, and 
what the necessary relative position and orientation accuracies are between the two 
components. 
Furthermore, the process definition needs to include the specification of the 
components that participate in the assembly process. This information is required for 
the selection of equipment that directly handles components. For the definition of this 
kind of equipment it is often important to know the weight and geometry of the 
components and also some characteristics such as their role in the assembly, how easy 
it to orientate and feed them etc. For further discussion of the required component 
attributes see chapter 4. 
Since the description of the required assembly process is already the first abstract 
definition of the assembly system, it would be very helpful to have a method already 
at this point to obtain the first predictions of the likely cost and cycle time 
implications resulting from the choice of process. This would not only help to get a 
better idea of how realistic the planned cost and cycle time of a system is, but also 
help to choose the more promising process definitions when there is a choice between 
two or more possible system solutions. 
5.3.2 Logical Structure 
A high amount of detail is required for the sufficient representation of the assembly 
process (see discussion above). This calls for a mechanism to deal with complex 
representations. A hierarchical definition provides such mechanism as has been 
outlined in chapter 3. There also needs to be a formalism to define and manage 
alternative process structures within the process hierarchy. There will always be 
alternative ways of defining the assembly process and it will not always be clear 
which one is the better. Therefore, these alternatives need to remain part of the 
assembly process representation until a more informed decision can be made. 
Furthermore, there are also cases in which earlier decisions need to be revised and it 
would be more effective if the alternatives are still known. 
It would also be very advantageous for the matching of activities against 
equipment capabilities if there were a correlation between the distinct levels of the 
process model and the hierarchical levels of the equipment structure. This would 
allow the search for the right piece of equipment to be narrowed down dramatically to 
just the relevant hierarchical level. 
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The process domain knowledge model does not only need a formalism for the 
representation of different hierarchical levels 
- 
it also needs a formalism that allows 
the gradual increase of an activity's specification during the definition of an assembly 
process. It should be possible to only define an activity very abstractly at the 
beginning of the assembly process definition and make it more specific in the further 
cause of the process definition. For example, at the beginning of the process 
specification it might only be possible to deduce that an assembly operation will be 
needed but not yet its more specific type. Later on more specific information might 
become available that allows the assembly operation to be more precisely defined as 
an insertion operation. 
5.3.3 Temporal Process Topology 
The definition of an assembly process is a temporally ordered set of activities as 
has been discussed above. It is therefore important to represent the temporal 
relationships between the different activities in the process definition. The formalism 
used to define this relationships needs to be able to represent all different ways in 
which processes could take place. These include sequential, parallel, and recurring 
activities or sets of activities. Sequential activities are sets of activities which 
successively start after the previous one has ended (see Figure 5.2 a). Parallel 
activities are all those activities that could occur at the same time (see Figure 5.2 b). 
Recurring activities or activity loops are those activities that can or have to happen 
more than once throughout the assembly process (see Figure 5.2 c). 
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Figure 5.2 Temporal activity structures a) sequential; b) parallel; and c) loop 
5.3.4 Process Decomposition 
A structured formalism is required for the assembly process decomposition that 
will guide the effective breakdown of assembly processes into more detailed lower 
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level activities. Kitamura and Mizoguchi [62] proposed an And-Or-Graph for the 
decomposition of functions into sub-functions to deduce the higher level capabilities 
of equipment based on their elementary functions. A similar approach can be used for 
the decomposition of process requirements. 
For the effective decomposition it is important to understand how the different 
types of activities could be broken down into sub-activities and how they are 
temporally related to each other. The decomposition definition needs to be based on 
information that is available at the higher level. This could for example include the 
activity specification, the product specification, or some already defined related 
equipment. 
During the equipment configuration a very similar if not the same formalism 
should be applied for the reverse process of synthesising higher level functional 
capabilities from lower level functions. The relevant equipment functions are closely 
related to the activity definition in the assembly process domain. Therefore, the same 
formalism should ideally be applied to achieve both the decomposition as well as the 
synthesis of activities/functions. 
5.4 Formal Assembly Process Domain Ontology 
The assembly process domain concepts which have been informally discussed 
above are formally defined in this section. The underlying modelling formalism is 
based on ontology engineering principles and extends the basic ontology discussed in 
chapter 3.5. The main purpose of the proposed assembly process domain ontology is 
to provide an effective knowledge framework for the specification and decomposition 
of assembly processes. 
The assembly process conceptualisation of ONTOMAS provides formalisms that 
allow the capturing of all assembly system requirements in a temporally ordered 
fashion. Figure 5.3 shows an overview of the assembly process conceptualisation 
resulting from the requirements discussed in section 5.3 and the informal terminology 
discussed in section 5.2. The Activity is the core concept of the assembly process 
domain ontology. It defines the things that need to be done to achieve the assembly of 
a product or set of products. 
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One of the underlying assumptions for the assembly process domain ontology is 
that Activities can be treated as TemporalSystems that has only a finite number of 
specific Ports which define the possible interactions with other Activities particularly 
in regards to their temporal ordering. Hence the Activity concept is defined as 
extension of the TemporalSystem concept and is treated as a state-transition. 
Consequently, each Activity has one or more input and output states. Processes are 
defined as specific subsets of Activities which have at least one or more sub-activities. 
The topology of the process is defined through the TemporalRelationship concept 
which specifies the temporal order between the different Activities occurring as part of 
a process. They are defined as a specialisation of the general PortConnection concept 
and are consequently restricted to specify the connection between Ports. In the case of 
a TemporalSystem, these Ports are more specifically defined as TemporalPorts since 
they are only defined in the temporal space. The TemporalRelationships are defined 
as part of higher level Activities in the same fashion as Liaisons are part of assembly 
definitions. This is the case since Activities as well as Assemblies are derived from the 
general System concept and TemporalRelationships as well as Liaisons are their 
specific type of PortConnections respectively. 
All concepts of the assembly process domain ontology are either directly or 
indirectly derived from the central CLASS concept. Consequently, they all inherit the 
three aspect definitions described in chapter 3.5. The aspect addresses the 
specification of the requirements for a specific concept class, available characteristics 
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for the concept class, and the actual characteristics that an instance of the class has 
been set to fulfil the requirements. 
The Activhy is the central concept of the assembly process domain ontology since 
it describes the characteristics of the process steps the assembly system will have to 
carry out to assemble the product successfully. As a result, only the Activity concept 
will be considered in more detail regarding its aspect definitions. 
The requirements aspect of the Activity concept describes the manner in which the 
Liaisons of the product need to be established. This definition provides the central 
input for the selection of the right assembly equipment (see chapter 6 and chapter 7 
for more details). The available Activiýy characteristics are derived from the available 
assembly equipment characteristics which result from the chosen equipment 
configuration (see chapter 6). The actual Activity characteristics are similarly derived 
from the actual assembly equipment characteristics once a system has been defined. 
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Figure 5.4 Relationships between main Aspects of the Assembly Process Domain Concepts 
Figure 5.4 shows the aspect relationships between the central concepts of the 
product and assembly process models. The ActivityRequirement concept defines the 
required characteristics for the Activities through the <requirements> attribute. The 
concept allows the selection of an appropriate Activity class for its specific 
requirements with the <class> attribute. The ActivityOccurrence concept specifies the 
actual instance of the Activity that realises the requirements specified by the 
ActivityRequirements concept. The <responsibleFor> attribute associates the 
ActivityOccurrence with the actual part of the product model it is responsible for 
establishing. The main objective for the definition of assembly specific 
ActivityRequirements and ActivityOccurrences is the establishment of Liaisons that 
define the spatial and logical relationship between Components in the product model. 
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ONToMAS provides the formalisms for an Activity taxonomy. The taxonomy 
defines different classes of Activities that could occur as part of an assembly process 
specification. The tree structure of the taxonomy fulfils the need of the engineering 
design process to support the abstraction and spccialisation during the assembly 
process specification. The basis for the classification of in the taxonomy is captured 
by ActivitySpecificationPatterns. They define the difference between alternative 
Activity classes. A more detailed definition and discussion of the 
ActivitySpeciji'cationPattern can be found in section 5.4.3 below. 
Another engineering process that takes place during the assembly process 
specification is the decomposition of higher level processes into more detailed lower 
level descriptions. This process can be assisted and constraint with 
ProcessDecompositionPatterns that capture recurring aggregation patterns and link 
them to conditions under which they occur. The ProcessDecompositionPatterns are 
linked to the Activity classes in the same way as the ActivitySpecificationPatterns. 
They are described in more detail in section 5.4.5 below. 
The following sections give a more detailed definition of the different process 
domain ontology concepts. The definition of the domain concepts does not distinguish 
between their specification aspects since their primary difference is only in their 
instantiation. 
5.4.1 Activity Definition 
The Activity is the central concept in the assembly process domain ontology. This 
has been defined based on the Process Specification Language (PSL) definition from 
NIST (Bock and Gruninger (10]). Furthermore, Activities are defined as 
specialisations of TemporalSystenn (see Figure 5.5). That means that the interaction 
between Activities is restricted to the Ports an Activity exposes to the outside world. 
Each Activity has to have at least two TemporalPorts to define their start and end 
point. 
The two fundamental characteristics of the different classes of Activities are their 
<hasParts> and <responsiblcFor> attributes. The constraints for the assembly process 
decomposition are mainly concerned with these two attributes. The <hasParts> 
attribute replaces the <subactivity> attribute defined in PSL and allows the 
constraining of the sub-activity types and temporal constraints an Activity can or has 
to contain. The <hasParts> attribute is working in very similar manner to the 
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<subactivity> attribute defined in the PSL core. The reason for using the <hasPaAs> 
attribute is to create a consistent terminology across all the assembly relevant 
domains, not only the process domain (see chapter 3.5). 
The <responsibleFor> attribute defines what types of CLASSES are being directly 
manipulated or influenced by the Activity. In the assembly domain this would 
generally be either Components or Liaisons. The mechanism for the constraint 
definition is explained in more detail in section 5.4.3. 
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Figure 5.5 Activity Concept Definition 
The predicted cost of realising the given activity as well as its predicted duration 
are defined through values that reflect the nominative magnitude as well as their 
variation in percent. The cost characteristics are split into fixed and flexible costs to 
allow for simple cost comparison of different alternative assembly processes. 
The Process concept is a simple extension of the Activity concept with the only 
added restriction that a process needs to contain at least two sub-activities. The more 
specific Activities like Tasks, Operations, and Actions are defined as extensions of 
either the Activity or Process concept. Each of these three types of Activities has again 
more specific sub-types. This will be discussed in more detail in section 5.4.3 and 
section 5.4.5. 
5.4.2 Activity Hierarchy 
The Activities that constitute an assembly process need to be structured 
hierarchically to deal with the great complexity of the required highly detailed 
assembly process model (see section 5-3). Furthermore, there need to be distinct 
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levels in the activity hierarchy to allow a clear mapping between Activities and 
Equipment modules on corresponding hierarchical levels. This will allow a more 
effective selection of Equipment modules with higher levels of capability complexity. 
For example, if an insertion activity is required it does not necessarily need to be 
broken down into sub-activities if equipment modules exist whose capability includes 
the execution of the desired activity at this level of definition. The definition of 
clearly distinct hierarchical levels also makes it easier to compare synthesised 
functions of sets of lower level equipment modules with the originally intended higher 
level process. See also chapter 6 for more details on the relationship between the 
activity levels and the equipment hierarchy. 
The use of three distinct hierarchical levels has been proposed to structure the 
assembly process domain model (Ratchev, et al. [103]). These distinct hierarchical 
levels have been defined through the Task, Operation, and Action concepts (see 
Figure 5.6). The chosen terminology is discussed in more detail in Section 5.2. 
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Figure 5.6 Activity Hierarchy Definition 
Both the Task and Operation concepts are sub concepts of the Processes concept 
with specific constraints for their internal structure. Where Processes can contain any 
combination of sub-activities, Tasks and Operations can only contain very specific 
types of sub-activities. Actions are not Processes and define the elementary Activities 
that cannot have any sub-activities. 
The activity/sub-activity relationship defined by the <hasParts> attribute of the 
Activity concept has been restricted for Tasks, Operations, and Actions to introduce 
the required hierarchy between them (see Figure 5.6). This means that Tasks can only 
contain other Tasks or Operations as sub-activities, Operations can only contain other 
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Operations and Actions as sub-activities, and Actions cannot contain any sub- 
activities. 
5.4.3 Activity Taxonomy 
The activity taxonomy defines how the different types of Activities are logically 
related to each other in terms of abstraction and specialisation. The taxonomy is used 
to structure the decomposition and specification constraints for the different types of 
Activities in a flexible and comprehensive manner. The use of a taxonomy allows 
these constraints to be defined on different levels of abstraction which enables the 
inheritance of the constraints at lower levels. This reduces the definition effort and at 
the same time promotes a more consistent constraint specification that is less error- 
prone since high level constraints that can be tested more rigorously are being used as 
foundation for the specification of lower level constraints. 
I 
Figure 5.7 Principle Structure of the Activity Taxonomy 
The highest level of the taxonomy is defined through the classification of Activities 
into Tasks, Operations, and Actions. The classification provides the concepts for the 
definition of distinct hierarchical levels in the process definition as discussed in 
section 5.4.2. Each of the concepts denoting a hierarchical level is further classified to 
provide distinct activity domain types. There is a close relationship between the 
defined activity domain types and the equipment domain types defined in chapter 6. 
The activity domain types are further specialised into domain specific activity types to 
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allow a meaningful distinction of the different Activities needed for the specification 
of assembly system requirements. 
It is important for the classification to be based on qualifiable criteria. The most 
suitable criteria for the characterisation of different activity types are the different 
state transitions they define. These are defined as the objectives of an Activity and are 
expressed through its <resposibleFor> attribute. An And-Or-Graph based 
specification formalism has been defined to prescribe the required and optional targets 
for an Activity. 
The ActivitySpecificationPattern concept has been introduced to define the 
constraints placed on the <responsibleFor> attribute of the different Activity classes 
(see Figure 5.8). The ActivitvS ecificationPattern concept fulfils two roles. It P 
forinalises the criteria that distinguish the different Activity classes and it provides the 
means to fon-nally verify if an ActivitY is of a specific class. 
id: String 
description. String 
class: Class 
conditions: Classo 
T 
isA 
class 
- 
j6!!!! j! edfIIcatJlonPattern conditions[ 1.. n] 
Activity 
clas", 
-ýblyOpSpecificationftttern conditions[l.. n] 
Assembly0pr - 
Figure 5.8 Activity Specification Pattern Concept Definition 
The <class> attribute of the ActiviývSpecijicationPattern concept links it to the 
specific Activity class for which it is providing the condition specification. The 
<conditions> attribute defines which types of CLASSES are required in the 
<responsibleFor> attribute of an Activity of this class. This fori-nalism, has the 
advantage that it works like an And-Or-Graph. The <class> attribute acts like an OR 
since more than one ActivitySpecificationPattern could refer to the same Activity. The 
<conditions> attribute is defining the AND part by specifying all the required CLASS 
types. The optional and required constraints for an activity type can be determined 
through the set of ActiviiySpecificationPatterns that are associated to the Activity 
class. The constraints that are defined in all ActivitySpecificationPatterns are always 
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required and the rest are optional. Figure 5.9 shows an illustrative example of two 
different AssemblyOpSpecificationPattern for the sarne Assembly0peration. 
Assembly Activity 
Taxonomy Assembly0p 
Specification C: a 
Pattern 
Q 
cc z 
Ict 
Assembly Liaison 
Taxonomy 
L 
LC LF 
vvvvvvvv 
LI 
class conditions 
Figure 5.9 Assembly Operation Specification Pattern Illustration 
The assembly operation types are the most critical Activity classes for the 
specification of assembly processes. They define how different Liaisons are being 
established. Their <responsibleFor> attribute is consequently associated with the 
Liaisons between different Components and Assemblies. The main criterion for the 
classification of the assembly operations is therefore based on the types of Liaisons 
they are intended to establish. 
The following sections describe exemplary activity taxonomies for Actions, 
Operations, and Task. The aim of this taxonomy is twofold. First, it provides a good 
starting point from which a more elaborate and unified assembly activity taxonomy 
can be defined. Second, it illustrates the fundamental structure of the assembly 
process that has been used throughout this work. The illustration and discussion of the 
proposed activity taxonomy for the assembly domain starts with the classification of 
the Action concept since these are the elementary Activities upon which the 
interpretation of assembly processes is established. The classification of the 
Operation concept follows the classification of the Action concept. This is the most 
expressive classification since it needs to provide different types for all the possible 
different activity target definitions. The taxonomy illustration is concluded with the 
classification of the Task concept which can remain rather abstract since its specific 
interpretation is based on the Operations and Actions it contains. 
The proposed activity taxonomy does not claim to be complete and neither does it 
have to be at this point. The definition of a more complete taxonomy would require 
the involvement of a big proportion of the assembly community. This could be done 
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at a later point and the resulting new or changed activity types can be easily integrated 
into the existing taxonomy structure. This only requires the definition, change, or 
removal of ActivitySpecificationPatterns for the Activity classes. The following 
sections give a more detailed description of the activity taxonomy. 
5.4.3.1 Action Classification 
The Actions are the fundamental building blocks of the proposed assembly process 
domain model. They provide the basic terminology and technology parameters for the 
interpretation of an assembly process. It is therefore important to find a good balance 
between their expressiveness and complexity. The expressiveness and complexity of 
the fundamental model are naturally contradictory; the higher the expressiveness the 
higher the complexity and vice versa. 
A number of exemplary Actions has been defined based on VDI 2860 [132], Lotter 
[77], Pahl and Beitz [94], and Rampersad [99] (see Figure 5.10). The given set of 
Actions is not exhaustive and only covers the most common Actions required for the 
modelling of the assembly process. The Actions have been classified into a small 
number of main types, each of which has a number of subtypes. Each individual 
Action type has its own technological parameters. A MoveAction for example has at 
least one reference point to define the motion. 
The technical parameters of the actions are defined in such a manner as to allow a 
seamless transition from qualitative definitions to quantitative where appropriate. The 
position of a component for example might need to be changed with a MoveAction, 
but at first the absolute distance is not known. The tendency relative to something else 
might be known however and could be expressed as above or next to it. This can then 
be defined as a qualitative specification of the motion which can be later defined more 
accurately once this information becomes available. 
Storing of components and assemblies is one of the integral parts of the logistics of 
an assembly system. This is due to the requirement for bulk transport and the lack of 
seamless integration between different parts of the manufacturing process. The 
StoreAction defines the different modes for storing components and assemblies. The 
StoreAction is classified according to VDI 2860 [132] based on the ordering between 
the components stored. Ordered storage requires the position and orientation of all 
components to be defined in all 6 degrees of freedom. Unordered storage does not 
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require the position and orientation of the components to be defined. Partially ordered 
storage is in-between and requires at least one degree of freedom to be defined. 
Figure 5.10 Action Classification 
The MoveAction is one of the most central actions for the definition of an assembly 
operation. Most assembly operations involve some kind of relative motion between 
either the two components or one of the components and a tool. The MoveAction has 
been classified into: rotary motion, point-to-point motion, linear motion, and circular 
motion. This classification considers two perspectives of the MoveAction. One is the 
view from the equipment side which defines motions more fundamentally in tenns of 
translations (linear motion) and rotations (rotary motion). The other is from the 
product side looking at what motions the components require to facilitate their 
assembly. These are the point-to-point, linear, and circular motion. The definition of 
the assembly process is in the first instance based on the product description. It is 
therefore more meaningful to use component motions to define the required assembly 
process. 
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Even so the motion actions are defined as motions of the components; the 
definition does not define how the components need to be held in order to achieve the 
motion. The FixActions define this aspect of the assembly process. The fixation 
normally occurs between a component and a piece of equipment like a gripper or a 
fixture. FixActions are split to define the actual holding of something as well as the 
eventual release. The releasing is strictly speaking the inverse action of hold and it 
can be argued that it does not need to be defined as a separate action. The releasing 
might however take in some cases a significant amount of time and has therefore been 
modelled as a separate action. 
Actions to determine the condition of an object are defined as ChecUctions. They 
are classified to express the different types of checks that could be performed during 
the assembly process. For example a CheckPresenceAction could be required before a 
component can be picked up. 
The ChangeActions are actions that alter the condition of an object or set of 
objects. ChangeActions are classified into actions that separate or merge objects or 
sets of objects and actions that transform one type of object into another. For example 
a SeparateAction would be the splitting of a material flow and a TransformAction the 
changing of an EnerýObject into an InformationObject. 
In some cases it is only required to vary one or more attributes of an object like for 
example the curing of glue. This is defined with the VaryActions which are classified 
into increasing, decreasing, and maintaining actions. The MaintainAction is also a 
variation if the natural tendency of the object would be to change its attribute 
otherwise. 
5.43.2 Operation Classification 
The Operations define the intermediate level between Tasks and 4ctions. At this 
level the specialisation of all the different activities could take place during an 
assembly process. Operations tend as a result to be highly specialised with many 
different levels of classification. The underlying reason is that different types of 
operations have different possible action compositions. Certain compositions are often 
recurring during an assembly process and it is therefore reasonable to define them as 
operation types in their own right. 
Operations are to some extent a means to specify and achieve the right action 
decomposition of the assembly process and to reduce the complexity of the process 
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definition. Of course they are also used to make pre-selections of equipment types to 
narrow the search as early as possible. 
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Figure 5.11 Operation Classification 
A preliminary classification of operations has been used in this work. The 
classification is based on the work of Rampersad [99]. The assembly operation 
classification is based on DIN 8593-0 [28]. The classification does not claim to be 
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complete but rather provides a good first iteration that is used to demonstrate the 
proposed methodology. 
Figure 5.11 shows the proposed operation classification. The main types of 
operations are as much as possible synchronised with the task classification. This has 
been done to allow an easy recognition of the defining operation of a task. See the 
next section for more details on the relationship between operations and tasks. 
The two central operations for the definition of an assembly process are the 
Assembly0perations and the Logistic6perations. The responsibility of an 
Assembly0peration is the establishment of Liaisons between components to facilitate 
the assembly process. Logistic0perations are required to define how the material 
flows from component parts to the finished assembly are managed. The other classes 
of Operations can be considered as auxiliary operations that are frequently required to 
facilitate the assembly process in an industrial envirom-nent. For example preparation 
and finalisation operations are required to put components into the right condition for 
the assembly process and to put assemblies into the condition they need to be in for 
the next process step after their assembly. Qualifying0perations are needed to 
determine and control the condition of the assembly process. Machining0perations 
sometimes need to be integrated into the assembly process for technical or quality 
reasons. 
5.43.3 Task Classiflcation 
Tasks define the top level of the assembly process hierarchy. They are the clearly 
definable steps required to complete a product. In the case of assembly that means 
that they define how a liaison or set of liaisons are being established. Tasks define all 
the required levels above the operation level. They can be defined on several levels of 
hierarchy until the whole process can be abstracted as one task. This helps 
enormously with the structuring of a manufacturing process. 
The Task concept is an extension of the Process concept and is classified following 
the suggestions by Rampersad [99] (see Figure 5.12). This classification is of course 
not the only possible one and others could be quite as reasonable. This does however 
not contradict the necessity for a widely accepted classification. Also this does not put 
the suggested decomposition approach into question since the approach is mostly 
independent from the actual classification and only requires one to exist. 
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There is no need for the tasks to be classified any further than the first level. The 
more detailed distinction between the tasks will be defined through the operations of 
which they are comprised. Operations are on the highest level classified in the same 
way as the tasks. Each Task of a specific type has at least one Operation of the same 
type as a sub-activity. This operation defines the more specific attributes of the tasks 
and allows its distinctive characteristics to be defined. Tasks are not very constrained 
due to their general nature. Their more specific breakdown is based on the relevant 
product and equipment characteristics. 
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Figure 5.12 Task Classification 
5.4.4 Temporal Assembly Process Topology 
The temporal constraints between the activities are defined through the 
TemporalRelationship concept shown in Figure 5.13. The TemporalRelationships 
define how activities are temporally ordered between each other. They are defined as 
extensions of both the PorlConnection and the abstract OneDirectionalRelation 
concepts since TemporalRelationships are both directional and restricted to connect 
ports. The <from> and <to> attributes inherited from the OneDirectionalRelation 
concept specify the direction of the TemporalRelationship by linking to the Ports 
defined as part of the <connects> attribute. 
The TemporalRelationship can both be defined as symbol and as temporal value to 
capture different levels of specification detail. The symbolic definition allows the 
qualitative specification of the temporal order. The symbols used for the qualitative 
specification are: 'before', 'after', and 'equal'. The value-based specification defines 
the quantitative ordering of the activities. During the definition the qualitative 
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specification is much more flexible since activities can be added and removed without 
having to redefine all the relationships between other processes. With increasing level 
of detail it becomes more reasonable to determine some first estimation of the times 
between specific processes. The value is captured as non-native magnitude and the 
variation in percent. 
-- 
connects[2.. nl OneDirectionalRelation PortConnection Port 
- 
from Instance name String name: String 
-to: instance description String description: String hasParts: Instanceil hasParts: instance{) 
connects: InstanceD refFrame: Instance 
connects[21 
isA from isA 
to 
- 
hasParts[O.. n] type: Symbol 
duration: Instance 
Figure 5.13 Temporal Relationship Concept Definition 
This type of TeniporalRelationships can easily express the required sequential and 
parallel structures. Loops cannot be unambiguously expressed with this type of 
relationship since two activities would then simultaneously be before and after each 
other. However, the need for loops can be covered with the postulation that they can 
only occur as specific activities which define the number of repetitions. This means 
that all the sub-activities of this activity would be repeated x-times. 
5.4.5 Process Decomposition Patterns 
The constraints imposed on the process decomposition are specified as 
ProcessDecompositionPattern concepts which have the same principle structure as 
the ActivilYSPecificationPatterns in section 5.4.3. The definition of the 
ProcessDecompositionPatterns is based in principle on the functional decomposition 
patterns proposed by Kitamura and Mizoguchi [61] and Kitamura and Mizoguchi 
[63]. Kitamura and Mizoguchi use a bottom-up approach in their work to derive 
higher level functional understanding of equipment functions based on a set of 
elementary functions and functional decomposition patterns. It seems plausible to use 
a similar mechanism to guide the decomposition in a top-down approach. 
The ProcessDecompositionPattern concept defines the set of required sub-activity 
types, how they need to be temporally related, and what their <responsibleFor> 
attribute should refer to. The required <responsibleFor> attribute definition of the 
sub-Activities is associated to the attribute constraint of the 
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ProcessDeconipositionPattern'S Activity class. Furthermore, each 
ProcessDecompositionPattern can contain a description of the conditions under 
which it is applicable. This is required to guide decision making during the 
decomposition process. The conditions are defined based on either characteristics of 
the targeted state transition that need to be established or the agent that is responsible 
for the Activiiy. For example an Insertion Operation could occur either on a straight 
line or along some path depending on the specific characteristics of the Liaisons the 
Operation establishes. 
The ProcessDecompositionPatterns are formally specified in First Order Logic 
using knowledge interchange format (KIF) notations (Genesereth and Fikes [42]). The 
use of First Order Logic enables the interpretation of the constraint both to check 
whether an instantiated process model is correct and to drive the decomposition 
process. The ProcessDecompositionPattern concept is defined as an extension of the 
Specification concept and has the additional attributes <range> and <statement> to 
define its First Order Logic constraints (see Figure 5.14). The <range> attribute is 
used to define the ranges of instance types that are used as part of the <statement> 
attribute to define the decomposition constraints. 
id: String 
description String 
class. Class 
conditions: Classo 
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Figure 5.14 Process Decomposition Pattern Concept Definition 
The requirement for the decomposition formalism to be able to express required 
and possible sub-activities is fulfilled by allowing the association of more than one 
ProcessDecompositionPattern to any type of Process. It is also possible to define the 
decomposition at different levels of abstraction since the decomposition patterns are 
directly associated to the activity taxonomy (see Figure 5.15). 
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Figure 5.15 Principle Structure of Process Decomposition Pattern 
5.5 Summary 
In this chapter the assembly process domain conceptual i sation Of ONTOMAS has 
been defined and discussed. The central concept of the domain ontology is the Activity 
which is defined in the temporal space. The proposed formalisations allow a dynamic 
specification of the assembly process on different levels of abstraction. The heuristic 
interpretation of the process model is given through a taxonomy that clearly defines 
the different Activity classes. The proposed taxonomy also enables a clear purpose 
driven transition between the process constraints of a product and its required 
assembly equipment capabilities. This aspect will be further discussed in the next 
chapter. 
The assembly process domain ontology is based on a new hierarchical process 
model. The hierarchical structure of the assembly process is defined using the Task, 
Operation, and Action concepts which reduce the inherent complexity of the assembly 
process definition. The clear hierarchical structure of the assembly process model 
combined with the proposed taxonomy of elementary Activity classes enables a clear 
association with the capabilities provided by different Equipment modules. This is 
very important for the engineering design process to capitalise on the higher level of 
standardisation inherent in a modular assembly system. 
The proposed ONTOMAS framework also provides specific constraints that guide 
the specification of the assembly process. Patterns for the clear definition of the 
different Activity classes have been proposed to assist with the selection of appropriate 
Activities classes for given sets of requirements. The decomposition of assembly 
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processes between different hierarchical levels is guided by Patterns that capture 
recognised and recurring aggregation arrangements. The use of Patterns that are 
associated to the Activity taxonomy only via a parameter reference makes the adding 
and removing of Patterns very easy. The body of design knowledge therefore 
becomes very flexible and can be adapted to future changes. 
The topological structure of the assembly process model has been defined using 
the same system theory principles as for the specification of the product and 
equipment domains. The Port concept together with the PortConnection concept have 
been applied to the temporal domain to allow the utilisation of the same fundamental 
engineering approaches across all domains of the assembly system design process. 
The application of the system theory principle also makes the definition of the 
temporal process structure much more dynamic since relative connections can be 
added and removed locally without influencing the rest of the definition. New process 
steps can therefore be integrated or removed quite easily. 
The characteristics of the proposed assembly process conceptualisation are very 
beneficial for concurrent and iterative design approaches. Furthermore, the model can 
be used in temporal constraint engines to maintain the consistency of the process 
order. Also logical constraints between different enabling equipment behaviours can 
be derived from the process description which simplifies the definition of the 
equipment requirements. The proposed formalisms could ultimately be used to 
specify the control algorithms of the assembly system as can be seen in the work of 
Barata de Oliveira [6]. 
The next step of the knowledge transformation during assembly system design is 
the assembly equipment specification. The domain conceptualisation and its more 
specific relationship to the assembly process model have been defined and discussed 
in the next chapter. 
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Figure 6.1 ONToMAS Assembly Equipment Domain Ontology Overview 
6.1 Introduction 
The purpose of the propose assembly equipment domain ontology introduced in 
this chapter is to address the specific needs arising from the requirements driven 
design of modular assembly workstation solutions. The domain ontology needs to 
provide suitable conceptualisations that capture the required design knowledge and 
assist the decision-making process to achieve this. 
The equipment domain conceptual i sation has to address a number of different 
aspects to enable it to successfully support the design of modular assembly systems. 
Firstly, the ontology needs to provide formalisms for the specification of equipment 
requirements based on the assembly process requirements defined in the previous 
chapter. Secondly, the definition capability definition of existing equipment modules 
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needs to be addressed. Thirdly, the ontology needs to allow the integration of suitable 
equipment modules into assembly system solutions that can be verified against the 
original requirements. Finally, there need to be formalisms that guide and constrain 
both the design of individual assembly system solutions as well as the specification of 
new equipment modules. 
'Me equipment domain conceptualisation of ONTOMAS is based on the function- 
behaviour-structure paradigm. The application of this paradigm allows a seamless 
transition from the process based requirements to the final equipment selection. This 
is due to mechanisms that map process based requirements to the ftinctional 
capabilities of existing equipment modules. The required functional capabilities are 
transformed into suitable equipment behaviours. This narrows down the solution 
search through the focus on equipment modules that exhibit the desired behaviour. All 
stages of the equipment definition have to reflect the function-behaviour-structure 
aspects. 
The domain ontology also provides structuring mechanisms to deal with the 
inherent complexity of the equipment specification. Simultaneously, the structuring 
approach is designed to enable a clear mapping between the process-based assembly 
requirements and the equipment resources in a system that fulfil them. 
Figure 6.1 gives an overview of which aspects of the ONToMAS framework are 
being addressed in this chapter. The focus of this work is on providing appropriate 
formalisms for the specification of conceptual assembly equipment definitions, 
assembly equipment embodiment definitions, system design constraints arising from 
the available set of equipment modules, and a domain specific system architecture 
that guides the equipment module specification. The system design constraints are 
important to make the design process more solution oriented and the system 
architecture to ensure interoperability between modules. 
The chapter starts with discussing the informal terminology definitions chosen to 
describe the concepts of the assembly equipment domain ontology. This leads to the 
examination of their representational requirements. The next section describes how 
the requirements have been translated into a suitable assembly equipment domain 
conceptual isation. Finally, the chapter concludes with a summary of the proposed 
domain model. 
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6.2 Informal Assembly Equipment Domain Description 
This section looks at the informal definition of the assembly domain specific terms 
that will be used throughout this work. The terms are being defined before the 
requirements for the domain model are being addressed because they will be used 
during the requirements specification to keep it more focused. 
The terminology of the assembly equipment domain is, as in the previous two 
chapters, chosen to reflect the underlying principles of the proposed model as well as 
possible. Again, the terms used are not in themselves instrumental for the principle 
ideas of the proposed domain model but are nevertheless carefully chosen to 
maximise the explanatory value of the model. 
6.2.1 Equipment Terminology 
The most fundamental term within this domain is of course the term equipment 
itself. The term equipment has been chosen as the central term to describe all the 
entities that actively contribute towards the completion of an assembly process 
because it is the most general term to capture the character of these entities. The 
Merriam-Webster Onlinc Dictionary dcfines equipment as: 
"the set of articles or physical resources erving to equip a person or thing as 
(1): the implement used in an operation or activity (2): all the fixed assets other 
than land and buildings of a business enterprise. " (Merriam-Webster [8 1 ]) 
Based on the above definition equipment is both an asset of a company and used as 
an actor or implement in an activity. It therefore defines precisely all those entities 
that actively participate in a manufacturing or assembly process. The following 
definitions will be used throughout his work: 
Definition: Manufacturing Equipment 
"Manufacturing equipment describes all those physical entities that are used as 
actors to facilitate a manufacturing activity. " 
The term assembly equipment defines a subset of manufacturing: 
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Definition: Assenibl) Equipment 
-As,,, *cmhI% equipment is all those equipment that is used as actors to facilitate an 
assembl,., activity. - 
Assembly equipment consists of a wide variety of different equipment types. It is 
advantageous t'()r the effectiveness of the assembly system design process if there are 
defined associations between the concepts of the three domain models (see also 
discussion in chapter 5). I'lie associations between the different types of equipment 
and the diftcrcilt týpes of activities. as shown in Figure 6.2, provide a good basis for 
the definition OftlIC Main types of equipment within the assembly domain. 
The terms chosen for the different types of equipment are commonly used within 
the domain. I'nt'ortunately there is no clear unambiguous definition for them across 
the whole domain. ']'he ternis sý-steni. cell workstation, unit, device, and element have 
been chosen to describe equipment with different levels of complexity. They are listed 
here in order of dccrcasing complexity. The complexity of the equipment is not 
directly rcicrring to the structural or technical complexity of the equipment but rather 
to the complexity ofthe activities the equipment is design to perfon-n. 
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Figure 6.2 Associations betýsecn Domain Concept 
'I'llc 10ýýcst cojjjpicxitý level of the equipment model is represented through tile 
equipment elements. Equipment elements are the correspondent equipment concept to 
components m the product domain model. Thev do not fulfil any complete actions and 
only provide static or passive functions like support or constraining motions. The 
Oxt'Ord English I)ictionary defines elements in general as: 
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"A component part of a complex whole. " (OED [90]) 
This definition supports the decision to place equipment elements at the lowest 
level of the equipment definition model. The following definition will be used 
throughout this work: 
Definition: Equipment Element 
"An equipment element is a piece of manufacturing equipment that is part of 
another piece of equipment and does not directly facilitate the fulfilment of any 
activity. " 
Manufacturing equipment that can perform at least one complete action is defined 
as devices. This is based on the traditional use of the term device to describe most of 
the functional equipment used inside a manufacturing system. Devices are pieces of 
equipment that are ready bought in from companies specialising in their design and 
manufacture. Most of the equipment traditionally used to build manufacturing 
systems is called devices. This will become even clearer once the different types of 
devices have been cWsified (see section 6-4.5). The Oxford English Dictionary 
defines a device as: 
"The result of contriving; something devised or framed by art or inventive 
power; an invention, contrivance; esp. a mechanical contrivance (usually of a 
simple character) for some particular purpose. " (OED (90]) 
The above definition backs the notion that devices are the basic functional 
equipment of a manufacturing solution. The following definition expresses the 
meaning of the term device as it will be used throughout this work: 
Definition: Device 
"A device is a piece of manufacturing equipment that has the capability to facilitate 
at least one action towards the completion of a manufacturing process. " 
Whereas the two definitions above focused on somewhat elementary equipment 
entities, the following concepts focus more on different types of equipment 
configurations. Again the distinction between the different types is mainly based on 
their functional purpose. Traditionally manufacturing system and assembly systems in 
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particular are structured using the system, cell, and workstation concepts. They are 
normally associated with the fulfilment of one or more tasks. 
The equipment unit concept has been introduced to bridge the gap between the 
definition of devices that are responsible for actions and the higher level equipment 
configurations that are responsible for tasks. The equipment unit definition is linked 
to the facilitation of operations on the process side. The term unit was chosen based 
on the notion that it represents sets of entities that can be combined with other units to 
form higher level systems: 
"A piece of furniture or equipment which may be fitted with other pieces to 
form a larger system, or which is itself composed of smaller complementary parts. " 
(OED [90]) 
"A piece or complex of apparatus serving to perform one particular function. " 
(Merriam-Webster [8 1 ]) 
These two definitions of the term unit give justification to its intended use in the 
way described above. An equipment unit is for the purpose of this work defined as: 
Definition: Equipment Unit 
"An equipment unit is a set of manufacturing equipment that has the combined 
capability to facilitate at least one operation towards the completion of a 
manufacturing process. " 
The next higher levels are defined by the term workstation, cell, and system. They 
all define the fulfilment of tasks at increasing level of complexity. Their relationship 
to the product model has been added into their definition to create a clearer distinction 
between them. The workstation concept is on the lowest level of them. The term is 
defined by the Oxford English Dictionary as: 
"A location at which one stage in the manufacturing or assembly of a product is 
carried out before it is moved to the next stage. " (OED [90]) 
This definition places the workstation clearly at the lowest level of the tasks 
fulfilling equipment configurations. It is linked to the fulfilment of at least one task 
and is therefore linked to the establishment of at least one liaison between two 
components. This definition is also creating the association with the notion of 
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something being stationary. This implies how the manufacturing task is taking place 
inside a station. Specifically for the assembly domain a workstation is defined as: 
Definition: Assembly Workstation 
"An assembly workstation is a set of manufacturing equipment that has the 
combined capability to perform at least one assembly task towards the completion of 
at least one assembly liaison. " 
The term assembly cell is normally associated with the complete assembly of at 
least one subassembly of a product. In this sense a cell is a set of workstations and 
other equipment required to completely assemble a subassembly. At the same time a 
cell is a subset of a system as will become clear a little later. This definition fits with 
the Oxford English Dictionary's definition of the term cell: 
"[A cell is] one of the compartments into which anything is divided. " 
(OED [90]) 
An assembly cell is therefore defined as: 
Definition: Assembly Cell 
"An assembly cell is a set of manufacturing equipment that has the combined 
capability to perform all required assembly tasks towards the completion of a 
subassembly. " 
The system defines the highest level of a manufacturing solution. The term system 
in this instance is not to be confused with its counterpart in system theory. All the 
above terms represent pieces of equipment that are treated as systems from the system 
theory viewpoint (see also section 6.4). The term assembly system for the 
classification of equipment is generally used to define the whole set of manufacturing 
cquipmcnt required to complete the assembly of a product. 'Mis description is backed 
by the Oxford English Dictionary's definition of the term system: 
"[A system is] a set or assemblage of things connected, associated, or 
interdependent, so as to form a complex unity-, a whole composed of parts in 
orderly arrangement according to some scheme or plan; rarely applied to a simple 
or small assemblage of things. " (OED [90]) 
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Based on the above argumentation an assembly system has been defined as: 
Definition: Assembly System 
"An assembly system is a set of manufacturing equipment that has the combined 
capability to perform all required assembly task towards the completion of a whole 
product. " 
6.2.2 Modular System Terminology 
Additionally to the directly equipment related terms explored and described above 
there are some other concepts that are important for the equipment domain model. 
These include specifically terms that define how the equipment is designed and 
structured. The principle of modularity is one of the cornerstones that motivate this 
work. Hence the terms used related to modularity are being defined here. 
Furthermore, the proposed approach is relying on the existence of an architecture that 
prescribes how an assembly system has to be configured for a specific product 
domain. The term architecture is also clarified here. 
The central terms of modularity are the modules and the interfaces between the 
modules (see chapter 2.2). A module is a specific type of entity. In this case the 
definition of a module is focused on the equipment domain. Equipment modules are 
highly standardised both in their function and in their interfaces through which they 
interact with their environment. Ibis definition is supported by the Oxford English 
Dictionary- 
"[a module is] any of a series of independent units or parts of a more complex 
structure, product to a standard design in order to facilitate assembly and allow 
mass production. " (OED [90]) 
The most important aspect of the module definition is its independence. That 
means a module needs to be decoupled from its environment and only allow an 
interaction through predefined interfaces. The definition also indicates one of the 
reasons for modularisation which is economies of scale from increased 
standardisation. An equipment module is defined as: 
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Definition: Equipment Module 
All C(]U'PIIICllt lll()(ILIIC IS 
. 
111 Independent piece of equipment with standardised I 
functions and interactions \vith its environment. - 
The terrn interface is used to describe the interaction between two systems. These 
could for example be two connected modules or a module and its environment. The 
interface stands both for the definition of how the connection has to take place and 
what can cross the system boundary through tile interface. The Oxford English 
Dictionary's dcfinition of the terin interface is: 
"A means or place of interaction bct,. veen two systems, organizations, etc.; a 
mecting-point or common &, round between two parties, systems, or disciplines; 
also, interaction, haison. dialogue. - (OED [90]) 
In order for two systems to fit together they need to implement tile same interface. 
A degree of'standardisation of interfaces is therefore desirable to support the idea of a 
modular sýstem. The terni interface will be used throughout this work as: 
Definition: Interface 
"An intet-Lice (ictinc-s tile place and way of interaction between two systerns. " 
Interface Definition 
Module n Module m 
on PoinjZ Information, Energy, and Material Exchanae 
Figure 0.3 Interface Description 
Figure 6.3 shows tile principle structure an interface definition needs to describe. 
Besides the definition of lloxv two modules connect using the same interface, the 
description also needs to contain a definition of the connection point and of the 
li tile I interaction that call occur throu& interface. The term port wi I be used to describe 
the connection point of an interffice. 
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Definition: Port 
"A port specifies the point of interaction between two or more systems. " 
The term channel will be used to describe the interactions across the system 
boundary defined by the interface. 
Definition: Channel 
"A channel describes an interaction between two connected systems. " 
The set of different types of modules from which a specific system can be built is 
often called an architecture or modular system (Pahl and Beitz [94]). The term 
architecture will be used throughout this work to denote a set of module types and 
their physical and logical relationship constraints. The use of the term architecture is 
partially inspired from the computer domain. The Oxford English Dictionary defines 
it as: 
" [An architecture is] the conceptual structure and overall logical organisation of 
a computer or computer-based system from the point of view of its use or design; a 
particular realisation of this. " (OED [90]) 
The following definition of modular architecture can be made if the specialisation 
on computer system is replaced with the module concept: 
Definition: Modular Architecture 
"A modular architecture specifies the logical structure of a set of modules that can 
be use to configure a system for a specific product domain. " 
6.3 Equipment Domain Model Requirements 
This section defines the requirements for the assembly equipment domain model. 
The purpose of the model is to support all the necessary activities during the 
embodiment design of assembly systems. These are the selection of suitable 
equipment modules, the configuration and reconfiguration of the selected equipment 
modules into suitable assembly system solutions, and the evaluation of alternative 
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configurations to verify that all requirements have been fulfilled and to select the most 
suitable solution. 
Additionally the equipment domain model has to provide the modelling 
capabilities to define the conceptual aspects of the equipment design in order to 
capture the different configuration alternatives. The conceptual design is the 
transitional stage between the assembly process specification and the equipment 
selection and configuration. Consequently the model needs to allow the grouping of 
activities and their mapping to types of equipment (see chapter 3.5). 
The assembly equipment domain model has to be defined in such way as to 
provide all the necessary domain knowledge to support the above activities in the 
most cffective manner while at the same time being open enough to allow adaptation 
for future uses. 'Me domain model therefore has to address the needs of the 
conceptual as well as the embodiment design and allow a seamless transition between 
the two. The equipment domain model needs to provide a mechanism to deal with 
highly complex models on both the conceptual and embodiment side in the same 
manner as in the product and assembly process domain. 
In the following subsections the specific requirements for the conceptual and 
embodiment specification models will be discussed in more detail. 
6.3.1 Conceptual Model Requirements 
The conceptual design definition is both a qualitative behavioural view of the 
assembly process and an abstraction of the assembly equipment. It therefore needs to 
represent a clear link to the assembly process model and to the type of equipment it is 
an abstraction of. The structure of the conceptual equipment model needs to have 
distinct levels of hierarchy that reflect the hierarchy of the embodiment structure. An 
equipment concept needs to define the same decomposition i to higher granularity 
equipment concepts as will be required from the equipment configuration. 
Furthermore the model needs to provide a formalism to define alternative variants of 
bow the assembly process is being conceptualised for the equipment configuration. 
Ibis is important o capture and understand the different choices during the system 
design. Not all of them need to be analysed to their full level of detail, but at least they 
should remain in the model to be detailed at a later point if required. 
Each type of equipment concept needs to have a defined set of capabilities that 
define which assembly activities can be grouped to which equipment concept. The 
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representation of the capabilities needs to be in such manner as to allow an easy 
matching between the required activities on the process side and the existing 
ftinctional capabilities on the equipment side. 
The conceptual model needs also to represent the relationships between the 
equipment concepts on each level of hierarchy. The relationships need to define how 
the transformation of objects is facilitated between the different equipment concepts. 
The transformation itself takes place through the functional capabilities of the 
equipment. The relationships need to define how the objects that are being 
transformed move between the equipment concepts. The most critical definition is of 
course the transformation of the objects contained in the product model and how they 
come together. 
Additionally to the structural definition of the model there is also a need for a 
mechanism to define the information required to evaluate the likely performance of 
the conceptual system. The main evaluation criteria are cost and time. This can be 
ftirther split up into investment cost and operating cost on the cost estimation side and 
cycle time as well as system bottlenecks on the system balancing side. It is common 
practice to use discrete even simulation based software tools to determine the 
operational characteristics of a system. The definition of the equipment concept model 
should therefore provide the necessary information to be used in such software tools. 
The model needs to be structured in a way that allows a more accurate evaluation of 
the conceptual system with increasing specification accuracy of its model. 
6.3.2 Embodiment Model Requirements 
The role of the embodiment model is to support the selection, configuration, and 
evaluation of assembly equipment. The selection of assembly equipment is essentially 
a matching of the required assembly activities and the capabilities of existing 
equipment. On the lowest level, elementary assembly activities need to be compared 
with the capabilities of equipment at the lowest level. Hence, there needs to be a 
definable relationship between the activity definition and the equipment capability 
specification. Ideally there should be a one to one relationship between the two. This 
would not only make the matching much easier but is also fulfilling the requirement 
suggested by Vos [1331 for equipment modules to be defined through their process 
scope. Additionally the equipment capabilities need to be defined in a way that they 
can be synthesised into higher level capabilities when two or more pieces of 
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equipment are combined into one functional configuration. This is important to 
understand if the combined capabilities still fulfil the process requirements at a higher 
level of abstraction. Particularly, since there are temporal constraints involved in the 
definition of the assembly process requirements and capability for co-ordinating the 
activity, related capabilities needs to be understood. 
The configuration of lower level equipment into higher level more complex 
functional structures requires a clear definition of the connectivity constraints between 
the individual pieces of equipment. Consequently, the equipment embodiment model 
needs to provide a formalism to specify these constraints in a way that can easily be 
used during the configuration process. The connection specification also needs to 
define how the functions of the different equipment entities will be related to each 
other if they get connected. 
Furthermore, the configuration of equipment requires the spatial definition of the 
equipment and the resulting configuration. The geometry of the equipment needs to 
be known and the connectivity constraints need to be defined relative to it. The 
geometry needs to be defined in the same way as in the product model (see chapter 4). 
The geometry is not only important for the static definition of the equipment 
configuration but also during the later behaviour simulation of the configuration. This 
is important to detect collisions between different pieces of equipment during the 
execution of the required assembly activities. 
Finally, the evaluation of different equipment configurations requires a clear 
definition of how the equipment behaves under manufacturing conditions. This is 
required to evaluate the cycle time of the configuration and check for bottlenecks. A 
bchavioural definition of the equipment can also be used to compare the dynamic 
properties of different equipment configurations and determine their accuracy. The 
dynamic assessment of the equipment configuration is outside the scope of this work, 
but it is important to define the model in such manner as to allow a later integration of 
dynamic models. 
6.3.3 System Architecture 
The purpose of an architecture definition is to limit the number of possible 
configurations to a set of more likely ones within a specific product domain. At the 
same time the architecture should not be so restrictive that it will rule out any kind of 
novel configurations that were not anticipated during the definition of the architecture. 
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This is particularly true it' new equipment entities are being inade available whose 
application is not well understood. The degree to which an architecture should 
prescribe the solutions depends on how well an application domain is understood. 
This work is focused on modular equipment solutions and it can therefore be assumed 
that the domain for which such solutions will be applicable is quite well understood, 
at least to the degree as to allo\\- modulansation of equipment. 
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Figure 6.4 Architecture specification 
An architecture can bc defined on three levels of abstraction (see Figure 6.4). The 
most abstract is the definition of how an architecture needs to be defined. This 
definition is nornially called a reference architecture which is essentially the 
fundamental concepts and a set of methods for the specification of new architectures 
(Zxk, cgcrs [ 1461). The specification methods for an architecture are outside the scope 
of this work. The core ontology dcfined in chapter 3 does, however, reflect the 
fundainCrItal concepts of the reference architecture. 
On the second level are the domain specific architecture specifications. They 
define the modular system structure for the specific process requirements of a 
particular product domain like, for example, the domain of micro mechatronic 
products. Z%%-cgcrs 1146] distinguishes between a reference model and an architecture. 
He defines a reference model as describing "the generic manner to organise and 
integrate system components- and ail architecture as describing "the manner in which 
the components of a specific systern are organised and integrated". In this work the 
term architcourc is uscd to describe what Z\\, egcrs calls a reference model. It gives 
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the definition of modules and their interconnections that can be used to create specific 
system instantiations. 
The actual system instantiations are on the lowest level of abstraction. They deliver 
the assembly processes for a specific product and need to adhere to a specific modular 
system architecture. 
Figure 6.4 shows the relations between the different levels of an architectural 
specification and their counterparts on the product and process side. Horizontally, 
from left to right, is the derivation dependency between the requirements from the 
product domain over the process to the system domain. In the opposite direction are 
the constraint dependencies from the actual specifications in the system domain over 
the process to the product domain. Vertically are the dependencies between the 
abstract definitions on the top to the specific definitions at the bottom. 
The equipment domain model needs to reflect this architecture specification to 
effectively guide the definition of assembly systems. The architecture of a modular 
system needs to define the modules and their possible interrelationships that can occur 
in any system instance that adheres to this architecture. The definition of a suitable 
architecture and the specification of the functional scope of its modules often go hand 
in hand since the architecture defines how the functional requirements of the domain 
are covered by its set of modules and their interface constraints (Pahl and Beitz [94] 
and Zwegers [146]). The functional scope of modules for manufacturing systems 
should be dcfined based on the required process capabilities of a manufacturing 
domain to achieve a high level of module interchangeability which is important for 
adaptable and reconfigurable systems (Vos [133]). This requires that the functional 
capabilities of a module need to reflect clearly how the module contributes to the 
implementation of assembly processes. 
The interrelationships between the modules defined in the architecture should 
cover two aspects: how two modules can be physically connected and the logical 
constraints imposed to achieve aggregate capabilities through the connection of 
different modules. 
The physical connection constraints of an architecture need to define clearly how 
two modules can be connected to each other and what the behavioural implications of 
the connection has to be. That means that two modules have to have fitting connection 
points and their connection results in specific exchange of signals and material flows. 
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The logical constraints of the architecture should define some of the constraints 
that are imposed on the connections between different types of modules to achieve 
specific synthesised capabilities. For example, if a module needs to be configured that 
can deliver the insertion of a component then this would imply the connection of a 
module that can move in the desired fashion and a module that can hold the 
component. 
6.4 Formal Modular Assembly Equipment Domain Model 
In this section the formal modular assembly equipment model is defined and 
discussed. In the course of this section, the structure of the equipment model will be 
described and it will be shown how the model meets the modelling requirements 
defined in section 6.3. The main purpose is of course to provide an effective 
modelling framework for the selection and configuration of modular assembly 
equipment. 
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The formal model for the assembly workstation configuration method needs to 
cover three aspects: the conceptualisation of the needed equipment, the embodiment 
of the actual equipment and how it is being connected, and the specification of an 
architecture to guide the configuration process. Figure 6.5 shows the relationships 
between the main concepts used to describe the above aspects of the equipment 
domain model. The Equipment is the central concept of the domain conceptualisation. 
The Equipment concept provides the formalism to view the equipment as a closed 
system that allows only interactions via defined EquipmentPorts. This is an essential 
requirement for a model that will be used to define modular solutions, reflecting the 
assumption that each module is designed and optimised for a specific function. This 
allows and requires detailed definitions to be hidden to reduce the design effort on 
module configuration level. 
The function, behaviour, and structural aspect models only provide the right level 
of detail to enable effective system configuration and reconfiguration without 
exposing the often sensitive, detailed internal workings of the modules. They are 
defined by instantiation of predefined types which are linked to an Equipment 
definition via the aggregation formalism. The interrelationships between the three 
aspect models are defined through the <achievedBy> and <exhibitedBy> relationships 
following the abstract definition by Rosenman and Gero [ 107]. 
The functional aspect of the equipment model is primarily used for the selection of 
suitable equipment modules based on assembly process requirements. The functional 
description of a module can be defined through the instantiation of predefined 
Function concepts that are linked to the Activity types of the process requirements 
specification model. The Functions have their own taxonomy that is linked to the 
Activity taxonomy. The logical and temporal relationship between Functions can be 
specified through TemporalRelationships should a module have more than one 
function. These functional definitions should be standardised for the application 
domain of the module. Furthermore, they need to be sufficiently abstract to allow a 
description of Equipment that is independent of its specific realisation. For example it 
should not make a difference on the functional level if a gripper is using a mechanical 
or vacuum working principle to hold a component. 
The Behavioural concepts are used to define the characteristics of the equipment 
more closely related to its working principle. The model is using information, energy, 
and material transformations and flows to provide a basic framework for different 
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behavioural aspects to be defined. In the assembly domain these predominantly 
include kinematic, dynamic, logistical, and component holding behaviours. 
The structural aspect model provides two formalisms to define the internal 
geometric-spatial structure of the equipment entities and to define the Connection 
relationships between sets of equipment entities (layout). The Component and 
Connection concepts are used to define the geometric-spatial structure of the 
equipment at a level of abstraction that corresponds to the Behaviour definition. For 
example for the kinematic/dynamic representation of a robot it is sufficient only to 
define its links and joints without having to include all the details on its individual 
part composition. This philosophy has been used and proven itself in many robotic 
simulation environments. The arrangement of different equipment entities can be 
defined by linking EquipmentPorts with EquipmentConnections to each other. Both 
the EquipmcntPort and the EquipmentConnection concepts describe not only the 
physical connection, but also the functional and behavioural interrelationships 
between two connected Equipment instances. This allows manufacturing systems to 
be defined by only connecting and configuring of their Ports. The definition of 
equipment configurations can be hierarchically structured with the <hasParts> 
aggregation relationship between Equipment instances. A number of distinct 
hierarchical levels have been defined for the assembly system design domain. These 
are logically linked to the hierarchical structure of its assembly functions to allow a 
structured validation of complex arrangements at different levels of detail as is 
commonly used in system engineering approaches (Stevens, et al. [118]). 
All the definitions explained thus far only address the modelling of equipment in 
general and do not specifically reflect the implications of modular equipment 
frameworks beyond some structuring choices. This has been intentional to show that 
the proposed model is not restricted to the definition of modular equipment but is 
rather complemented by it. The modular paradigm is essentially a set of guidelines 
and conventions that are imposed on a specific domain to enable independently 
defined entities to fit together into a wider system. They are often results of observed 
recurring design patterns in a domain. This idea has been incorporated into the 
proposed assembly equipment domain ontology. A set of concepts represent the 
standards or patterns that apply for a given modular system architecture. These define 
different module types (EquipmentModulePattern concept) and the interfaces between 
them (InterfacePattern concept). The EquipmentModulePattern concept defines 
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which functions and which connection possibilities a piece of equipment needs to 
provide to qualify as a specific type of module. The InterfacePattern concept defines 
the characteristics two ports need to fulfil to allow their connection to each other. The 
definition of these standards or patterns can either be used to guide the design of 
modules or to recognise if an existing piece of equipment already adheres to a given 
equipment module definition. A piece of equipment could consequently be the 
implementation of more than one equipment module definition. This allows 
equipment entities to be used in either more than one location in one system 
architecture or in different system architectures. This makes the chosen approach very 
dynamic and closely reflecting the philosophy of modular assembly systems. 
All concepts of the assembly equipment domain ontology are either directly or 
indirectly derived from the central CLASS concept. Consequently, they all inherit the 
three aspect definitions described in chapter 3.5. The aspect addresses the 
specification of the requirements for a specific concept class, available characteristics 
for the concept class, and the actual characteristics that an instance of the class has 
been set to fulfil the requirements. 
The Equipment is the central concept of the assembly equipment domain ontology 
since it describes the characteristics of the equipment entities the assembly system 
will be configured from to carry out the assembly of the product. As a result, only the 
Equipment concept will be considered in more detail regarding its aspect definitions. 
The other concepts however do have aspects as well which is especially important for 
the Function and Behaviour definition. 
The requirements aspect of the Equipment concept describes the manner in which 
the ActivityRequirements of the conceptual assembly process model need to be carried 
out. This definition provides the central input for the selection of the right assembly 
equipment (see chapter 7 for more details). The available Equipment characteristics 
are specified based on characteristics of the physical existing equipment entities. This 
is one of the most important aspects of the whole ONTOMAS framework since all the 
other constraints and guidelines are derived from this definition. The actual 
Equipment characteristics express the specific setup of the available equipment 
entities for a given set of requirements. 
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Figure 6.6 Relationships between the aspects of the main domain concepts 
Figure 6.6 shows the aspect relationships between the central concepts of the 
product and assembly process models. The EquipmentRequirement concept defines 
the required characteristics for the Equipment through the <requirements> attribute. 
The concept allows the selection of an appropriate Equipment class for its specific 
requirements with the <class> attribute. The EquipmentOccurrence concept specifies 
the actual instance of the Equipment that realises the requirements specified by the 
EquipmentRequirements concept. The <responsibleFor> attribute associates the 
EquipmentOccurrence with the actual part of the assembly process model it is 
responsible for carrying out. 
ONTOMAS provides the formalisms for an Equipment taxonomy. The taxonomy 
defines different classes of Equipments that could occur as part of an assembly system 
specification. The tree structure of the taxonomy fulfils the need of the engineering 
design process to support the abstraction and specialisation during the assembly 
system specification. The basis for the classification of in the taxonomy is captured 
by EquipmetitSpecificatioizPattertis. They define the difference between alternative 
Equipment classes. A more detailed definition and discussion of the 
EquipmentSpecificationPattern can be found in section 6.4.5 below. 
Another engineering process that takes place during the assembly system 
specification is the decomposition of higher level equipment requirements into more 
detailed lower level descriptions. This process can be assisted and constraint with 
EquipnietitDecor? ipositionPatterns that capture recurring aggregation patterns and link 
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them to conditions under which they occur. The EquipmentDecompositionPatterns 
are linked to the Equipment classes in the same way as the 
EquipmentSpeciflicationPatterns. They are described in more detail in section 6.4.7 
below. 
The specific constraints imposed by the modular system paradigm are captured 
with EquipmentModulePatterns and InterfacePatterns as described above. These 
Patterns are defined and discussed in more detail in section 6.4.8.1 and 
section 6.4.8.2. 
The following sections give a more detailed definition of the different assembly 
equipment domain ontology concepts. The definition of the domain concepts does not 
distinguish between their specification aspects since their primary difference is only 
in their instantiation. 
6.4.1 Equipment Concept Definition 
Equipment entities are essentially the same as the Products discussed in chapter 4. 
They tend to be more complex than the Products that are being assembled, but this is 
not always the case. For example the assembly of cars requires much the same 
assembly equipment as the assembly of a toaster. The difference lies in principle only 
in the amount of equipment used and its size. The product in this case would be more 
complex than the equipment that is being used to assemble it. Furthermore, a piece of 
equipment for the designer and user of an assembly system is a product for its 
manufacturer. Hence the Equipment concept is defined as an extension of the Product 
concept (see Figure 6.7). 
More importantly, since the Product concept is an extension of the PhysicalSystem 
concept, the Equipment concept inherits the <hasBehaviour>, <hasFunction>, and 
<hasStructure> attributes to define the equipment. Furthermore, since it is derived 
from the System concept its interactions with its environment can only take place 
through dcfined ports which are specified by the <hasPorts> attribute. All four of the 
above attributes are interpretations of the <hasParts> attribute. The <hasBehaviour>, 
<hasFunctions>, and <hasStructure> attributes do not really have to be defined as 
separate attributes since they could be derived with an algorithm. They have only 
been defined as separate attributes to emphasise the different roles of the <hasParts> 
attribute. The <hasPorts> attribute on the other hand needs to be defined separately 
even so, the Port instances it references are also included in the <hasParts> attribute. 
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The reason for that is that the <hasParts> attribute contains also the Ports of lower 
level Equipment entities which are not exposed at this level. 
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Figure 6.7 Equipment Concept Definition 
Since modulansation of the physical hardware is one of the underlying paradigms 
of this work, each piece of Equipment needs to identify what type of Equipment 
module specification it adheres to and whether it has a modular structure. Its 
compliance to a module specification is defined through the <implementation0f> 
attribute. The EquipmentModulePattern concept defines which Functions the 
Equipment entity needs to satisfy and which InterfacePorts it needs to implement (see 
section 6.4.8.1 for a more detailed definition). The EquipmentModulePattern concept 
acts as a standard definition of the different types of modules. A piece of Equipment 
claims implementation conformity to a specific module specification by linking it to 
an EquipmentModulePattern definition. For the specification of it in the model, that 
means that its functional definition and ports need to match the Functions and Ports 
defined in the EquipmentModulePattern. The <modular> attribute defines whether or 
not a composite Equipment entity has a modular structure. It can either be true or 
false. An Equipment entity with a modular structure can only have Equipment entities 
that are modules as sub-entities on the next lower level of hierarchy. 
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Once an Equipment entity is selected to become part of a system configuration, it 
will get a specific part of the assembly process allocated as its responsibility. This is 
done through the <responsibleFor> attribute. The <responsibleFor> attribute is 
defined as part of the EquipmentOccurrence aspect since for the general equipment 
definition it is not known which specific Activity it will be responsible for. Only 
Occurrences of this Equipment type will be responsible for something. The link of the 
general specification to the type of Activities it could be responsible for is defined 
through the Functions it can perforin, its capabilities. Otherwise Equipment entities 
have the same attributes as other products. 
6.4.2 Equipment Capabilities/Functions 
The capabilities of the different Equipment entities needs to be defined in order to 
allow the selection of the right equipment for specific sets requirements (see section 
6.3.2). It is advantageous for the effective selection to define the capabilities in a way 
that is closely related to the requirements they need to fulfil. In the case of assembly 
equipment the technical requirements are expressed as activities in the process model. 
Consequently the capabilities should be defined in similar fashion. 
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Figure 6.8 Function Definition Overview 
Traditionally, the required capabilities of equipment are defined through functions 
(see also section 6.2.1). For this reason the Function concept (see Figure 6.8) has been 
used to define the high level capabilities of the different Equipment types and 
instances. If an Equipment entity has more than one Function there is often a 
precedence relationship between them. For example, a conveyor with a stop gate 
could be said to have two sequential transport functions. Hence its second transport 
function could only be used after the first one. The ftinctional capability specification 
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is normally quite abstract and it is therefore linked to the behavioural model which is 
much more detailed and objective. This relationship is defined through the 
<achievedBy> attribute of the Functions. 
The Function concept has been divided into ActiveFunctions and PassiveFunctions 
(see Figure 6.9). The PassiveFunctions define attributes of the equipment that cannot 
be controlled or activated from outside. A PassiveFunction could for example be "to 
support something" in the sense of a table or other structural element. These functions 
are also important but they do not directly relate to the requirements coming from the 
process specification. ActiveFunctions describe the activities a piece of equipment can 
perform. They are directly linked to the Activity they represent through type definition 
patterns. 
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Figure 6.9 Function Concept Definition 
The selection of suitable equipment entities on the functional level takes place on 
two levels of abstraction. First the type of equipment should be deten-nined from the 
required set of Activities. Second actual equipment entities need to be selected based 
on their functional scope. The functional specifications of the different equipment 
types need to be compared with the required activity types during the selection of the 
fight type of equipment (see chapter 7 for more details). This is a matching process 
that requires a defined relationship between the required activity types and the 
functional capability definition of the equipment entities. An ideal scenario for the 
matching would be that there was a one-to-one relationship between the functions 
defining the equipment capabilities and the activities defining the requirements. 
It is not always possible or desirable, however, to define such a one-to-one 
relationship. In some instances it might be more desirable to have a different 
association, for example, to allow different domain specific terminologies for 
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Functions to be used. The ActiveFunctionSpecificationPattern concept has been 
defined to specify an AND/OR relationship between ActiveFunction types and 
Activity types (see Figure 6.10). The <class> attribute is related to the ActiveFunction 
types and defines the OR relationship. The <enables> attribute links to the Activity 
types and defines the AND relationship. Figure 6.11 shows an illustrative example of 
an ActiveFunctionSpecificationPattern definition. 
id String 
description. String 
class: Class 
I 
clas 
I isA 
enables(l.. n] uncOonSpecificatio 
Function 
7ý 
4 Activity enables: Class() 
Figure 6.10 Active Function Specification Pattern Derinition 
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Figure 6.11 Active Function Specification Pattern Example 
The classification of the ActiveFunctions in the Function taxonomy used in this 
work has been defined in such a manner that the ActiveFunctionSpecificationPattern 
establishes a one-to-one relationship between the ActiveFunction types and the 
Activiiy types in the assembly process taxonomy. Figure 6.12 shows the principle 
relationships that have been defined through ActiveFunctionSpecificationPatterns 
between the top level definitions of the ActiveFunction taxonomy and the Activity 
hierarchy. It can be argued that it would not be necessary to define a detailed Function 
taxonomy since it is literally the same as the Activity taxonomy; however, in order to 
be able to clearly define the functional constraints for the different types of Equipment 
and to allow a later integration of domain specific Function types, it is necessary to 
define the functional taxonomy separately. 
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During the selection of actual Equipment entities the required Activities can be 
compared with the ActiveFunctions implemented by the different Equipment entities. 
Once the Equipment has been chosen it will get the responsibility for the selected set 
of Activities assigned to it. 
The synthesis of Functions into higher level Functions is defined in the same way 
as for all Svstem concepts through the <hasParts> attribute. The definition of which 
lower level Functions enable specific higher level Functions is, in the case of the 
ActiveFunctions, based on the activity decomposition patterns that are also used to 
guide the decomposition of assembly processes (see chapter 5). They describe 
possible ways in which Activities can be broken down into more detailed lower level 
Activities. Dufing the functional synthesis the reverse process can be used to match 
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existing patterns of lower level Functions against the required patterns for higher level 
Functions. The elementary level of the ActiveFunction hierarchy is defined through 
their link to Actions. 
6.4.3 Equipment Behaviour 
The behavioural. aspect model of the equipment defines how the equipment reacts 
to changes in its environment. The behaviour therefore defines how the functions of 
an equipment entity are implemented. An objective definition of equipment behaviour 
should on its atomic level be based on physical phenomena (Welch and Dixon [135]). 
'Me main purpose of the behaviour definition within the scope of this work, however, 
is focused on its role to provide the means to evaluate the technical suitability and 
performance characteristics of a piece or set of equipment. The evaluation should be 
possible both on a more abstract conceptual specification level where only the type of 
equipment is known and on a detailed configuration level where specific equipment 
instances have been selected. 
The main performance characteristic for the evaluation of an assembly system and 
workstations on both the conceptual and embodiment level are their cycle time and 
also their material flow characteristics like bottlenecks, work in progress, etc. On the 
embodiment level additional characteristics need to be assessed including the 
geometric feasibility of configurations and whether there are any collisions during the 
operation of the equipment configuration. 
The material flow evaluation is mainly concerned with validating that an 
equipment configuration meets the requirements imposed by the temporal order of the 
assembly process it needs to achieve. For example if task I has to be followed by task 
2 then the workstation responsible for task I has to have a material flow to the 
workstation responsible for task 2. The assessment of the cycle time on the conceptual 
level does not need to give exact times but should establish whether or not the desired 
cycle times are possible to achieve with the given equipment configuration. Hence 
each type of equipment needs to have an average cycle time for specific activities 
associated to it. 
The Behaviour concept is very closely related to both the structure and the 
Functions of the Equipment (see 6.3). The Behaviour concept needs to be part of the 
Equipment definition. This is modelled through the <hasParts> and <hasBehaviour> 
attribute of the Equipment concept (see Figure 6.7). Additionally, the relationships 
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between the Behaviours of connected Equipment need to be defined. This is done as 
part of the PorlConnection definition of Equipment concepts. 
Equipment 
<hasParts> 
Behaviour 
connects* 
WongSTO 
Flow 
FlowPort 
Figure 6.13 Behaviour Definition Overview 
Figure 6.13 shows the principle structure of the behaviour definition model. The 
central Behaviour concept is defined as extension of the general System concept and 
defines its interactions with other Behaviour concepts through the FlowPort concept. 
The Flow concept is used to define the way in which different objects pass between 
different Behaviours. The Behaviour can be defined on different levels of detail using 
its <hasParts> attribute. 
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Figure 6.14 Behaviour Concept Definition 
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Figure 6.14 shows a more detailed definition of the Behaviour concept. On the 
highest level, the Behaviour concept does not have any additional attributes and only 
introduces specific constraints on its <hasParts> and <hasPorts> attributes as 
discussed above. The Behaviour concept is one of the fundamental concepts of the 
equipment domain model. Different types of Behaviour need to be defined in order to 
provide a good base for the Equipment classification discussed in section 6.4.5. The 
Behaviour concept is, like the Function concept, divided into ActiveBehaviours and 
PassiveBehaviours. This has again been done to introduce the notion of controllability 
into the definition of the Behaviour. For example the Behaviour of a joint between 
two components could either be passive as in the case of a bearing, or active as in the 
case of a servo motor driven joint. 
The Flow concept defines the relationships between different Behaviours in terms 
of the Objects that are being passed between them. For example two connected 
conveyors pass components on pallets (MaterialOhjects) between them. 
The behaviour model needs to be linked to the required simulation models for the 
evaluation of Equipment entities or sets. Ideally this should take place by directly 
mapping the behavioural definition of the Equipment to specific simulation models. 
The simulation focuses in many cases only very specific aspects of the Behaviour, for 
example kinematics or dynamics simulation. 
6.4.4 Equipment Hierarchy 
The entities in a complex equipment structure need to be ordered in distinct 
hierarchical levels that allow both an easier understanding of the model and provide a 
clear link to the process model. The hierarchical levels are defined as shown in Figure 
6.2 in section 6.2.1. The hierarchical relationships between the levels are defined 
through constraints imposed on the <hasParts> attribute of the Equipment concepts at 
the different levels. The relationship to the process model hierarchy is defined through 
constraints imposed on the <hasFunctions> attribute to the different equipment types. 
The <hasFunctions> attribute defines through the functional concept what kind of 
activities an equipment entity can implement (see also section 6.4.2). 
Figure 6.15 shows how equipment entities on the different hierarchical levels are 
related to each other with the <hasParts> attribute. At the highest level is the 
AssemblySyslem concept. For each project there should only be one system that 
contains all the equipment entities required to fulfil the required assembly process. 
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Assenib4výi, stenis can contain 
. 
4ssemb4i, Cells and EquipmentUnits on the next lower 
level. Assemb4iCells are associated to the assembly of sub-assemblies in the product 
structure. EquipmeniUnits are associated with the fulfilment of operations on the 
process side. They normally define the transportation on the system level. 
Assemb4i, Cells in turn can contain other AssemblyCells, Workstations, and 
EquipmentUnits. Again the EquipmentUnits at this level normally define the 
transportation. Workstations are associated with the achievement of elementary tasks 
at the process side. The putting together of individual components is done in 
Workstations. 
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Figure 6.15 Assembly Equipment Hierarchy 
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The logistics or transportation takes a less dominant role on the sub-workstation 
levels. Workstations are composed of EquipmentUnits, Devices, and 
EquipmentElements. Equipment Units in this context are not restricted to 
transportation but on the contrary are more focused on the assembly. Dedicated 
Workstations are normally made up from collections of Devices that are connected 
with custormsed EquipmentElements. Equipment Units can be composed from Devices 
and EquipmentElements. They are associated with operations on the process side. 
Devices are made from EquipmentElements. They are normally dedicated and are 
associated to the fulfilment of actions on the process side. EquipmentElements are the 
corresponding concept to Components on the product domain side. They define the 
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fundamental geometric structure of all equipment entities. The definition here is 
restricted to their geometry and kinematic relationships. 
6.4.5 Equipment Taxonomy 
The different types of Equipment are classified based on their individual functional 
capabilities and based on their level in the equipment hierarchy. A hierarchical 
taxonomy has been defined that provides the structure for the required equipment 
classification. The equipment taxonomy suggested in this section is still a very high 
level taxonomy that aims more at structuring the domain in the general sense and not 
so much at providing very detailed classifications for the different equipment domains 
which should be left to the domain experts in any account. The advantage with a 
taxonomic approach is that more specific domain concepts can always be included by 
extending existing more generic concepts. A detailed classification of the manipulator 
domain for example could therefore be integrated at a later point when it is needed. In 
principle even a different classification of the same domain could be included if the 
taxonomy includes a thesaurus formalism to define the similarities between the 
concepts in different classifications. This aspect, even though it has been taken into 
consideration during the modelling, is outside the scope of this work. 
F 
I- 
E 
E 
Figure 6.16 Principle Structure of the Equipment Taxonomy 
The proposed equipment taxonomy classifies the equipment on the highest level of 
abstraction into concepts based on the distinct levels of hierarchy discussed in section 
6.2.1. These concepts are: AssernblySmem, Workstation, EquipmentUnit, Device, and 
EquipmentElement (see Figure 6.15 and Figure 6.16). On the next lower level of 
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abstraction the taxonomy splits the hierarchical types into specific equipment domains 
that are associated to the activity domain types defined in chapter 5. The domain 
specific equipment types are specified below the equipment domain type 
classification. 
The cornerstones of every taxonomy are the criteria that have been used to define 
the distinctions between the different classes at the same level of abstraction. It is 
furthen-nore required to provide a formal definition of the classification criteria for 
each type of equipment to achieve an unambiguous classification scheme. This formal 
specification of the equipment types can then be used both to understand what type a 
piece of equipment is and to select a suitable type of equipment for a given set of 
requirements. The proposed assembly equipment taxonomy is based in the first 
instance on their functional capabilities and in the second instance on their 
implementation principle which is expressed through their behaviour. For example, 
the distinction between a manipulator type equipment and a gripper would be that the 
former has to have the functional capability to perforrn move actions whereas the 
latter has to have the functional capability to perfon-n hold and release actions. The 
distinction between a mechanical and a vacuum gripper however is their behaviour 
since they are both capable of performing hold and release actions. 
The <hasFunctions> and <hasBehaviour> attribute of the Equipment concept 
represent the actual functional and behavioural characteristics of particular pieces of 
equipment. They cannot however be used on the class level and an additional concept 
is required to define the constraints that have been imposed by the taxonomy onto this 
two equipment attributes. 
- 
class( 1.. n] 
Equipm! ntT 
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-Tn requiredBehaviour 
requiredFunctions[l.. nj 
Function 
Figure 6.17 Equipment Specification Pattern Definition 
The EquipnieiitSpecificatiotiPatterti concept has been introduced to provide the 
means for this specification of the constraints imposed on the <hasFunctions> and 
<hasBehaviour> attributes of the different types of Equipment (see Figure 6.17). For 
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each Equipment type in the equipment taxonomy there has to be an 
EquipmentSpecificationPattern instance that is linked with its <class> attribute to the 
Equipment class. The <requiresFunctions> and <requiresBehaviour> attributes are 
then used to define what Function types and Equipment type is required for an 
equipment entity to have this Equipment type. Figure 6.18 shows an example of 
EquipmentSpecificationPatterns that illustrates that this specification works like an 
AND/OR graph. Each Equipment type can have more than one 
EquipmentSpecificationPattern which is interpreted as an OR relationship. In each 
EquipmentSpecificationPattern can be linked to more than one Function which 
corresponds to an AND relationship. Note that the interpretation of the 
EquipmentSpecificationPattern concept is following the hierarchy of the taxonomy. 
The specification of lower level Equipment types can only be a functional and 
behavioural subset of its parent type. 
Assembly Equipment Assembly Function 
Taxonomy Taxonomy 
Equipment 'ýi 
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Pattern 
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Assembly Behaviour 
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Figure 6.18 Equipment Specification Pattern Illustration 
It follows a more detailed definition of the proposed equipment taxonomy. The 
proposed taxonomy is primarily focused on the classification of the equipment 
concepts at workstation and sub-workstation level in the hierarchy since the focus of 
this work is on the configuration of assembly workstations. The classification of 
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assembly systems is expected to be very abstract. For example one possible type of 
AssembkVstem could be an AssembKine or an AssemblyCell depending on the 
internal structure of the Assemblyývstem. 
The proposed classification of equipment on the workstation level is based on the 
different fundamental tasks workstations are designed to do. Figure 6.19 shows an 
overview of the proposed workstation classification. Further classification could be 
based on potential differences in the structure of the workstation, as for example 
different types of internal transport structure. 
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Figure 6.19 Workstation Classification 
The classification of EquipmentUnits is like the Workstation classification based 
on their process focus. Unlike Workstations the EquipmentUnits are associated to 
operations and are classified accordingly. Figure 6.20 shows an outline classification 
based on the operation classification in chapter 5.4.3 and existing equipment 
solutions. 
The Device concept level is very closely related to the way in which assembly 
equipment is currently defined. The ten-ninology here needs to reflect the domain 
specific terms currently in use. The classification criteria for this work are based on 
the assembly process taxonomy discussed in chapter 5.4. For the existing domain 
terminologies this is not always the case although an underlying tendency towards 
assembly activity based classification can be recognised. For example it is common 
practice to group manipulators or robots together as a type of device that is used to 
move things within a workstation. Manipulators than are classified based on their 
structural characteristics and degrees of freedom (see Rampersad [99]). Both aspects 
are important to capture and there even is a case for arguing that a hierarchical 
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taxonomy is not enough but that there is a need for different classifications to be used 
on one interrelated model. 
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Figure 6.20 Equipment Unit Classification 
Since the added complexity of such a model does not add any fundamental value to 
the approach suggested in this work, but is rather something that fits naturally into the 
proposed knowledge representation scheme, it has not been modelled at this point. For 
the purpose of this thesis an exemplary device taxonomy has been defined that has a 
high level assembly activity based classification and a lower level device domain 
specific classification structure. This way domain specific device classifications can 
easily be integrated. Figure 6.21 shows the proposed exemplary device taxonomy. 
The terrns in the lower level taxonomy are based on Rampersad [99] and 
Dini, et al. [29]. 
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Figure 6.21 Device Classification 
On the lowest level are the EquipmeniElements. They are all passive entities that 
are from a concept point of view very similar to the Component concept on the 
product domain side. Figure 6.22 shows some examples of elements that occur 
frequently in an assembly system. 
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Figure 6.22 Equipment Element Classification Example 
6.4.6 Equipment Topology/Structure 
The equipment topology defines how the different pieces of Equipment are 
connected to each other. Their connection is restricted to their ports since the 
Equipment concept is an extension of the SpatialSystem concept. The connection is 
defined through the EquipmentConnection concept which defines the connection 
between EquipmentPort concepts (see Figure 6.23). The Equipment Connection 
concept defines both the physical connection between the Equipment instances and 
their behavioural connection in ternis of flows (material, energy, and information). 
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Figure 6.23 Equipment Topology Definition Overview 
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The EquipmentPort concept can be implementing an InterfacePort standard 
definition. This is required for the definition of modular equipment solutions. The 
InterfacePort concept defines the required type of SpatialPort and FlowPort (see 
section 6.4.8.2 for more details). 
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6.4.7 Equipment Decomposition Patterns 
The equipment decomposition patterns provide a formal definition of how 
aggregate equipment types can be built from lower level equipment modules. The 
synthesis patterns are closely related to the assembly process patterns used in the 
previous chapter (see chapter 5.4.5). The EquipmentDecompositionPattern concept is 
linked to the different Equipment types in the equipment taxonomy and defines which 
combinations of lower level Equipment entities are permissible, their connection 
constraints, and their attribute constraints (see Figure 6.24). 
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Figure 6.24 Equipment Decomposition Pattern Derinition 
Figure 6.25 shows an illustration of the EquipmentDecompositionPatterns. The 
patterns act as AND/OR graphs through the <class> attribute as OR part and the 
<required Equipment> attribute as AND part. More than one 
EquipmeniDecompositionPatterns can be attached to the same Equipment type 
allowing a flexible definition of alternative equipment configurations. 
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<class> 
e-I 
<requiredEquipment> 
Figure 6.25 Illustration of Equipment Decomposition Patterns 
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6.4.8 System Architecture Definition (Configuration Patterns) 
The purpose of a system architecture definition is to provide a clear structure for 
the specification of different assembly system instances within a given domain. The 
idea behind such an architecture can be compared with the combinatorial plans 
defined as a requirement by Pahl and Beitz [3] to cope with high degrees of 
complexity within problem domains. 
The EquipmentArchilecturePattern in Figure 6.26 essentially defines the allowed 
set of equipment modules, their allowed interfaces, and a set of configuration patterns 
that define how they can be combined into viable system solutions. The configuration 
patterns are defined through EquipmentDecompositionPatterns as defined in 6.4.7. 
The EquipmentModulePattern and InterfacePattern are defined in the following 
sections. 
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Figure 6.26 Equipment Architecture Speciflcation Definition 
6.4.8.1 Equipment Module Specification Patterns 
The module specification defines what functional and interface requirements an 
equipment entity has to fulfil in order to be recognised as a specific module within a 
given architecture. Figure 6.27 shows the formal definition of the 
EquipmentModulePattern concept. This concept defines the function and interface 
port requirements for specific types of Equipment. The function requirements need to 
define what types of Functions are required, what their interdependencies are, and the 
permissible values for their attributes. This is done through the FunctionPattern 
concept which links Function classes, PrecedenceConstraints, and 
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AttributeConstraints. The interface port requirements defined which specific 
InterfacePort instances an Equipment instance needs to have to be defined as a 
particular module. 
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Figure 6.27 Equipment Module Pattern Definition 
The link to the Equipment type allows a clearer structuring of the 
EquipmentModulePattern. Hence, they are attached to the underlying equipment 
taxonomy as shown in Figure 6.28. Another added advantage is that this link allows 
the verification of the module's minimal functional scope by comparing it with the 
EquipmentSpecificationPattern that is used as a basis for the equipment classification. 
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6.4.8.2 Interface Specification Patterns 
The purpose of the interface specifications is to define formally the constraints 
placed on the different relationships that could exist between the modules within an 
implementation of a system architecture. These relationships include physical 
connections, the transfer of signals, as well as logical dependencies between different 
modules. Their relationships are defined through their structural, behavioural, and 
functional aspects. The interface specification is consequently closely linked to the 
function-behaviour-structure definition of the equipment entities. 
The interface specification includes the definition of the required ports or 
connection points and how they need to be connected to each other. Figure 6.29 
shows the formal definition of the InterfacePattern concept. It contains primarily 
links to the required InteifacePort and PortConnections. All the PortConnections 
within the same InterfacePattern need to be between InterfacePorts of the same 
InterfarePattern. 
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6.5 Summary 
In this chapter the assembly equipment domain conceptualisation for the design of 
modular assembly systems proposed as part of ONTOMAS has been defined and 
discussed. The central concept of the domain ontology is the Equipment concept 
which is defined on a temporal, logical, and spatial plane using the Function- 
Behaviour-Structure paradigm. The proposed formalisms enable an effective 
equipment selection and integration during the design of modular assembly systems. 
One of the key enabling factors is a clear heuristic interpretation of different 
Equipment classes and their functional capabilities. An Equipment taxonomy has been 
proposed that features Equipment classes for the definition of a clear hierarchical 
equipment structure. Furthermore, the taxonomy has been linked to dynamic patterns 
that define the difference between the different Equipment classes. 
A new hierarchical structure for the specification of modular assembly systems has 
been proposed. The levels of the Equipment structure are logically associated to the 
hierarchical levels proposed for the structure of the assembly process specification 
(see chapter 5). This approach makes it easier to find suitable solutions for given 
assembly process requirements. It also helps improve the comprehensiveness of an 
inherently complex design problem. 
The Function-Behaviour-Structure paradigm has been applied to address the need 
for autonomous equipment module representations that can be used and reused by a 
wide range of different system integrators. The paradigm allows a smooth transition 
from the process based requirements to the selection of suitable equipment modules. 
The transition occurs from the process based functional capability description, over 
the selection of more appropriate behaviours (working principles) to the final choice 
of a specific equipment module. 
The proposed conceptualisation reflects the design decision-making requirements 
during assembly system design. The function definition of the equipment is mainly 
used for the selection of suitable solutions. The behaviour allows more detailed 
selection and evaluation of the alternative equipment solutions both on an individual 
level as well as on a composite level. The structure specification guides the physical 
integration of the equipment modules into a wider system solution. Hence all the three 
major aspects of the design decision-making process are covered. The Function- 
Bchaviour-Structure paradigm is envisaged to also reduce the definition effort of 
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equipment providers since they could utilise predefined function and behaviour 
"building blocks". 
The Function-Behaviour-Structure paradigm has also been extended to include the 
specific constraints arising from the modular system domain. Formalisms for the 
specification of equipment module standards have been proposed and applied. The 
specification prescribes the functional and interfacing capabilities an equipment 
module type has to fulfil to participate in a given system platform. 
Domain specific Patterns have been proposed as part of the ONTOMAS framework 
to support the decision-making process during the assembly equipment selection and 
integration. Patterns for the classification of equipment types, for the mapping of 
assembly process-based requirements to fimctional capabilities, and for guiding the 
equipment decomposition and integration process, have been proposed. This allows a 
very dynamic definition and adaptation of the design knowledge available within the 
domain. 
The specification of the equipment has been based on system theory principles 
which reflect the basic characteristics of modular systems. All aspects of the 
equipment conceptualisation have been based on these principles which make it very 
easy to adapt and maintain resulting models. The same fundamental formalisms that 
have been used to define the product and assembly process domain models (see 
chapters 4 and 5 respectively) have been used to define the equipment domain model. 
This improves the re-usability of the decision making methods across the whole 
modular assembly system design domain. 
The definition of the assembly equipment domain model concludes the proposed 
modular assembly system conceptualisation of the ONTOMAS framework. In the next 
chapter the application of the three domain models in an integrated design-decision 
making environment will be described and discussed. 
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Figure 7.1 Integrated design method overview 
7.1 Introduction 
This chapter looks at the application of the proposed ontology framework for the 
design of modular assembly workstations. The primary objective is the integrated 
definition of the assembly process and the selection of its enabling set of equipment 
modules. The transformation of the product based user requirements into process 
based system requirements has been addressed by the work of Hirani [5 1 ]. 
Figure 7.1 shows an overview of the design activities addressed in this chapter. It 
also illustrates the link between the proposed ONTOMAS framework and the design 
activities that utilise its different domain ontologies (see chapter 4 to chapter 6). The 
focus of the integrated design method discussed in this chapter is only on the 
development and adaptation of individual assembly workstation solutions. All the 
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solutions are based on already existing equipment modules that are defined in the 
equipment library. Particular focus has been placed on the design of assembly 
workstations since the transition from system level design approaches to device based 
configuration approaches has not been fully explored. The right configuration of 
assembly workstations is also the most intricate activity during the design and 
adaptation of suitable assembly system solutions. 
The design process of modular assembly workstations has been split into a set of 
design activities that can be used on different combinations to achieve the overall 
design objectives. The design activities are treated as knowledge transformation tasks 
which take a set of inputs and transform them into a set of outputs based on a set of 
predefined rules. This could be done either automatically if the level of formalisation 
and conception of the design activity is high enough, or with the help of expert users 
who make the required decisions based on their experience. This approach allows 
different design strategies to be applied depending on the specific design needs or 
preferences of the different users. However, some causal dependencies exist between 
the different design activities. Some design activities can only be carried out after 
other design activities have been completed since they depend on the output 
information generated by those other activities. 
In the following sections the specific assumptions made for the assembly 
workstation definition method are being discussed followed by the specification of the 
requirements that were placed on the design method. The next two sections describe 
the integrated assembly process and assembly equipment specification method with 
primary focus on how the concepts of ONTOMAS can be applied to support the design 
decision-making process. Finally the chapter is concluded with a brief summary of the 
key advantages posed by the proposed design approach. Throughout the whole 
chapter the design activities are modelled using the notations defined by the 
CommonKADS framework (Schreiber, et al. [114]). 
7.2 Assumptions 
A set of assumptions has been made that defines the specific aspects of the 
assembly system design process which are being addressed in this work. Since this 
work is focused on the design of modular assembly workstations it was assumed that 
the system requirements have already been defined to this level of detail. This does 
not mean, however, that the workstation design process should not influence the 
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design of the overall system. On the contrary, this feedback is more than desired. The 
resulting iteration between the system level design and the workstation configuration 
is, however, outside the limited scope of this work. 
It has also been assumed that all the domain specific requirements have already 
been translated into product, process, and equipment specific classifications and 
constraints. This work is reflected in the definitions in chapters 4 to 6 of this work. 
Specifically these assumptions include: 
* The product is fully defined and not subject to change (static). The product 
definition includes: product structure, component definitions, and component 
relationships. 
* Overall non process based system requirements are fully defined and not 
subject to change (static). They include: project constraints, process 
constraints, equipment constraints, and environment constraints. 
4P The assembly process requirements have already been defined on work station 
level. 17hat means that assembly tasks and their precedence constraints have 
already been allocated to abstract workstation definitions. This is the result of 
traditional assembly planning. 
4, A modular assembly workstation architecture and a set of equipment modules 
exist that delivers different sets of assembly capabilities. 
0 Each equipment module has its own control capabilities and can be integrated 
to perform wider tasks. 
" Simulation and performance evaluation tools exist that can provide the 
required feedback to the design environment. 
" 'Mere exists a generic description of assembly activities defining the 
constraints between the different types of activities. 
" Predictive evaluation methods exist that can provide the required feedback to 
the main design decision environment. 
7.3 Requirements 
This section lists the key requirements an integrated design method needs to 
satisfy. Particular attention has been given to the maintenance of links between the 
different domains. 
* Responds dynamically to requirements changes 
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9 Should enable a high degree of automation using knowledge and optimisation 
base approaches 
e Enable tracking of design decision making processes between different 
domains 
Allow multiple users to interact in their preferred form with the environment 
Enable multi-vendor participation for the equipment suppliers 
Hierarchical problem decomposition and synthesis design approaches 
Early consideration of system design constraints arising from module 
availability 
" Enable the exploration of different solution alternatives on demand 
" Provide methods for the propagation of change 
" Allow different design strategies to be employed to solve the problem 
" Incorporate fixed validation and "milestones" for critical stages during the 
design process. E. g. the stage at which a quotation can be provided with a 
reasonable accuracy 
o Be open to changes in the underlying design and business rules and strategies. 
* Allow the expertise of different domain experts to be utilised to its highest 
potential. 
7.4 Requirements Driven Assembly Process Specification 
The assembly process specification is fundamentally based on a hierarchical 
decomposition approach guided by rules that capture the expert knowledge of the 
domain and the constraints of currently available equipment module implementations 
(top-down approach). 
The decomposition is based on fixed associations between predefined hierarchical 
process levels (see chapter 5.4.2). These hierarchical levels have been integrated into 
a process taxonomy that classifies differeiit equipment types based on their functional 
capabilities and behavioural characteristics (see chapter 5.4.3). The relationships 
between the hierarchical levels are defined through process decomposition patterns. 
One or more process decomposition patterns can be applied to any one type of 
activity. They specify the types of sub-activities, their temporal relationships, and 
their parametric constraints (see chapter 5.4.5 for more details). 
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The process specification takes place on the conceptual level and allows the 
dynamic decomposition of activities. The order in which higher level processes need 
to be decomposed is not fixed by the method. Different strategies can be applied to 
cater for the specific preferences or needs of different expert users. The And-Or- 
Graph structure of the conceptual process definition model allows also several 
solution alternatives to be explored and compared at the same time. This way, 
decision alternatives can be dynamically maintained and explored at the liberty of the 
decision maker. 
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Figure 7.2 Assembly Process Specification Overview 
The assembly process specification process is split into two tasks: the 
specialisation of the required activity and the decomposition of the activity into sub- 
activities. The activity specialisation task addresses the specification of the required 
activity type and its required parameters. The process decomposition task looks at 
how a complex activity can be decomposed into lower level sub-activities. Both tasks 
are semi independent. Their only causal relation is that the activity specialisation task 
should take place before the decomposition. This separation of the specification 
activities also reflects the And-Or-Graph definition of the conceptual process model. 
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Adding new decompositions (process sequences) is adding OR branches to the graph, 
and adding sub-activities into the sequence is adding AND branches to the graph. 
Figure 7.2 shows an overview of the assembly specification process. The arrows 
only indicate the principle relationships and do not define absolute decision orders. 
The following sections discuss the two process specification tasks in more detail. 
7.4.1 Activity Specialisation Task 
The activity specialisation task looks at defining the required activity type of a set 
of product based user requirements. This is non-nally an iterative process that either 
starts with a set of requirements and looks for a suitable activity type, or starts with a 
required activity type and looks to define the requirements for it. The framework does 
in principle allow for both. However, the definition of activities should normally be 
purpose driven and should consequently start with the definition of a set of 
requirements. Incidentally this also reflects the task faced by the process 
decomposition which needs to break down a wider requirements space into smaller 
groups of requirements. During the decomposition, the rough requirements space is 
being defined and allocated to a quite abstract activity definition. The role of the 
specialisation task is then to refine those requirements and activity types. 
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Figure 7.3 Acti%-iq. Specialisation Inference a) knowledge transformation, b) control structure 
Figure 7.3 shows both the knowledge transfort-nation aspects (a) and the iterative 
control strategy (b) for the activity specialisation task. Both the specification of the 
activity type as well as the specification of the activity requirements take an existing 
activity definition as a dynamic input and generate a more specific version of this 
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definition as an output. Both specifications use the activity type specification patterns 
to guide the specialisation. 
Figure 7.4 shows an illustration of how the specialisation is guided by the activity 
type specification patterns. The example of the assembly operation specification is 
used since it is the most central for the assembly process definition. In principle, the 
activity type specification pattern can be used to both drive the type selection and the 
definition of the requirements parameters. For this work, however, these patterns have 
only been used to validate the consistency between the specified activity type and the 
defined requirements. This aspect is further illustrated in chapter 8. 
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Figure 7.4 Assembly Operation Specialisation Illustration 
In general the specialisation of types in a classification hierarchy is a mechanism 
that is not only employed for the assembly process definition but also for the 
conceptual design of the assembly system (see section 7.5.4). 
In this work the specialisation has been defined to focus only on the decision 
between alternative sub-classes and not their decomposition. The decomposition is the 
responsibility of a separate mechanism (see section 7.4.2). The decision between 
alternative sub-classes has to be based on the parameter space of the super class. 
Specialisations of the ActivitySpecificationPatterns are used to define the parameter 
spaces of the different types of sub-concepts. 
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The type specialisation activity is matching the existing 
AclivitySpecificationPatterns against the parameters of the currently defined higher 
level instances. The higher level instances are being specified depending on the 
existing matches. Three general cases can occur during the matching: no match (1), 
one match (11), and multiple matches (III). Figure 7.5 schematically illustrates the 
matching process. In case I no specialisation is possible. In case 11 exactly one 
specialisation exists that can be applied immediately. In case III more than one 
specialisation is possible and a decision needs to be made which to use. 
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7.4.2 Process Decomposition Task 
The process decomposition task is addressing the need to break down processes 
into more detailed specifications of their contained sub-activities. The task involves 
four activities: the selection of a suitable decomposition pattern; the adding of new 
sub-activities to the given process specification; the specification of the sub-activity 
parameters; and the adding of the temporal constraints for the new sub-activity (see 
Figure 7.6). All four activities use different aspects of the 
ProcessDecompositionPatterns (see also chapter 5.4.5). The 
ProcessDecompositionPatterns are associated to process types and any give process 
can be associated to more than one. 
The ProcessDecompositionPattern contains a condition that defines for which 
parameter set it is applicable. This condition is used for the selection of a suitable 
ProcessDecornpositionPattern for a given Process instance. Therefore, in principle 
the case could anse that the parameter set of a given Process instance matches more 
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than one condition. In this case the following strategies could be applied to overcome 
this indecisiveness: 
1) This condition could be prevented by not allowing overlaps in the parameter 
space of the condition of one process type during the definition of the 
ProcessDecompositionPatterns 
2) A human expert could be asked to intervene and select one of the choices 
3) More than one decomposition could be included in the model depending on 
the choices with or without expert intervention 
4) Another attnbute could be associated to the ProcessDecompositionPatterns to 
establish a preference ranking (implication or priority) 
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Figure 7.6 Process Decomposition Inference Structure a) knowledge transformation, 
b) control structure 
For the current application it was assumed that option 2 will be used. A human 
expert can decide based on some textual description of the choices which 
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decomposition pattern to apply. Once a suitable pattern has been selected, it is 
associated to the process instance since the subsequent sub-activity specification 
activities only need to use the rules of this specific pattern. 
After the selection of the decomposition pattern, its sub-activity constraints can be 
used to propose new sub-activities to be added to the process definition. Once a new 
sub-activity is added it can be specified based on the parameter constraints defined in 
the chosen ProcessDecompositionPattern. Finally, after the new sub-activity has been 
defined, its temporal constraints can be added to the process definition until it is fully 
constraint. 
Figure 7.7 shows an illustration of the decomposition process based on process 
decomposition patterns. The condition statement of the pattern is matched against the 
existing parameter space of a process. This way the right pattern can be selected. The 
decomposition pattern contains an abstract definition of required and permissible sub- 
activities, their temporal constraints, and their parameter constraints. This information 
can be used to drive the decomposition. However, in this work they have only been 
used to validate that a defined decomposition adheres to the selected decomposition 
pattern. The actual specification is done by a human expert (see also chapter 8 for 
more details). 
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7.5 Requirements Driven Configuration of Modular Assembly 
Workstations 
This section addresses the configuration of assembly workstation based on existing 
equipment modules. The equipment configuration is using a hierarchical 
configuration method that addresses the following aspects: 
" grouping of activity requirements into conceptual equipment definitions 
" specification of required equipment types and their specific requirements 
" selection and evaluation of suitable equipment modules 
" integration and functional synthesis of selected equipment modules 
" evaluation of the performance characteristics of the integrated equipment 
modules 
Each aspect of the configuration process is performed by domain experts. For 
example the selection and evaluation of equipment is made by a different expert for 
the different types of equipment. There is a domain expert that provides the capability 
to select and evaluate grippers, one to do the same for manipulators, etc. 
The assembly equipment configuration is guided by predefined module types and 
interface specifications that are specified as part of a chosen system architecture for a 
specific product domain. The module specifications defined the required functional 
capabilities of different module types and their connectivity constraints based on the 
interface specifications (see chapter 6 for more details). The system architecture also 
defines the logical and spatial constraints between the different types of modules. The 
use of an architecture definition makes the configuration process more effective by 
reducing the number of possible solutions. This is advantageous as long as there is a 
mechanism to ensure that the architecture is constantly updated. It is still an open 
question where the break-evcn point between improved effectiveness and lost 
advantage due to the restriction of possible solutions is. The approach was designed 
under the assumption that there exist domain specific architectures that cater for the 
majority of the needs in their domain. 
Generally the workstation configuration task requires the following two main 
inputs to propose new solutions: 
" 
Workstation requirements are fully defined and not subject to change (static). 
" There exists a library of equipment modules which are fully defined based on 
above definition and not subject to change (static). 
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Based on the given set of inputs the configuration task generates the following 
outputs: 
Workstation configuration(s) defined as a set of equipment modules and their 
interface connections. 
Additional processes required for the proposed workstation configuration to 
work. 
In the following sections the specific design activities required during the 
configuration of modular assembly workstations are described in more detail. The 
description starts with a general overview of the fundamental approach followed by 
the individual design activities. 
7.5.1 Hierarchical Approach 
The equipment configuration process is generally following a problem 
decomposition and solution synthesis approach (Pahl and Beitz [94]). The overall 
problem definition of the assembly system is broken down into smaller sub-problems 
until a level has been reached where an existing equipment solution can be found. The 
existing solutions are evaluated and combined to form higher level solutions. The 
capabilities of the combined solutions are synthesised and compared with the original 
problem definitions at this level. Figure 7.8 shows a schematic overview of the 
assembly workstation decomposition and integration. The order in which the 
decomposition is carried out is only constraint between the hierarchical levels. This 
means that equipment units can only be defined after the requirements for its 
workstation have been defined. 
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Figure 7.9 shows a more detailed definition of the equipment configuration 
process. All the major design (knowledge transformation) tasks are shown as ovals in 
the diagram. The decisions that need to be taken at the end of each design task are 
shown as turned rectangles. More detail about the individual design tasks is going to 
be provided in the following sections. 
The conceptual design (problem decomposition) and embodiment design (solution 
synthesis) take place in a recursive process. The overall design problem for an 
assembly system is defined through assembly process based system requirements. The 
design process starts on the highest level with a search for already existing solutions 
that can fulfil the given set of requirements. This is usually the system level. The 
design draws to a conclusion already if one or more exist and they are very likely to 
be an optimal solution. If not, the given problem definition is decomposed into sets of 
sub-problems either related to the sub-system (cell) or workstation level (see also 
equipment hierarchy). The next step is to find suitable solutions for all the sub- 
systems if a legal decomposition can be found. This starts the next recursive loop on 
the next lower level in the equipment hierarchy. If no legal decompositions can be 
found under the given set of constraints, then the recursive loop has to stop without a 
solution. 
The lower level system design works exactly as the one on the higher level. 
Consequently it can either return a suitable solution for each sub-system or not. If it 
doesn't, the decomposition of the system has to be revised until either a complete set 
of sub-system solutions could be found or no new decomposition alternative exists 
within the given set of decomposition constraints. The use of the decomposition 
constraints which are derived from the set of available equipment resources makes it 
more likely that solutions for the proposed decomposition will be found but does not 
guarantee it. Hence the necessity for these iteration loops. 
If suitable solutions for all the decomposed sub-systems could be found, then they 
need to be integrated to form a system solution. The integration can either be 
successful or not if some integration constraints are violated. If the integration was not 
possible, the decomposition and the included sub-system requirements definition need 
to be repeated. The requirements for the sub-systems do take integration constraints 
into consideration, but might still requirea few iterations. 
Finally, if the integration of the sub-system solutions was possible, the new system 
solution needs to be validated against the original system requirements on this level. If 
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the system fulfils the requirements it is proposed as a solution after checking how 
likely it is that there are still better solutions. If not, the decomposition is triggered 
again with additional constraints from the validation task. 
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Figure 7.9 Recursive system decomposition and synthesis approach 
7.5.2 Equipment Concept Decomposition Task 
The system or problem decomposition task aims to split a given overall problem 
into next lower level sub-problems. The decomposition is based on existing solution 
concepts which are defined in the form of equipment type specifications (see 
chapter 6.4.7). They do not represent an individual piece of equipment but rather a 
class of equipment. The overall requirements are allocated to the different sub- 
problem definitions. For the decomposition of conceptual assembly equipment 
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specifications that means that the process requirements of the higher level equipment 
concept are grouped and allocated to the lower level ones. The allocation of process 
requirements and equipment type selection is an iterative process. In many cases the 
definition starts with allocating a key process step (activity) to a conceptual 
equipment definition. Starting from this point other related conceptual equipment 
definitions are being created. Connectivity and interrelation constraints from the 
architecture can already be taken into consideration with this approach. 
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Figure 7.10 Conceptual Equipment Specification Overview 
Once the deconiposition of the overall conceptual equipment definition into lower 
level conceptual equipment definitions has been established the specific requirements 
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for each of the conceptual equipment can be defined. Finally the non-functional 
requirements are applied to each conceptual equipment definition. 
7.5.2.1 Process Requirements Specification 
The most fundamental aspect of the conceptual equipment definition is the 
establishment of the link to the assembly process requirements. They define what the 
equipment needs to be able to due to fulfil its assigned role during the assembly of a 
product. The requirements that are being assigned to a conceptual equipment 
definition are always a subset of the requirements assigned to the conceptual 
equipment definition at the next higher level in the structural hierarchy. The 
speci ication of the process based requirements and the specification of the required 
equipment type normally take place in an iterative process. This iterative specification 
process follows similar rules as the one described for the assembly process 
specl fication (see 7.4.1). The process requirements specification activity is guided by 
the available equipment specification patterns (see Figure 7.11). 
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Figure 7.11 Equipment Requirements Specification Inference 
7.5.2.2 Equipment Type Specification 
Each conceptual Equipment definition is linked to the equipment axonomy via the 
equipment type relationship. The specification of the required equipment type helps 
narrow the solution space during the later equipment selection. The equipment type 
specification is based on the required functional and behavioural characteristics of the 
conceptual equipment definition. In the first instance the classification is based on the 
required functional characteristics ince they are closely related to the aspect of the 
assembly process the equipment is intended to carry out. in the second instance the 
equipment type is related to the more specific behaviour that is found to be 
advantageous for the given assembly problem. 
Figure 7.12 shows a schematic overview of the equipment type specification 
inference. A conceptual equipment definition including at least some high level 
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process requirements needs to be given as input knowledge. The static knowledge 
used to guide the specification is given through equipment specification patterns (see 
chapter 6 for more details). The inference modifies the equipment type attribute of the 
input knowledge and makes it more specific. 
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Figure 7.13 shows an illustration of the equipment type specification activity. The 
selection of the right type takes place in iteration with the specification of the required 
functional and behavioural characteristics. This is the case since both the required 
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functional and behavioural characteristics of an equipment influence which type is 
required. This approach reflects the gradual transition from more abstract functional 
requirements over more specific behavioural specification to the final choice of a 
suitable embodiment (Rosenman and Gero [107]). The last step is part of the 
equipment selection discussed in section 7.5.3. 
7.5.2.3 Conceptual Equipment Function Definition 
The functional aspect of the conceptual equipment definition translates the process 
based requirements into the functional domain. This translation is only required if the 
functional definition space is different from the process space. The function 
specification needs to address two aspects, the translation of the required activities 
into functions and the specification of the temporal constraints between the functions. 
The function specification is guided by the available function type specifitcation 
patterns as described in chapter 6. Figure 7.14 gives an overview of the input, output, 
and static knowledge of the required inferences. 
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Figure 7.14 Conceptual Equipment Function Specification Inferences 
7.5.2.4 Conceptual Equipment Behaviour Definition 
The behavioural aspect of the conceptual equipment definition provides the logical 
description of the equipment requirements. The behaviour defines the intermediate 
level between the very abstract functional description and the specifics of the 
structural description. The behaviour specification is in the first instance based on the 
functional description of the conceptual equipment entity in question. Some 
alterations might later be required due to some structural restrictions. 
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The specification of the behaviour needs to address the following three aspects. 
First a mechanism needs to be provided to add new behaviour definitions and relate 
them to the functions they enable. Secondly there needs to be a mechanism that 
allows the type of already defined behaviours to be defined or revised. Finally the 
logical relationships between the required behavioural characteristics need to be 
added. The behaviour type specification patterns regulate and constrain these three 
aspects of the definition (see chapter 6 for more details). Figure 7.15 shows an 
overview of the three required definition inferences. 
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Figure 7.15 Conceptual Equipment Behaviour Specification Inferences 
The specification of the behaviour type is similar to the search for working 
principles described by Pahl and Beitz [94]. The different types of behaviours are 
synonymous to the different working prmciples and should be based on physical 
phenomena at the lowest level (Pahl and Beitz [94]). However, this very high level of 
detail is not required for the requirements definition of modular assembly systems. 
The choice of appropriate physical pfinciples has already been made during the design 
of the available equipment modules. Only the behaviour constraints arising from them 
need to be considered at this point. 
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7.5.2.5 Conceptual Equipment Structure Definition 
The structure specification during the conceptual equipment definition is the main 
mechanism for the design problem decomposition at the equipment side. The 
equipment concept decomposition is following a very similar approach as the process 
decomposition described in section 7.4.2. The structural decomposition is defining the 
hierarchical structure of the required system solution. This is due to the fact that the 
solution will be composed from physically independent equipment modules. 
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Figure 7.16 Conceptual Equipment Structure Specification Inferences 
The structure definition should address four points. First, a suitable structure 
pattern needs to be chosen. This will not be a fixed decision but rather should be an 
iteration between the choices of lower level conceptual equipment definitions and the 
choice of structure pattern. Secondly, new lower level conceptual equipment 
definitions should be added according to the selected structure pattern. Thirdly, the 
requirements, functional, behavioural, and structural aspects of the new conceptual 
equipment definition need to be specified in accordance with the steps described 
above. Finally, the connection constraints between the lower level conceptual 
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equipment definitions need to be added once at least two have been sufficiently 
specified. Figure 7.16 shows an overview of the input, output, and static knowledge 
involved in the design activities. 
7.5.2.6 Evaluation of Conceptual Equipment Definition 
The decomposition and specification of the conceptual equipment module is 
further restricting the solution space for the assembly system. It is therefore important 
to start with the evaluation of proposed equipment structure as early as possible. The 
evaluation has to be based on statistic methods since no specific solutions have been 
chosen at this point and consequently no absolute performance indicators are yet 
available. The most important performance indicators at this point are the expected 
cycle type of the workstation and its predicted cost. The best indicators for the 
expected performance are the required behaviour type and the chosen type of 
equipment entities within the workstation. Figure 7.17 shows a schematic overview of 
the evaluation activity. 
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Figure 7.17 Conceptual Equipment Definition Evaluation Inference 
7.5.2.7 Update Process Specirication 
As a result of the available EquipmentDecompositionPatterns it might become 
necessary to add supporting equipment concepts. They normally have functions of 
their own. Consequently, the execution of their functions needs to be added to the 
process definition to maintain the logical and temporal integrity between the process 
and the equipment specification. The design activity takes place as part of the 
assembly process domain. The equipment specification tasks only request new 
activities to be added based on the functional needs of the new equipment concept. 
The new functional aspects of the model need to be translated back into activities 
before they can be added to the process specification. Figure 7.18 shows a schematic 
overview of the desigii activities required to update the process specification. 
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7.5.3 Equipment Selection Task 
The cquipinciit scicction task is addressing the need to find existing equipment 
solutions for the sets of requirements defined during the conceptual design task (see 
section 7.5.2). The search for solution alternatives is limited to solutions that exist in 
the equipment depots. This is of course only the case for the design of ideal modular 
sYstems. The only adaptation should occur within the parameter space of the module. 
This is in many cases only software adaptation but could include changes of sub- 
modules. 
Some aspects of the adaptation, however, need to be treated outside the scope of 
the modular system architecture. The most obvious case is the adaptation of 
functional equipment to the specific geometnc conditions of the component parts they 
need to handle dunng an assembly process. The close-to-part adaptation has to be in 
many cases individually defined which is the reason it has to be outside the scope of 
the module architecture. However. the system architecture should make this 
adaptation as easy as possible. For example the fingers of a mechanical gripping tool 
can be easily replaced to adapt the gnpper to new part geometries. The basic 
functionality of the device does not change so. 
The requirements definition during the conceptual design is already taking the 
constraints ansing from the available equipment solutions into consideration. This 
makes it much likelier that solutions can be found. However, the design constraints 
used during the conceptual design are an abstraction of the available equipment 
capabilities. ThCN- cannot guarantee that a solution exists but make it more likely. If 
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they would. the constraints would have to take every possible scenario into 
consideration that could exist within a domain. 
Generally it is desirable to increase the number of constraints that are being made 
available during the early concept definition. The derivation of these constraints could 
be done in the background when the design system is idle, and reduce design time 
when a specific case needs to be solved. Approaches like case-based-reasoning and 
neural networks have been proposed to address this problem. They are however 
outside the scope of this work. 
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The selection of' suitable equipment solutions is in many cases domain or even 
equipment type specific. The selection approach consequently has to allow for 
different selection strategies to be applied. Furthermore, the selection and adaptation 
of suitable equipment solutions is often done by someone other than the system 
integrator. The equipment selection approach has been split into two parts to address 
thosc needs: a system integrator side (see Figure 7.19 left side) and an equipment 
supplier side (see Figure 7.19 right side). 
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The systeni integrator should only have to deal with finding suitable equipment 
suppliers who can provide equipment solutions that meet the specific requirements of 
the equipment concepts needed for the overall function of the system. 
7.5.3.1 Equipment Supplier Selection 
The first step during the search for suitable equipment solutions in a multi-vendor 
environment is the selection of suitable equipment providers. This is done by 
searching the list of registered equipment suppliers and checking whether they 
provide equipment of the týpe that is required (equipment type definition 
- 
see 
section 7.5.2.2). Additionally past experience with an equipment supplier or other 
selection strategies should be taken into consideration. Figure 7.20 shows a schematic 
overview of the equipment supplier selection inference. 
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Figure 7.20 Equipment Supplier Selection Inference 
7.5.3.2 Request Equipment Proposals 
Once one or more suitable equipment suppliers have been identified, a request for 
quotation (equipment proposals) needs to be sent to the chosen ones. If they have 
equipment modules a%-ailable that fit the specific requirements of the project they will 
reply with a quotation and prove that their module fulfils the requirements. Figure 
7.21 shows a schematic o%, er\*ic\% ofthe inforniation required to define the requests 
and the infonnation received back. 
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7.5.3.3 Evaluate Equipment Requirements 
The actual equipment selection in a distnbuted environment could be done by 
someone other than the originator of the equipment requirements which need to be 
fulfilled. This requires whoever is providing this kind of service to make sure that the 
requirements for the requested proposal are actually within his area of expertise. 
Simultaneously it Is often required to narrow down the type of equipment that is 
needed, based on the specific knowledge of the equipment supplier. Figure 7.22 
shows an overview of the knowledge transformation that takes place during the 
equipment requirements evaluation. The required equipment category or type is in the 
first instance determined by the functions required and only in the second by the 
different behaviours used to achieve them. 
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Figure 7.22 E%aluate Equipment Requirements Inference 
7.5.3.4 Equipment Selection from Library 
Once it has been determined that the requirements of the requested equipment 
solution are within the equipment supplier's area of expertise, he can proceed to the 
more effort intensive task of finding specific solutions that fit the requirements. The 
selection of equipment solutions primarily needs to determine that the technical 
capability of the equipment meets the requested requirements (see Figure 7.23). The 
selection of modular equipment solutions is dnven by the functional capabilities of 
the equipment modules available in the library. The activities to be performed by the 
equipment need to mach the functional capabilities the equipment provides. At this 
level the main focus is on the specific parameters derived from the behavioural 
description of the equipment. It can be assumed that the equipment has the right 
functions once it is in the required category. The specific performance characteristics 
of the equipment only matters in the second instance (see next section). 
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7.5.3.5 Equipment Evaluation 
The e%-aluation of equipment solutions can take place both on the equipment 
supplier side and on the system integrator side. If suitable perfon-nance metrics are 
supplier to all equipment suppliers, they can do the evaluation based on their 
additional understanding of the equipment they propose. The system integrator would 
then be able simply to compare the solutions proposed by different equipment 
suppliers. This ho%%-c%-cr can only be the case if the trust between system integrator 
and all equipment suppliers is high enough. Otherwise the system integrator might 
want to conduct its own evaluation beyond merely comparing the provided rankings. 
Figure 7.24 shows a schematic o%-er%-ie%%- of the information transformation taking 
place during the equipment solution evaluation independent of who conducts it. 
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7.5.4 Assembly Cell Configuration Task 
Once indiNidLial CqUIP111CIlt S0lUII0IIS for the lower level conceptual design 
definitions have been found, they need to be integrated into a higher level functional 
solution. The first step is to establish that the proposed equipment solutions actually 
all fit together on the physical. energy, and information levels. Some connectivity 
constraints are already being taken into consideration during the conceptual design of 
the system. However. some equipment specific conflicts particularly on the geometric 
level cannot bc l'oresecii at the more abstract level of the design constraints. 
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Consequently, it is especially important to verify the geometric integrity of the design 
once the individual solutions have been connected to each other. 
Each equipment module was selected in the first instance for its functional 
capabilities. These were however considered on their own and cannot directly be 
compared with the overall process requirements on the higher (system) level. They 
need to be synthesised into higher level functional capabilities to perform this 
validation. 
Different strategies could be used to configure a set of equipment modules. A 
likely strategy for the decomposition and subsequent integration could be to start with 
the most critical piece of equipment and an-ange all the others around it. However, the 
choice of the approach is up to the design expert. 
7.5.4.1 Equipment Integration 
The actual equipment module definitions can be connected as soon as two or more 
have been selected for a given conceptual equipment specification. Their 
interconnection has three aspects: physical, logical, and temporal. These reflect the 
structure, behaviour. and function aspects of the equipment definition. The physical 
and logical connection is treated in this section because they use a very similar 
mechanism to guide their specification. The definition of the temporal relationships 
between the functions of the modules will be discussed together with the functional 
synthesis in section 7.5.4.2 below. 
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Figure 7.25 shows a schematic overview of the two design activities. Both 
activities ha%-c the specifications of the two actual equipment modules that need to be 
connected as an input. Additionally they have the original conceptual equipment 
specification as an input to indicate how the two should be connected. The 
InterfacePaiterns (see chapter 6.4.8) define the characteristics of the connection. 
neoretically, these two design activities could take place in parallel. However, 
generally the physical connections are defined first which reflects the notion that only 
connected modules can have logical interrelationships. This also reflects the general 
design approach which is defined as the reverse process of the decomposition. 
Consequently, the physical connection has to be first since the physical specification 
was the last step of the decomposition. 
7.5.4.2 Functional Synthesis 
The functional synthesis activity during the integration of selected equipment 
embodiment specifications addresses the need to understand and validate the 
functional capabilities of the connected equipment modules. This is important for two 
reasons. Firstly, the synthesis is needed to verify that the combined functional 
capabilities of equipment modules that were selected at a lower level actually still 
match the original requirements. Secondly, it is important particularly for the 
reconfiguration of existing equipment to understand also the unplanned functional 
capabilities of the equipment. 
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Figure 7.26 sho%%s an o%-er%-Ie%%- of the function synthesis activities. The synthesis 
activity requires a fully physical and logical connected equipment description as 
input. This could be for example an assembly unit consisting of a manipulator device, 
a tool device, and a positioning device. It is important for the assessment of the 
integrated equipment that its contained lower level equipment modules match those 
onginally defined in the conceptual equipment specification. 
The synthesis of the functional capabilities is based on the 
ProcessDecornpositionPatterns in conjunction with the FunctionSpecificationPatterns 
which have been defined in chapter 5 and chapter 6 respectively. The 
FunctionSperifirationPatterns relate the lower level functions back to the process 
model. The ProressDecompositionPatterns can be used to recognise the higher level 
process capabilities of the translated functions. This in turn could be related back to 
the functional domain using the FtipictiotiSpecificationPatterns on the resulting higher 
level activities. The ProcessDecompositionPatterns are also used to specify the 
temporal relationships between the functions based on the assembly process for which 
the equipment is going to be responsible. 
For the assessment of whether or not the existing functional capabilities of the 
equipment modules actually fulfils the original requirements, it would not be 
necessary to dcn%-c all possible higher level functions. The approach can be more 
targeted since the required result is already known. 
7.5.4.3 Integration Feasibility 
The physical and logical feasibility of the equipment configuration needs to be 
tested once the lower level equipment solutions have been integrated on the structural, 
behavioural, and functional level. Figure 7.27 shows an overview of the input and 
outputs of this design activity. 
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The assessment of the physical feasibility ensures that there are no geometric 
interferences, collisions, etc. If conflicts have been found, then either different 
equipment solutions need to be found that do not cause a conflict, or the whole 
structure of the composite equipment has to be changed. 
The assessment of the logical feasibility maintains the spatial temporal integrity of 
the configuration. This is important to ensure that the process sequence that was 
originally planned in the temporal space can actually be carried out in its current form 
by the equipment that is arranged in the spatial space. The logical feasibility 
assessment becomes more important on the workstation level where different 
equipment units need to be integrated. 
Conflicts arise quite commonly from the fact that the physical location of the 
equipment could not have been known during the specification of the original 
assembly process. Consequently, some process steps might be missing that are 
required as the result of the configuration. These are generally handling operations 
that define how two successive activities can be connected in the spatial domain. 
The additional operations need to be added into the original assembly process 
specification (see section 7.5.4.4). This would cause a re-iteration of the 
decomposition and integration which in turn might change the current configuration 
of the equipment. This iteration could take place a few times until a stable equipment- 
process combination can be found. The effect of this iteration is minimised however, 
by the use of predefined system architectures that would have taken such situations 
into consideration. 
7.5.4.4 Adaptation of the Assembly Process Specification 
This design activity addresses the need for the original assembly process 
specification to be adapted as a result of inconsistencies between the required 
temporal process order and the spatial equipment arrangement that has the 
responsibility to carry them out. A more detailed discussion of this effect can be 
found in section 7.5.4.3 above. Figure 7.28 shows an overview of the process 
adaptation activity. The activity requires a set of Handling0perations with their 
temporal constraints as input and updates the process specification as a result. 
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7.5.5 Evaluation Task 
This section describes ffie evaluation of equipment configurations that need to take 
place once their technical feasibility has been determined. This task is important to 
make a choice between alternative solution proposals. It also gives an indication of 
whether it is going to be likely to find better solutions through further design 
iterations. This section only gives a brief overview of the required charactenstics of 
this task since the specific details were outside the scope of this work. 
The evaluation task needs to be able to address at least the cost, cycle time, and 
utilisation of the proposed equipment. A multi-criteria evaluation approach needs to 
be used to rank the proposed solutions according to their suitability. 
7.6 Summary 
In this chapter an integrated design approach has been specified that takes 
advantage of the modular assembly system domain conceptualisation proposed by the 
ONTOMAS framework. The main objective was to provide a design framework that 
allows the integrated specification of assembly processes and assembly equipment 
solutions. The fundamental structure for such a framework has been defined in this 
chapter providing detailed inference specifications for the different required design 
activities. The approach is based on hierarchical decomposition and synthesis which is 
well suited for the design of modular systems. 
It has been shown how the different formalisms used in the ONTOMAS framework 
support the decision making during modular assembly system design. The basic 
aggregation, topological, taxonomy, and system theory principles are used to maintain 
and structure the complex knowledge accumulated during the design process. The 
defined relationships of the core ontology and the different design patterns help 
maintain the consistence of complex assembly system specification across all 
domains. The interaction between the specification of the assembly process and the 
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definition of suitable assembly system solutions have been shown at the different 
design phases. 
The design framework is not actually imposing a rigid structure on the decision- 
making process. The aim was rather to provide a specification of the fundamental 
reasoning activities and leave it up to the design expert to use his own strategy. Only 
very loose precedence relationships between the decisions-making activities were 
outlined. They are mainly imposed by the need for specific input knowledge that is 
only being generated in the preceding design activity. 
The design decision-making activities and general precedence constraints are well 
suited for the application of design optimisation, distributed decision making, and 
computer aided reasoning applications. The reported design framework defines only 
the general rules of how the ONTOMAS conceptualisation can be utilised. The specific 
implementation can be done using a variety of different approaches. 
This chapter concludes the definition and discussion of the proposed ontology 
framework for the design of modular assembly systems. The next chapter is looking at 
the verification of the approach using an extensive verification scenario, describing 
industrial application of the framework, and outlining a prototype implementation of 
the design approach described in this chapter. 
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Illustration and Verification 
8.1 Introduction 
The aim of this chapter is to outline the effort that has been made towards verifying 
the proposed ontology framework for the design of modular assembly workstations 
(ONTOMAS). The ontology has been applied in several representative test cases. The 
results of the test cases have given an initial indication of the validity of the proposed 
framework. 
ONToMAS has been fully modelled in Prot6g6 (Proteg6 [97]) to test the technical 
applicability of the framework. Prot6g6 is an ontology definition and instantiation 
framework that provides a software environment for the definition of ontologies. The 
ontology can be instantiated and made available as a knowledge base for both internal 
and external utilisation. The full implementation and instantiation in the Prot6g6 
framework proved that ONTOMAS can be translated into a fully functional knowledge 
base structure. Prot&g6 was also used to test some more intricate axioms and 
definitions that went beyond the validation of the pure technical applicability of the 
proposed fonnalisms towards the creation of a comprehensive domain theory. 
ONTOMAS has also been used as the foundation for a web-based assembly system 
design environment which was developed for the Eureka Factory E-Race project 
(E-Race [32]). The prototype implementation has been used in several industrial 
relevant projects which indicated the appropriateness of the proposed framework. 
This chapter provides further details on the verification cases starting with an 
elaborate demonstration example that shows the detailed instantiation of the proposed 
domain conccptualisation. The verification cases look at the applicability of the 
ontology for the design of new workstation as well as the reconfiguration or 
adaptation of existing workstations to new requirements. Some more details on the 
knowledge base development are given and the role of ONTOMAS as foundation for a 
web-based assembly system design framework is shown. Finally some more 
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dissemination and application activities are outlined which lead to the conclusions of 
this chapter. 
8.2 Ontology Framework Verification Cases 
Ibis section provides a detailed scenario for the initial verification of the proposed 
ontology framework within an integrated design environment. The design of a new 
workstation based on product requirements and the adaptation of an existing 
workstation to changing requirements are demonstrated throughout this section in a 
step-by-step approach. This approach is felt to best illustrate the underlying 
formalisms defined in this work and they can be applied. 
The application of ONTOMAS in representative test cases is the first step towards 
validating the appropriateness and relevance of the proposed ontology framework. 
Furthermore, it makes the framework more accessible for a wider scrutiny which is 
required for an in-depth validation and acceptance by domain experts. The detailed 
validation goes beyond the scope and time frame of this work but is expected to 
continue in current and planned future projects. 
The diagrams used in the verification cases use the symbols defined in the 
symbology for illustrative purposes. Additionally some informal text definitions are 
used to convey the intention of the knowledge content but not its exact formalisation. 
8.2.1 Design of a new assembly workstation 
The design of a new assembly workstation scenario goes through both the process 
decomposition and the workstation configuration in a step-by-step approach. The 
starting point for the design of an assembly system is the definition of a set of user 
requirements around the product that needs to be assembled. Additionally, one of the 
assumptions behind this example is that the assembly process and system have 
already been defined using available methods. Starting from this assumption, the 
process is decomposed and a conceptual system structure is being defined using the 
ONToMAS concepts (see chapter 4 to 6). 
A product from day to day life has been chosen for the verification example to 
increase its comprehensiveness. The Three Pin Plug has been chosen because it 
illustrates quite a number of the implications that arise from the product 
' 
domain 
concepts defined in chapter 4. Incidentally the Three Pin Plug has also been used by 
Rampersad [99] to demonstrate his design approach. The plug is suitable because of 
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its clear and comprehensible structure. It also demonstrates most of the product 
domain relevant modelling requirements including hierarchical product structure (sub- 
assemblies), multiple occurrences of the same components within the hierarchy, and 
topological relationships using a number of different liaison types from all three main 
categories. Some aspects are not demonstrated which are more relevant for the overall 
assembly system layout and less for the design of assembly workstations. They 
include multiple occurrences of the same sub-assemblies and the definition of product 
families. The given set of product requirements, however, is well suited to 
demonstrate a sufficient range of different aspects of the assembly process and 
equipment specification. The plug will be used throughout this chapter to demonstrate 
the different aspects of the assembly workstation design process. 
The test-case illustration starts with a detailed description of the product 
requirements. Tlese are turned into assembly process requirements which in turn lead 
to the definition of equipment requirements. The process and equipment requirements 
definition take place in an iterative loop. The actual equipment selection and 
integration take place following the requirements definition. Again this is an iterative 
loop that can result in some more requirements changes. 
8.2.1.1 Product Definition 
This section shows the application of the ontology concepts that are used to define 
the product based user requirements for the test case. Figure 8.1 shows the 
hierarchical product structure of the Three Pin Plug (AT. 1) and Figure 8.2 shows the 
topology of the Plug. Assemblies are defined with a capital A and components with a 
capital C. Their suffix gives a letter for their individual id, and a number for their 
occurrence. The component liaisons in Figure 8.2 are defined with a capital L and a 
number to give them a different id. It is important to notice that the component 
liaisons shown in Figure 8.2 are simplified and do not show the connection ports. 
While the whole Three Pin Plug is well suited to demonstrate the proposed product 
model, it is too complex to demonstrate the design of assembly workstations within 
the short space of this work. The Cable Holder subassembly (ARA) has been chosen to 
demonstrate the process and equipment related design stages. The Cable Holder has 
sufficient topological complexity to demonstrate the definition of different assembly 
process and equipment relevant aspects. 
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(S) 
C44.1 
As 
Ap. i 
PrcWuct Structure Definition: 
AT, ý Assemb/y"Three Pin Plug- occl 
(<hasParts> (A. 1. AO,. A4R,, As i, CA 1, CS 1, CC 1 Cc 2. CH 1, Cm 1. CN 1, L I, L2, L4, L5, 
L,. La, Lo, L, o, L,,, L12, L13. L, ý, L15, 
Lq, 1_2o, L2,, L24, L2%)) 
Ap,: Assembly"Earth Pin Assembly"occl 
(<hasParts> (Cc),, CF,. Lý, )) 
AO 1: Assembly 'Neutral Pin Assembly" occl 
(<hasParts> (C,, 1. CE 2. L. 6)) 
A. R : Assembly 'Cable Holder Assembly" occ 1 
(<hasParts> (Cr 3. C, i. CI 1, CK , 1_17.1_18. L, q)) 
As,: Assembly 
-Life Pin Assembly- occl 
(<hasParts> (C, 
. 
C. 
, 
Cý_ Lz,. L,, )) 
Product Component Definition: 
C,,,: Component "Base" occ 1 
C8 1: Component"Cord Grip" occl 
CC 1: Component"Cord Grip Screw" occl 
CC 2: Component"Cord Grip Screw" occ2 
cc),: Component "Earth Pin" occl 
CE : Component "Fixing Screw" occl 
CL,?: Component "Fixing Screw" occ2 
CE 3: Component "Fixing Screw" occ3 
C, 
- 
: Component "Life Pin" occl 
CG 1: Component "Neutral Pin" occl 
CH,: Component "Fuse" occl 
C, : Component "Cable Holder" occl 
Cj,: Component"Cable Holder Fuse Clip"occl 
CK 1: Component "Rivet" occl 
CK 2: Component "Rivet" occ2 
Ct Component"Pin Fuse Clip"occl 
Cm Component"Cover Screw" occl 
CN 1: Component "Cover" occ 1 
Figure 8.1 Product Structure of a Three Pin Plug 
Figure 8.3 shows the more detailed definition of the Cable Holder Assembly 
(AR. 1). The liaison concept defines the relationships only between the predefined ports 
of the components. This additional detail has been left out in Figure 8.2 to reduce the 
complexity of the diagram. The ports make certain features of the components 
available to be connected to from the outside world. This connection could be to 
another component or to some kind of equipment like a tool for example. For instance 
the Cable Holder (CI 1) has a threaded hole that provides the connection point (1311) for 
screws of a specific size. Other features of the Cable Holder such as holes or 
combinations of surfaces are aiso defined as ports since they are also intended to 
provide connection points to other components. It becomes clear at this point that the 
definition of ports is very much based on the intention of the component designer. 
Ports allow the product and system designer to restrict the interaction of a component 
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with its environment. Tool ports can for example be defined to specify where and how 
equipment entities can interact with the component. 
(ED 
(ED 
(: KD 
(KD 
Wftm 
dlo 
lost 
12 
CFA 
L25 
-<ýý>: 124* 
Conceptual Product Liaison Definition: 
L,: LooseFitbaison (<connects> (CA 
.. 
CD 1)) 
L2. ContactLiaoson (<connects> (CA 1. CO 0) 
1-3: ScrewFitbaison (<connects> (C(),. Cc., )) 
U: LooseRbaison (<connects> (CA 1, CC M 
L,, ý Contactbaison (<connects> (CA 1, CC 1)) 
Lrý: ScrewFtkiaison (<connects> (CG I. Cc 0) 
1-7: ContactLiaison (<connects> (CA,, CN 0) 
1-8: ScrewConnectionLiaison 
(<connects> (CA,. C,,, C,,, ). <attachments> (Cm 1)) 
Lq: Contactbaison (<r-onnects> (CA i. Ce M 
Lio: LooseFitbaison (<connects> (CA,. CEO) 
L,,: ScrewConnectionbaison 
(<connects> (CA,. C13 1. Cc i). <attachments> (Cc 
L, 2: ScrewConnectionbaison (<connects> (CA i. Cs .. C( 
., 
), <attachments> (Cc 
L13: LooseFitLiaison (<connects> (CA 1, Cl 1)) 
L14: ContactLiaison (<connects> (CA 1, Cl 1)) 
L15: LooseFitLiaison (<connects> (CA 1, CJ 1)) 
L, 6: Contactbaison (<connects> (CA 1, CJ 0) 
Lit: Contactbaison (<connects> (Ci i. Ci 1)) Lia: Rivetbaison 
(<connects> (Cl 1, CJ 1, CK 1), <attachments> (CK 1)) Lig: ScrewFitbaison (<connects> (Cl 1. CE 3)) 
L20: LooseFitbaison (<connects> (CA 1, CF 1)) 
L21: Contactbaison (<connects> (CA 1, CF 1)) 
L22: Contactbaison (<connects> (CF 1, CL 1)) 
L23: RivetConnectionLiaison 
(<connects> (CF 1, CL 1, CK 2), <attachments> (CK 2)) 
L24: SnapFilbaison (<connects> (CL 1, CH 1)) 
L2ý,: SnapFitbaison (<connects> (CJ 1, CH 0) 
Figure 8.2 Product Topology of a Three Pin Plug 
Note that not all the ports of the components in the Cable Holder subassembly 
(AR. 1) are being used inside the assembly. Some of them are exposed to the outside of 
the assembly to enable it to be connected to the other subassemblies and components 
in the overall Plug assembly. For example the Cable Holder Fuse Clip (Ci. 1) connects 
to the Fuse (CII 1) and therefore exposes the clip outside the assembly definition (PJ4)- 
Three different types of liaisons connect the components in the Cable Holder 
subassembly. Liaison 1-17 defines that there is contact between the Cable Holder (C1.1) 
and the Cable Holder Fuse Clip (Ci. 1). This liaison is required to indicate that these 
two components have two touching surfaces. Liaison L19 is a screw fit liaison. The 
reason for choosing this type and not the screw connection liaison type is that the 
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Fixing Screw (CI 3) is not being used to connect two other components. CE-3 is 
therefore not used in the role of an attachment. L18 defines the rivet connection 
between the Cable Holder (C1.1) and the Cable Holder Fuse Clip (Ci. 1). The rivet 
(CKA) is use as attachment to establish the connection between the two other 
components. 
P 
P13 
P 
P1 
P4 
PE3 
CE 3 
PEI PF2 
L19 L, 
Pil 
P, 9 P13 
P15 Cl I 
P16 
P pl, Rý 
Conceptual Product Definition: 
AR,: Assembly (<hasPorts> (PI. P. R P, P,, P 
CE 3: Component (<hasPorts> (Pp. PE., )) 
C.,: Component (<hasPorts> (P., P12- P13- P14. PIS. PrO 
Cj 1: Component (<hasPorts> (P,,, PJ2- PJ3)) 
CK Iý Component (<hasPorts> (PKI 
- 
PK2, PK3- PK4)) 
L, r: Contacti-taison (<connects> (P*. PJA 
Lis: RivetLiaison 
(<connects> (PIS. Pj, PKI), <attachments> (CK 1), 
<hasParts> (LIS, Lis 2. LIS A 
L, o,.,: LooseFitLiaison (<connects> (PIS, Pj, )) 
Lis. 2: ContactLiaison (<connects> (Pj,, PIK 0) 
1-18-3: LooseFitLiaison (<connects> (P,,, PK, )) 
L, q. ScrewFdLiatson (<connects> (P, 6. PF 1)) 
K. 1 
t 
K3 44 
PK1 
LL 
u 
PK2 
PJ4 
P, 
PJ1 
Ci I 
pil PJ3 Pib 
Port Definitions: 
Pr 1: ComponentPoil (<direction> male) 
PE2 
* 
ComponentPort (<direction> neutral) 
PE3: ToolPort (<direction> female) 
P11: ComponentPort (<direction> female) 
P12: ComponentPorl (<direction> neutral) 
P13: ComponentPort (<direction> female) 
PI': ComponentPort (<direction> neutral) 
P15: ComponentPort (<direction> female) 
Pjf;: ComponentPort (<direction> neutral) 
P17: ToolPoit (<direction> male) 
P18: ToolPort (<direction> male) 
Pjj: ComponentPoil (<direction> female) 
pj?: ComponentPoil (<direction> neutral) 
Pj,,: ComponentPort (<direction> male) 
PA: ComponentPoil (<direction> female) 
PJ5: ToolPort (<direction> male) 
PJ6: ToolPor? (<direction> male) 
PKI: ComponentPoil (<direction> male) 
PK?: ToolPort (<direction> neutral) 
PK3: ToolPort (<direction> neutral) 
PK": TbolPorf (<direction> male) 
Figure 8.3 Topology definition of the Cable Holder Subassembly 
The rivet connection establishes a permanent link between the other two 
components. However, before it does, the other parts need to be brought in a specific 
relationship to each other. This relationship is defined by L17. Additionally the rivet 
needs to be brought into the right position before the riveting process can take place. 
The rivet connection has been broken down into a more detailed description to define 
this aspect. The sub-liaisons 1_18_1 to 1_19-3 define the geometric relationship between 
the Rivet CKI and the two components it is going to connect (Ci. i and Cj. 1). 
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Each component in the assembly is specified only to the necessary level of detail 
required for the configuration of modular assembly workstations (see also discussion 
in section 4.3). Figure 8.4 shows the high level specification of the Cable Holder Fuse 
Clip (Cj) including its delivery method (TD. J). The definition is the same for all 
occurrences of the Cable Holder Fuse Clip. The assumption for this work is that all 
the components are fully defined including their delivery method. 
<name> Cable Holder Fuse Clip" 
,. )artNumber> i 
Jescription> This component is a clip 
for the connection of a 
fuse. The component is 
designed to be riveted to 
another component. " 
<cost> 0.04 
<pnce> 0.05 
<designStatus> fixed 
<fragility> high 
<sensitivity> medium 
<visibility> small 
<flexibility> medium 
<handling> difficult 
<onentinr easy 
<deliveryMethod> (Ti) j) 
<name> Cable Holder Fuse 
Clip Delivery 
Method" 
<description> This method 
defines that the 
Cable Holder Fuse 
Clip is being 
delivered to the 
assembly process 
in boxes of 200 
pieces. ' 
Figure 8.4 High level component attribute definition example 
The assembly specific charactenstics of the components are defined in qualitative 
terms based on the experience of the production engineer. The Cable Holder Fuse 
Clip for example is made from copper and is quite thin and intricate. The fragility of it 
is therefore judged to be 'high', the sensitivity which is mainly referring to how easy 
the surface can be damaged as 'medium' since copper is relatively soft, and the 
flexibility as 'medium'due to the material properties of copper. These characteristics 
could be inferred from a more detailed definition of the components' geometry and 
material properties. This however is outside the scope of this work. The visibility of 
Q is defined as 'small' since the component is inside the plug and can only be seen 
when the plug is opened and not during the normal use of the plug. Handle-ability and 
orient-ability are judged by the assembly system designer. The Cable Holder Fuse 
Clip is relatively 'easy' to orient since it has easily definable stable positions. Its 
handle-ability on the contrary is 'difficult' due to its complex geometry and high 
fragility. 
The Cable Holder Fuse Clip is assumed to come &om an outside manufacturing 
process and is being delivered in boxes of 200 pieces. The <deliveryMethod> 
attribute of the component is linked to a DeliveryTask (TD. J) that specifies all the 
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relevant details of how the component arrives at the assembly process. This 
information is fundamental for the selection of the right feeding equipment. 
8.2.1.2 Initial Assembly Process and Workstation Definition 
The focus of the validation scenario is the sub-task level definition of assembly 
processes and the corresponding sub-workstation level configuration of modular 
assembly equipment. Hence it has been assumed that the higher level assembly 
process order and the wider assembly system structure have already been defined. 
A more detailed description of the task level assembly processes requirements and 
workstation scopes for the Cable Holder Assembly (Apj) are given in Figure 8.5. The 
overall requirements of the whole Cable Holder Assembly assembly process are 
abstractly defined by Task TA. R- The Task has as many inputs as the number of 
components that need to be assembled. The inputs are linked to the DeliveryTasks of 
those components. They have to match with the <deliveryMethod> attributes of the 
components. The Task has only one output, the finished assembly. In this particular 
case the output of TA. R is linked to a follow up assembly process that is linked with a 
Transportation Task (TT. R). 
The establishment of each liaison in AR., is defined through a separate 
AssemblyTask. They are linked to the liaisons with their <requirements> attribute. It is 
worth noting that the two-state RivetingLiaison (1,18) needs two AssemblyTask (TA2 
and TA3) to be completed; one specifies the requirements for establishing the first state 
and the second to define the transition to the second state. 
The Cable Holder Assembly (AR. 1) can be put together in two different ways. 
Those two alternatives task sequences are defined by the ProcessVariants VS1 and 
VS2. The ProcessVariants only defined OR-branches in the process hierarchy. 
Consequently they do not have input and output ports themselves but rather use the 
ones of their parent node. 
In this particular example the AssemblyTask in both sequences are the same. They 
are only arranged in a different temporal order. This, however, is not always the case. 
An AssemblyTask is defined by its liaison requirements and it is possible the different 
ProcessPariants will require different sets of liaisons to be established. In such cases 
they would contain different AssemblyTask definitions. 
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Figure 8.5 Illustration of the Initial Assembly Process and Workstation Requirements 
Each ProcessVarianl can also contain additional LogisticTasks. The requirement 
for LogisticTasks nomially arises from the physical arrangement of the assembly 
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system. For example Vs, is linked to several Workstations. This requires the assembly 
to be transferred between them and consequently adds TransportTasks to the overall 
assembly process. 
On the equipment side, it has been assumed that the assembly of the Cable Holder 
Assembly will be carried out in a separate AssemblyCell (Sc. R) as indicated in Figure 
8.5. The AssemblyCell definition has to reflect the assembly process requirements on 
the level that defines the assembly of the Cable Holder Assembly (TA. R). As a result, 
the cell has inputs from four external logistic Systems (SLI9 SLJ) SLY, and SLE) that 
take care of the component delivery. This is the case because the AssemblyCell is only 
putting elementary components together. Otherwise, some inputs would come from 
other AssemblyCells in the overall AssemblySystem. The output of the cell is to a 
follow up AssemblyCell (ScT) which is connected via a TransportUnit (UT. R). 
The conceptual definition of an Assembly Workstation defines a set of 
AssemblyTasks that should be carried out at the same physical location. In the case of 
SC. R. the overall assembly process could be allocated to Assembly Workstations in 
different ways. This arrangement is normally subject to line-balancing, technical 
capability, and other considerations which are outside the scope of this work. Two 
representative Equipment Variants (VEI and VE2) are depicted in Figure 8.5 to show 
some different possible arrangements without considering those constraints. 
An important aspect for the definition of the Workytations is the transport strategy 
that has been defined at AssemblyCell level. In this particular example the transport 
strategy has been set to pallet based transportation. This results in the definition of an 
abstract EquipmentElement representing the pallet type work piece carrier. Figure 8.6 
shows a schematic definition of the pallet (Epl) for this AssemblyCell. It basically 
defines connection points both to the Assembly (AR. 1) that will be placed on it and the 
transport system on which it will be moved. Every Workstation in the AssemblyCell is 
consequently required to be able to handle this kind of work piece carriers. 
Another important aspect that influences the design of an Assembly Workstation is 
the chosen feeding strategy. Components could for example either be supplied 
centrally or distributed. For this particular example it has been assumed that the 
components will be supplied directly at each Morkstation. 
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Ep, 
vr, 
PEJ`2 PEF3 
Conceptual Equipment Definitions: 
Ep, ý Wor*pieceCarrier 
(<hasParts> (VE5). <hasPorts> (PEC1, PEF2, PEFO) 
PEF2 PF; 
, 
ýy VF5: Equipment Variant (<hasParts> (CEF 1, CEC 1.1-28)) 
PEF, CF c Component "Pallet Base" occ 1 
Eci CFF Component "Component Fixture"occl 
Ln PECI: EquipmentPort (<direction> male) 
PEC2: EquipmentPort (<direction> female) 
P, PrC2 PEF 
.: EquipmentPort (<direction> male) 
PEF2: TodPort (<direction> female) 
+ 
PEF3: TooiPort (<direction> female) 
1-2g: Liaison (<connects> (PEC2, PEFI)) 
P Ecl 
Figure 8.6 Conceptual Work Piece Carrier Definition 
The Equipment Variant VEI splits the assembly of the Cable Holder Assembly ARA 
into three Assemhýv Workstations (W.. Nl, WA2, and WA3) and a LoadingStation (WLI)- 
WAI has been assigned the responsibility for two AssemblyTasks (TA, and TA2) 
because their intermediate state is unstable. The LoadingTask defines the 
requirements for placing the first part on the work piece canier. The 
Equipment Variant V j.., shows the case in which all four AssemblyTaský are carried out 
by the same AssembIv Workstation. It can be seen from the diagram that there is a 
distinct relationship between the Equipment Variants and the Process Variants. Each 
EquipmentVariant requires its own ProcessVariant because the ProcessVariant needs 
to incorporate specific additional requirements arising from the conceptual system 
specification. 
8.2.1.3 Assembly Task Decomposition 
The first step during the specification of the assembly process at sub-task level is 
the decomposition of the Assembl. vTasks into Operations. The condition for the 
decomposition to take place is that the higher level requirements of the Task have 
been defined to the extent discussed in the previous section. 
The insertion of the RivetCK I defined by the AssemblyTask (T,,, 2) has been chosen 
to illustrate the decomposition because this AssemblyTask has a sufficient level of 
complexity to show the wider application of the proposed ontology framework. The 
AssemblyTask (TA2) defines the requirements for more than one geometric 
relationship to be established between the Rivet CK., and the other two components 
(CI 1 and Cj 1) already on the pallet (Epl). Furthermore, TA2 has been allocated together 
with TAI to the same Assemb4v Workstation. This opens the scope to illustrate and 
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discuss the implication of Operations belonging to different Tasks to be assigned to 
the same conceptual equipment definitions (for more details see section 8.2.1.5). 
Generally the decomposition of a complex Activity requires the following steps (for 
more details see chapter 7): 
" Selection of the required ProcessDecompositionPattern 
" Adding of new sub-activities 
" Requirements specification for the new sub-activities 
" Specification of the TemporalRelations between the sub-activities 
si HI 
sl 
Docomposftion Pattem: 
Tý ProcessDecompsitionPattem 
«indrv)dualType> AssemblyTask, 
cactmtyconstraints> (OS,. OS2,0, ', OR, OHI, OH2), 
<ternporaiConsuaints> (TR,. TR2, TR3. TR4, TR5, TR6. TR, » 
Os, ActivdyConstraint «individuaiType> Supply0peration) 
Os, 2 ActivdyConstraint «indivtdualType> Supply0peration) 
0', ActivityConstraint «jndividualType> Assembly0peration) 
0. AcitvdyC-onstraint «&ndividualType> RemoveOperation) 
0., ActrvdyConstraont «individualType> HandlingOperation) 
0,2 Actrvr(yConstreint «individualType> HandlingOperation) 
TR, TomporaiConsiraint (OA. Os before) 
TR, TeniporeiConstreint (OA, OS2, before) 
TR, Ten"iConstreint (0, %, OR, after) 
TF; 4 Tery"iConstraint(Omi. Os before) 
TR5: TomporatConstraint (OH I. OA, after) 
T%. TemporaiConstraint (OH,. OH2. before) 
TRý TemporaiCotistraint (OH. 0, hefore) 
Figure 8.7 Schematic Definition of an Assembly Task 
The Process DecontposilionPattern is used to maintain the consistency of the sub- 
activities and their temporal and parametric relationships. The task level is still quite 
abstract in ternis of the activities that the needed equipment is required to do. 
Consequently, there are not too many decomposition alternatives at this level. 
Generally each assembly task can be broken down into Assembly0peration(s), 
Supply0perations, and a RemovalOperation. The number of Assembly0perations 
depends on the number of Liaisons that need to be established and the number of 
Supply0perations on the number of components or sub-assemblies that are being put 
together. The task decomposition can be extended by Handling0perations depending 
on the spatial arrangement of the equipment entities that will be responsible for the 
other operations listed above. For example, if a component is not supplied at the point 
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where it is needed for the assembly to take place, then an additional 
Handling0peration will be required to overcome the spatial difference. The need for 
Handling0perations, however, only becomes apparent during later iterations when 
actual equipment modules have been allocated the responsibilities for the different 
operations (see section 8.2.1.10). 
Figure 8.7 shows the principle definition of a ProcessDecompSpec for an 
AssemblyTask. The corresponding formal definition of the AssemblyTask 
ProcessDecompSpec is listed in Table 8.1. The definition is based on the Protege 
Axiom Language definition (Grosso [45]) using Knowledge Interchange Fonnat 
(KIF) notations (Gcncscrcth and Fikes [42]). 
Table 8.1 Example Assembly Task Decomposition Specification 
Assembly Task Decomposition 01 
Description EveryAssemblyTask needs to have at least one Assembly0p and a 
Supply0p and RemoveOp for each of the Components or 
Assemblies that it is connecting. 
Individual Type AssemblyTask 
Range (defrange ? assyTask 9PT-ME AssemblYTask) (defrange ?L : FRAME Liaison) 
(defrange ?C : FRAME Product) 
(defrange ? assy0p : FRAME Assembly0p) 
(defrange ? SUpply0p : FRAME Supply0p) 
(defrange ? removeOp : FRAME Removeop) 
(defrange ? tempRell : FRAME TemporaryRelationship) 
(defrange ? tempRe12 : FRAME TemporaryRelationship) 
Statement (forall 7asayT&sk 
(forall ?L (forall ?C 
(=> (and 
(requirements ? assyTask ? L) 
(connects ?L ? C) 
(or 
(instance-of ?C Component) 
(instance-of ?C Assembly) 
(and 
(exists ? assy0p (and 
(requirements ? assy0p ? L) 
(hasParts ? assyTask ? assy0p) 
(exists ? supply0p (requirements ? supplyop ? C)) 
(exists ? removeOp (requirements ? removeOp ? C)) 
(exists ? tempRell (and 
(type ? tempRell ýbeforem) 
(from ? tempRell ? supply0p) 
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(to ? tempRell ? assy0p) 
(hasParts ? assyTask ? tempRell) 
(exists ? tempRel2 (and 
(type ? tempRe12 *afterm) 
(from ? tempRel2 ? remove0p) 
(to ? tempRel2 ? assy0p) 
(hasParts ? assyTask ? tempRel2) 
) 
Ultimately the pattern has to reflect the constraints arising from the actually 
available equipment capabilities in the chosen system architecture. The temporal 
order on the process side is loosely related to the physical structure on the equipment 
side. For example if the chosen architecture only allows the use of free-flow- 
conveyor-based workstations with a straight flow through the station then this aspect 
needs to be reflected already during the process decomposition to avoid unnecessary 
iterations. Transport0perations that correspond to the conveyor characteristics would 
have to be required by the ProcessDecompositionPattern. The mechanism of defining 
the ProcessDecompositionPatterns is outside the scope of this work and it has been 
assumed that the architectural constraints have been taken into consideration during 
the definition of the patterns. 
The chosen exemplary AssemblyTask TA2 has been decomposed according to these 
guidelines. Figure 8.8 shows the Operations of TA2. In this specific case, the 
AssemblyTask requires three Assembly0perations (OA2 to OA4) that define the 
establishment of each liaison. The task has only one extra Supply0peration (OS4) 
because the preceding AssemblyTask has already been allocated to the same 
workstation. Consequently, one of the input components has already been supplied in 
the previous task. Finally, there the TA2 contains one RemovalTask (OR2) that specifies 
how the finished Assembly will be moved out of the workstation. No 
Handling0perations can yet be defined since the allocation of the Operations to 
Equipment has not been made yet. The temporal order between the operations has 
been defined in accordance with the task decomposition pattern. The same is true for 
the definition of the initial requirements of each operation. 
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A2 --0.3*: -ýý*ý-ýöm. 
Operations: 
T.., AssemblyTask (<requirements> (L, J. <basePart> (C, ), <hasParts> (V S4 
v S4 : Process Variant (< haSPartS> (0.4,0 A2'OAJ* 01" OA5' OR2. TRI, TR 2. TR 3' TR4, TR, TR, TR 7)) 0,,: Supply0peration (-creQuirements> (C,,, )) 
0.6, Assembly0peration (<requirements> (L 183)) 
OA, Assembly0peration (<requirements> (L,,, )) 
O, 
uý Assembly0pershon (<requirements> (L 18-2)) 
OR2 Rerricive0peration (<requirements> (A (Cl 
1. 
Cj 
1, 
Cx 
1, 
Epl. L17, L18, L 
26' 
L 
27M 
TR, TemporalReiation (0ý. inputl. Txinputl. after) 
TR 2: TemporalRelation (OA2. lnputl, Tv. input2, after) TR,. TemporalRelation (OAinputZ OS4 outputl, after) 
TR4 TemporalRelation (OA3, nputi. 0 A2 outputl. after) 
TRS TemporalRelanon (OA4. inputi, 0,. outputi. after) 
TR, TemporalRelatton (OR2 inpull. Om outputl, after) 
TR,. TemporalRelation (0.. (Kitputi TA. ý outputi. before) 
Figure 8.8 Illustration of Riveting Task Decomposition 
8.2.1.4 Operation Specialisation 
The next step is to choose more specific Operation types after an AssemblyTask 
has been decomposed into fundamental types of Operations. The specialisation of the 
Operations is taking advantage of the hierarchical classification of the different 
Activity, types (see also chapter 7). The ActivitySpecificationPatterns are used to 
maintain the consistence between the chosen Activity type and its attribute 
specification. The <requirements> attribute is of particular importance for the 
assembly process specification. 
The Operations of TA2 have been specialised as shown in Figure 8.9. The choices 
have been made based on the requirements defined for the Operations during the 
decomposition in the previous section. The Assembly0perations are specialised based 
on the Liaison type they need to establish. OA2 and OA3 both establish 
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LooseFitLiaisons and consequently they should be Insertion Operations. OA4 
establishes a ContactLiaison and hence is specialised as Place0peration. 
TAU 
VS4 
A21 -0, oA3t 00A4. -im -b. 
TAI 
- 
ý7ý 
Specialised Operations: 
OF 
. 
Feeding Operation (<requirements> (CK 1)) 
OA21 InsertionOperation (<requirements> (L, 83)) 
OA31 Insertion Operation (<requirements> (L18 1)) 
OAA P: PlaceOperation (<requirements> (L18 A 
OT4 TransportOperatton (<requirements> (A (Cl 1. CJ 1. CK 1, Epl, L17, L18, L26, L27))) 
Figure 8.9 Illustration of Operation Specialisation in an Assembly Task 
The Os4 is defining the supply of a Component from outside the assembly system 
boundary and is therefore specified as Feeding0peration. The RemovalOperation OR3 
is chosen to be of the type Transportation Operation due to fact that the AssemblyTask 
TA2 is the last Task to be executed by its allocated workstation. 
8.2.1.5 Workstation Concept Decomposition (into Units) 
A Workstanon can be broken down into EquipmentUnit definitions after the 
assembly process has been defined up to the operation level. The additional detail 
generated during the action definition is in the first instance not relevant for the unit 
level definition of a Workstation. The reason is that there is a close relationship 
between the main EquipmentUnit types and the main Operation categories. It might 
become necessary, however, to re-iterate the relationship between Operations and 
EquipmentUnits where more than one Operation could be allocated to the same 
EquipmentUnit. 
The definition of the conceptual equipment specification takes place as a transition 
from the function, over the behavioural to the structural domain (see chapter 7 for 
more details). The functional, behavioural, and structural aspects of a higher level 
conceptual equipment definition can be assigned to lower level ones once they have 
been defined to a sufficient level of detail. The <hasFunctions>, <hasBehaviour>, and 
<hasParts> attributes are used to define which aspects belong to a lower level 
equipment requirements definition. 
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Figure 8.10 illustration of the conceptual definition of an assembly workstation 
In the given validation example the requirements for the WorAwation need to be 
broken down into requirements for its containing EquipmentUnits. The first step for 
the decomposition is to translate the given process based requirements into functions. 
Figure 8.10 shows an illustration of the decomposition of workstation WAI. The 
functional model is actually the same as the process model since the relationships 
between activities and their enabling functions are assumed to be one-to-one for this 
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work (see chapter 6). Consequently the workstation needs to have the functional 
capability to carry out two feeding operations, two transport operations, and two types 
of assembly operations (placing and insertion). 
This requires the workstation to have two FeedingUnitBehaviours (BUFLB and 
BuF2.13), one or two Transport UnitBehaviours (BuTj and BUT2), and at least one 
AssemblyUnilBehaviour (BUA0. Base on the characteristics of the Feeding0peration 
requirements it can be determined that the components in question should best be fed 
in a bowl feeder type device. Both FeedingUnitBehaviours can consequently be 
specialised to reflect this. The Transport UnitBehaviours can be specialised as free 
flow type conveyors based on the chosen transport strategy at cell level. The 
Assembly UnitBehaviour can be specialised as manipulation based since the assembly 
unit is only going to be responsible for place and insertion type operations. The link 
between the Functions and the Behaviours is defined through the <achievedBy> 
attribute of the Functions. During the conceptual equipment definition this 
relationship is interpreted as a requirement. 
The logical relationships between the behaviours are mainly concerned with the 
material flow between the representative behaviours of the EquipmentUnits. The 
material flow relationships are predetermined by the temporal constraints between the 
functions. Another aspect of the behaviour aspect model is the information flow 
relationships. They are also derived from the temporal relationships between the 
functions. Incidentally, the logical flow relationships also give an indication of the 
interfacing requirements between connected equipment entities. 
The internal structure of the workstation can be defined once the behaviour has 
been defined to this level of detail. One or more suitable EquipmentStructurePatterns 
can be chosen as basis for the structural decomposition. For each pattern a new 
Equipment Variant is added to the definition of the conceptual workstation. In this 
case a workstation with a central manipulator on a table with an in and out conveyor 
and the option for a different number of feeders has been chosen. EquipmentUnits are 
created to reflect the required behaviours based on the chosen pattern. The 
relationship between the Behaviours and their enabling conceptual equipment 
definitions are defined through the <exhibitedBy> attribute of the Behaviours. 
Furthermore, the Behaviours as well as the corresponding Functions become part of 
the EquipmentUnit definitions. This takes place via the <hasBehaviour> and 
<hasFunctions> attributes respectively. 
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The physical connections bet%Neen the EquipmentUnits are defined based on the 
chosen EquipmentStruCtUrePattern. In this case all EquipmentUnits are connected to a 
central table (EsI). 
8.2.1.6 Assembly Operation Decomposition and Specialisation 
At the action level the direct links to the Liaison concept cease to exist. The 
Liaison concept is an abstract representation of the relationships between components 
and does not have any direct meaning any more at this detailed assembly process 
specification level. The action level is focused on the actual state trans forrn ations that 
need to take place in the assembly system environment. For example, the movement 
of objects in space, the gathering of information, the change of process parameters, 
etc. It is therefore important to keep the relationship to the operation level to be able 
to understand the actions in the context of assembly. Otherwise it would require 
sophisticated geometric analysis to recognize that a particular component motion 
actually establishes a Liaison. 
vs, 
0-2- 
VS4 
7 
A.. 
OA4P. 
- 
VSA VS4 3 
............ ARIK ........... 
-*. 
AOM 'K' 
. ...... 
ýOm 
IW I .......... 
41, 
EP 
Actions: 
OA. 
'l Inserlpon0peration (<requirements> (LI&A <hasParts> WS4 1)) 
Vs, ý ProcessVanant (-chasParts> (A. 43 , AQ2 , TR, A-3, (, HoldActton (<requirements> (CII PKI)) 
A-A2 
- 
LinearMoveAction (<requirements> (CK)) 
OA3C Inservon0peration (<requirements> (L, g ). <hasParts> (VS4 2)) 
VS4,1: Process Variant (<hasParts> (A. 3 , TR,. 
AMIK: LinearMoveAction (<requirements> (Cý)) 
0^. Place0peration (<requirements> (L, 8.. ), <hasParts> WS4 A 
Vs4 Processvanant (<hasParts> (Ak4A K, AR3K. A. R, Fp. TR7, 
A&" LinearMoveAction (<requirements> (CK)) 
AR3 K ReleaseAction (<requirements> (CK Pkl)) 
AR, Fp ReleaseAction (<requirements> 
(Ep, PEc, )) 
TR,. TernporalRelation (A, 
-,.. 
inputl, 0,,. intputl. after) 
Figure 8.11 Illustrative Action Definition 
The decomposition of operations into actions and their specialisation, uses the same 
mechanisms as the task decomposition and operation specialisation (see section 
8.2.1.3 and 8.2.1.4). Figure 8.11 shows the decomposition and specialisation results of 
the AssemblYOperations in T. ý2. The three Assembly0perations (OA2.1, OA3.1. and 
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OMT) have a very similar Action structure. Basically all three need to contain an 
enabling LinearAfolion, 4ction. Additionally they may contain HoldingActions and 
ReleasingAciions to make the relative motion between the components possible. Both 
components need to be held before the motion can be carried out. New 
HoldingActions, however, are only required if the components are not held already as 
the result of preceding assembly processes. 
In this specific case the base part is already being held from the previous 
AssemhlyTask (TAI) which is carried out in the same workstation. Consequently no 
additional HoldingAction (AH3. K) is required as part of any Operations in TA2. The 
Action to hold the Rivet (CK. 1) only needs to be carried out once in the first 
Assembly0peration (OA2.1). Both components need to be released (AR3. K and ARLEP) 
again at the end of AssemblyTask before the resulting assembly can be transported to 
the next workstation. 
8.2.1.7 Unit Concept Decomposition (into Devices) 
The decomposition of a conceptual EquipmentUnit into Devices follows the same 
basic process as the decomposition of a Morkstation described above. The only 
difference is that the requirements for the Devices are based on Actions and not 
Operations any more. Furthermore, at this level of detail there are no direct material 
flow relationships between the Bchaviours any more. The main focus is on the 
information flows instead. 
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Conceptual Equipment D*finltions: 
UA, AssemblyUnit 
(<requirernents> (0., 0, OAý OAI). 
-chasBehaviour> <hasFunct)ons> (Fc)A, p. FOA2, FOA3 1, FOAA p), 
<hasParts> (Vt. )) 
VE, EquipmentVansint 
(<requirerroents>(VS". VSII, VS'2, VSA3). 
<hasFunctsons> (FA, k, F,,., Ep. Fm., , 
FAR2,. FAý3.. FAII3 
K, FAmi 
, 
FAM2 
K, 
FAM3 
K, 
FAM4 
K, 
FAM5 
T, 
FAM6 
T, TRi, 
<hasBehavKxg> (B,.,. B, ).,. E3v,,. Bvp, Bc).,. W.. 
<hasParts> (D,.,. D-,. D.,. D, D., C, 
. 
)) 
FA., Fp: HoIdActoonFumbon (cachievedBy> (BDP, ). <object> (EpIREcIp 
FA., Ep: ReleaSeAchonFunction (-cachievedBy> (Bop, ). <object> (Ep,. PEc, )) 
FA'12 HoIdActionFunchon (<a&ievedBy> <object> (C, I. Pj,, )) 
FAp2 ReleaseActoonFunchon (, cachievedBy> (BDTI), <ob)ect> (C., Pj6)) 
F. 3. HoAdActponFunction (<&chievedBy> (Br)T2). <object> (C,, I. P,,, )) 
FApI, ReleaseAcftonFunctpon (<acNevedBy> (BOTA 'Coblect> (CI(I. PK4)) 
FAu- 
, 
LinearMoveActionFurictoon (<achievedBy> (Bou, ). <object> (E)71)) 
FA&, 2., LinearMoveActionFuncipon (<achievedBy> (BDm, ). <object> (DT2)) 
FAm, 
, 
LinearMoveActionFunclion (<achievedBy> (Brw, ). <object> (DT2)) 
FAku, LineanMloveAchonFunchon (<achievedBy> (BDm, ). <object> (DT2)) 
FAWS T RolaryMoveActionFunctpon (cachsevedBy> (Boxi), <object> (D-ri, DT2)) 
FAhM Tý RotaryMoveAcfponFunction (<achievedBy> (Boxi). <ob)ect> (DT.,, DTI)) 
TR,: TemporalRelation (<from> FOA, input 1, <to> Fý,,, 2 i. input 1, <direction> before) 
BDul ManspulatorD&vtmBeha~ «exhibitedBy> (Du, » 
BOTI M&chamca1GnpperDev7c&Behavx)ur (<exhibited8p (DTI)) 
Bc)T2 AotecharmcaiGnpperOevx@Sehavpour (<exhibiledBp (DT2)) 
DDP,: LiftPositponDev"Behavpour (<exhibitedBp (Dp, )) 
Box,. TurreDemeSehaviour (, cexhibited8p (Dx, )) 
IF. InlotmationFlow (<from> BUA' inputl. <to> BOT 
.. 
inputl) 
Du, ý Manopulatoeevpce «requirements> (Aw... A.., ý. AMJK. AU4K). 
chasBehaviour> (Bom, ). <hasFunctions> (Fjkm, j. FAM2 K, FAM3 K, FAM4. K» 
DT GnppongDovsce «requirernents> (Am2 j. AR2 j). 
< ha&BehavKxjr> (Bc)T, ). <hasFunctions> (FAm2 i, Fmu j» 
DT2: GnppingDevtce «requirements> (A. 3. K. 43 J)- 
<haS80hav§Our> <hasFunctions> (FAH3 K, FAR3 K» 
Dpi PosdioningDevtce (crequirements> (A., [ý. AR- Ep). 
<hasSehaviour> (Bop, ), <hasFunctions> (F, %ml Ep, FAR, Ep» 
Dx 
,ý Turreti)evpm «requ6renients> (Au5 T. A. %* -). 
<hasBehavFour> (BDý, ), <hasFunctions> (F^&" T. F»m T» 
C,: PhysKaiCotv)ecbon «conneäs> (Du,. port2. D.,. ponl» 
Figure 8.12 Illu%tration of the conceptual definition of an assembly unit 
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Figure 8.12 shows the resulting decomposition of the AssemblyUnit UAI. The 
AssemblyUnit is the most likely EquipmentUnit to be broken down further. in the 
given caseUA1 is broken down into a AfanipulatorDevice (Dmi), a PositioningDevice 
(Dpi), and two ToolDevices (DT, and Dn). Tle ToolDevices cannot both be directly 
connected to the AfanipultorDecice but need some kind of tool changer in between 
due to the available EquipmentStructurePatterns. In this case a TurretDevice has been 
chosen to facilitate the tool change. This simultaneously causes an additional 
Behaviour (BDXI) to be added to the behaviour aspect model and two additional 
Functions (FAMS. T and FAM61) to be added to the function aspect model. This is 
necessary to maintain the consistency of the model. The additional functions also 
need to be added to the process definition to maintain the consistency of the process 
model with the equipment model. This shows that the proposed formalisms and 
mechanisms can be used in both directions to reiterate the definition. 
8.2.1.8 Selection of actual equipment modules 
Actual equipment modules can be selected as soon as the conceptual definition of a 
piece of equipment has progressed to a sufficient level. The selection is essentially 
matching the required equipment characteristics against the characteristics of existing 
equipment modules (see chapter 7). Consequently the specification of the actual 
equipment has to address the same aspects as the requirements of the conceptual 
equipment definition (see chapter 6 for more details). 
The definition of the actual available equipment capabilities is naturally more 
detailed than the definition of the requirements. This is particularly the case for the 
structure of the equipment but also the behaviour. Figure 8.13 shows the 
representative specification of a SCARA-type robot (Dmi). 
The main purpose of the device is to move something which is reflected by its 
functional capability (FI). The functional capability of the robot is mapped to the 
behaviours of the robot that achieve it. Furthermore, the overall move function needs 
to be defined more specifically to express constraints that become applicable only at 
the lower level of abstraction. In the case of the robot this is necessary to show that it 
has only the functional capability to carry out RotaryMoveActions (171.2) around its last 
axis described by BJU3- The mapping between the functional capabilities of the device 
and its behaviour needs to include links to two types of behaviours: the technical 
capability to enable the function and the control capability to carry out the function. In 
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the case Of tile main function F1, it is only linked to the 
S('ARATipeA4aiiipidlatorBehai, iotir BRSI since it already contains a controller 
behaviour. Only the Rotarý-AfoveActionFunction requires the specification of the 
controller (B, 
-, 
) since It is achieved by a lower level technical behaviour (BRJA 
EIý17 Fiýý( Iioýulý 1 
7 
Equipment Definitions: 
D,.. ManipulatorDe vice (<implementation0f> (MDMI), 
<hasFunctions> (FI, Fi,, F1 2, F, ý3, F1 4, TRI), 
<hasBehaviour> (BRSI. Bcj, IF,, 
.., 
EF,, 
... 
). 
<hasStructure> (C1, C2, C3. C4,1-1. L2,1-3). 
<hasPorts> (P,. P2)) 
FI: MoveActionFunction (<achievedBy> (BRsi)) 
F, 
, 
PIPMoveActionFunction (<specialisation0f> (Fl)) 
F,,, RotaryMoveActionFunction (<special isation Of> (F, ). <achievedBy> (BRý3, BcJ)) 
F, LinearMoveActionFunction (<specialisation0f> (F, )) 
F, CircularMoveActionFunction (<special isation0f> (F, )) 
TR, TemporalConstraint (<from> Fi. outputl, <to> Fonputl, <direction> before) 
F-m\ 
E /I 
B. s., SCARA TypeMantpulatorBehaviour (<exhibitedBy> (C,, C2, C,,, C,,, Ll, L,, Li), 
<hasParts> (Bri, BRil, BRi2, BTJI, BRJ3, IF5, 
..., 
EFS, 
B, MantpulatorControllerBehaviour (<exhibitedBy> (D., ), <controlls> (Býjjl, BRJ2, BTA, BRA) 
Bl,,, RotaryJointBehaviour(<exhibitedBy> (L, )) 
B..,,.. RotaryJointBehaviour (<exhibited By> (L, )) 
B,, LinearJoinfflehaviour (<exhibited By> (L3)) 
B,,, 
-I. 
RotaryJ(NniBehaviour(<exhibitedBy> (LA) 
I F, InformationFlow (<from> D.,,. P, <to> BRS, 
- 
port 1, <object> Interlog) 
EF, EnergyFlow (<from> Dmi. Pi, <to> BRSI. portl, <object> ObiE2300 
CIý Component -Robot Body- (< hasPorts> (PC 1- PC 1 2)) 
C2 Component "Robot Arm" (<hasPorts> (PC2 1 PC2 A 
C, Component'Robot Head" (<hasPorts> PC,? )) 
C, Component 'Robot Wrist- (<hasPorts> (Pcý I PC4 
L,: JointConnection (<connects> (C, PC 1 2- C2 PC2 1)) 
L2. JointGonnection (<connects> (C2 PCI 2, C3 PC2 1)) 
L3. JointConnection (<connects> (C3. Pci..,. C, Pc2 1)) 
PI: EquipmentPort (<implementation0f> (iPkil), <hasParts> (Pci-,, BRSI 
-POrtl)) 
P; EquipmentPort (<implementationOf5 (iP-, ), <hasParts> (PC4 2. BRsi. port2)) 
Figure 8.13 Illustrative Definition of an SCARA type manipulator device 
The behaviour of the robot DmI is defined through a manipulator type composite 
behaviour which is specialised as SCARA type (BRSI). This behaviour has to contain 
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three Rot(itioiztiLJoititBc, hiii-ioiirs (BRJ I, BRJ29 and BRJA one 
TranslationaUoinlBehaviour (BTJI), and a RobotControllerBehaviour (13c]). The 
flows between the behaviours, define how they interact to achieve the function. 
The structure is also reflecting the basic architecture of a SCARA-type robot. The 
structure has basically four links (C, to C4) and three joints (LI to L3) of which one 
has two degrees of freedom (Li). 
The connection constraints of the Device are captured in two ports (PI and PA 
They both describe the physical and logical aspects of the connection. The physical 
aspects of the connection constraints are linked to the component description of the 
device and the logical aspects are linked to the behaviour description. 
So far the specification was only focused on the general description of the robot. In 
order for the robot to become a module its definition needs to fulfil the requirements 
of at least one EquipmentMothilePattern definition of the domain it is intended to be 
used in. The module definitions impose constraints on the functional and connection 
capability of the equipment. In the case of the robot the most common constraint is 
placed on its interface ports. The Device described above adheres to the specification 
of a general manipulator type module (M[)ml) as depicted in Figure 8.14. 
I-- Module Specification: MDMI Mý, h, EquipmentModulePattem 
ip, <1 (; ý D iP., (<individuaIType> ManipulatorDe vice, <functionConstraints> (F, TR, ), 
<connectionConstraints> OPI, iP2)) 
F,: FunctionConstraint (<individualType> MoveActionFunction) 
TR,: TemporalConstraint (FI, F,, before) 
iP, InterfacePort "Table Interface Port" 
jP,: InterfacePort -Tool Interface Port" 
Figure 8.14 Illustrative Module Specification 
8.2.1.9 Integration of equipment modules into actual units and 
workstations 
Once at least two Equipnient modules have been selected, they can be integrated if 
they actually need to be physically or logically connected. This information is derived 
from the original conceptual configuration they are part of. Figure 8.15 shows a 
possible workstation configuration that fulfils the requirements of rWAj- It has the 
same fundamental structure since no geometric conflicts were detected. OWALI is 
composed of a number of lower level equipment modules. They include: two 
occurrences of the Bow, lFeederUnit tUFB1 (OUFBI., and OUFBI. 2). one occurrence of the 
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FreeFloit ConvevorUnil Wi i (oU 11 1), one occurrence of the TableStructureElement 
tEs, (oEs, 1), and one occurrence of the AssembýWnit configurations tUAI 
(OUAIA)- 
Actual Equipment Definitions: 
oW,, 
. 
AssemblyWorkstation (<occurrence0f> MAI, <reafisation0f> MAI, 
<hasParts> (OUA1 1, OUF131 1, OUFB1 2, OUTI 1, oEs, 1, oIC1, 
<hasBehaviour> (()13VVAI). <hasPorts> 
oUmýj 1. AssemblyUnd (<occurrence0f> tUAI, <reahsation0f> rUA1, 
<hasParts> (oDmi 1, oDp, 1, oDx, 1, oDT1 1, oDT1 2, OIC7. 
<hasBehaviour> (oBUAI), <hasPorts> ( )) 
oUF91 1. BowlFeederUnd (<occurrence0f> tUFBI, <realisation0f> rUF1, <hasParts> 
<hasBehaviour> (OBUFI A), <hasPorts> ( )) 
oU,,,,, BowlFeederUntf (<occurrence0f> tUFBI, <realisabon0f> rUF2, <hasParts> 
<hasBehaviour> (oB, r, 8), <hasPorts> ( )) 
oU,. : FreeFlowConveyorUnit (<occurrence0f> tUTI, <realisation0f> rUT1, <hasParts> 
<hasBehaviour> (oBUTI. oBUT2), <hasPorts> ( )) 
oDm,, SCARAManipulatorDevice (<occurrence0f> Om, <reahsation0f> rDmI. <hasParts> 
<hasBehaviour> (oBD.,,, ), <hasPorts> ( )) 
oDp, 1: LfftPosdionDevice (<occurrence0f> Op, <reahsation0f> rDpi, <hasParts> 
<hasBehaviour> (oBDpl). <hasPorts> ( )) 
oDý, 1 ToolTurretDevice (<occurrence0f> tDxl, <realisation0f> rDxl. <hasParts> 
<hasBehaviour> (OBDXI), <hasPorts> ( )) 
oD,, 
. 
MechanicalGripperDe vice (<occurrence0f> OTI, <realisation0f> rDTI, <hasParts> 
<hasBehaviour> (oBDTI), <hasPorts> ( )) 
oDT', ' MechanicalGnpperDe vice (<occurrence0f> 071, <realisation0f> rOT2, <hasParts> 
<hasBehaviour> (oBDT2), <hasPorts> ( )) 
oEsI , TableStnictureElement (<occurrence0f> tEs, <reafisation0f> rEsj, <hasParts> 
<hasBehaviour> (), <hasPorts> ( )) 
olC,. InterfaceConnection (<connects> (, )) 
Figure 8.15 Actual Workstation Embodiment Specifleation 
The AsseniblyUnit allA1.1 in turn is defined by occurrences of the Devices it is 
configured from (oDm, 1, oDl,,.,, oDRIA, oDTI. I. and oDTI. 2). The tools are occurrences 
of the same fundamental tool specification with the only difference that both tool 
occurrences have been custornised for the specific Component they are responsible 
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for. Each actual Equipment occurrence is linked to the requirements it fulfils with its 
<realisation0f> attribute. They are also linked to their generic description via the 
<occurrence0f> attribute which makes it possible to determine that oDTI., and oDTI. 2 
are both fundamentally the same devices. 
Each Equipment occurrence contains also its own specific Behaviour occurrences. 
They define the actual behaviour of each specific Equipment occurrence. The link 
between the Behaviours on the logical plain is restricted by the interface constraints of 
each module. Figure 8.15 shows only the information flow relationships between the 
different Behaviour occurrences. The assumption behind the shown definitions is that 
each Equipment module down to device level has its own, built-in control capabilities. 
Each Equipment occurrence also contains occurrences of its Functions. The 
Functions are instantiated based on the process responsibility the Equipment 
occurrence has been assigned to carry out. This aspect is very closely related to the 
embodiment definition of the assembly process and will be discussed in the next 
section. 
8.2.1.10 Process Model Update 
Two design activities need to take place in the assembly process specification 
domain while the equipment is being configured. One maintains the consistency 
between the spatial/logical definition of the equipment and the required temporal 
order of the assembly process specification. The other activity needs to instantiate the 
actual assembly process embodiment definition based on the functional capabilities of 
the chosen Equipment modules. 
In the given example of oWA1.1, some additional Handling0perations were 
required to overcome the spatial difference between the feeding location of the 
Components and their assembly location. Figure 8.16 shows the resulting assembly 
process embodiment specification for oWAI. 1 after all constraints have been taken into 
consideration. Each Activity occurrence is linked with the <accomplishedBy> 
relationship to the Equipment occurrences that enable it. They are also linked to the 
original process requirements that they fulfil. This allows an easy tracking and 
maintenance of the model. 
A similar instantiation process takes place for the embodiment definition of the 
actual resulting product model. This closes the design loop and the actually achieved 
product characteristics can be compared back to the originally required ones. 
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(EýiD 
@ED 
(0-5-71) 
Actual Assembly Process Definition: 
oOr 
. 
Feeding0peration (-c real isation0f> rOr 
-, 
<accomplished By> (OUFBI 1). <responsibleFor> (oCj 1)) 
00-, TransporlOperabon (<real isation0f> rOIý. <accomplishedBy> (OUTI 1). 
<responsibleFor> (oA {oC,,, oEýj, oL2ti))) 
00o, PickUpOperation (<realisation0f> rOp, j, <accomplishedBy> (oUAj 1), <responsibleFor> (oCj 1)) 
oO., Handling0peratpon (<reahsahon0f> rOý, , j. <accomplished By> (OUAI 1), <responsibleFor> (oCi 1)) 
oOý, Place0peration (<reahsation0f> rOA, P, <acoomplishedBy> (OUAI 1), <responsibleFor> (ol-17, ol-27)) 
oO.,., Handling0perarson (<realisation0f> rO,,;. <accompI i shed By> (OUAI 1), <responsibleFor> ( )) 
00'. Feeding0peration (<reahsahon0f> rOF K, <acoomplishedBy> (oUFRI 2), <responsibleFor> (OCK 1)) 
oOý. PickUpOperation (<real isation0f> rOý., K. <accomplishedBy> (OUA1 1), <responsibleFor> (OCK 1)) 
oO,, Handfing0perstron (<reahsation0f> rO.,,,. <accomplishedBy> (OUAI 1), <responsibleFor> (OCK 1)) 
OOAI I Inserfoon0peration (<realisation0f> rO,,. , <accomplishedBy> (OUAI 1). <responsible For> (ol-18 A 
OOA 31 Insertion0peration (<realisation0f> rO,,,,, <accomplished By> (OUA1 1), <responsibleFor> (ol-18.1)) 
Doý, , Pface0peratpon (<reahsation0f> rO,, ý 
. 
<accomplishedBy> (OUAI 1), <responsible For> (ol-18.2)) 
oOT4 TransporrOperation (<realisat*nOf> rOT4. <accomplishedBy> (OUA1 1), 
<responsibleFor> (oA (oC,,. oC,,, oCý i, oE, ol-11. oL, 8, oL2,,, ol-27))) 
oO.., Handling0pefation (<real i sation0f> rO.,, <accomplishedBy> (ol-l, ), <responsibleFor> ( )) 
Figure 8.16 Assembly Process Embodiment Specification 
8.2.2 Reconfiguration of an existing workstation 
'I'lic proposcd apl)roach caii also be used to support the adaptation of existing 
assembly facilities to ne"- and changed requirements. Two potential strategies could 
be employed to determine the required changes. The first approach would be to design 
a new assembly system solution from scratch and compare it with the existing system 
to establish the required changes. This approach, however, could lead to quite 
excessive and potentially unnecessary changes. The second approach would be to start 
with the original specification of the existing system and change It until it fits the new 
requirements. it would be necessary for this approach to understand the original 
design decisions that led to the specification of the existing system. In this case the 
actual changes of the onginal input requirements could be propagated down the 
decision tree to localise the required changes. Such an approach would allow the 
minirnisation of changes or rather the change effort. The reported framework supports 
both approaches since it provides a fully constraint model that can be changed and 
maintained dynamically. 
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The I-OWNýIng example has been defined to illustrate the implications of a 
workstation reconfiguration. The illustrative example is based on a simple case where 
a new equipment module has become available. Figure 8.17 shows the 
reconfiguration of an existing assembly cell in the synthetic environment to access the 
impact of the new manipulator module (DR2). Based on the functional definition of the 
new manipulator module it can be determined which part of the assembly process it 
could perform. This provides the basis for mapping the change that is required to 
<--C> A(-jjr#-, jalso, 4. 
-- 
Prec, 
-, it-rce ConMraints 
- 
Connection 2: -Di, Activity (ý Equipment 
Assembly Process: Equipment Modules: 
T Task, T, Assernblý Task-, T, Transport Tasks, S, 
- 
System Cells W: Workstationsý UA: Assembly Unitsý 
0, Assembly Operations. 0, Feeding Operations. UF Feeding Unitsý UT: Transport Units: Dm: Manipulator 
0- Handling Operations: C)ý Transport Operations Devices: DT: Tools: Dp: Positioning Device: 
E,: Frames/Tables 
Figure 8.17 Example of physical equipment reconfiguration 
The current state of the assembly cell contains two workstations (WI and W2) 
which are both using the same SCARA type robot (DRI., and DRI. 2). The new parallel 
kinematic manipulator could replace both robots based on its functional and 
behavioural characteristics. This would cause a number of equipment modules to 
becorne obsolete and at the sarne time would required some additional modules like 
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an extra frame (EF2) and new tool (DT3). The assembly process definition is 
simultaneously adapted to the configuration changes. The result is a clear definition of 
the required changes which is used to assess the trigger conditions for a physical 
hardware configuration. 
8.3 Knowledgebase Development 
It is critical that the proposed modular assembly system domain conceptualisation 
can be translated into practical knowledge based applications. The Prot6g6 framework 
(Prot6g6 [1]) has been used as part of this work to demonstrate that the ONTOMAS 
framework can be defined and used as knowledge backend for design and decision- 
making applications. 
The proposed ONTOMAS fi-amework has been used as a basis to define a frame 
based assembly equipment domain knowledge model in Prot6g6. Prot6g6 is a domain 
ontology definition and instantiation tool, which defines classes, slots, relationships, 
facets, and instances based on the Open Knowledge Base Connectivity (OKBQ 
(Chaudhri, et a]. [ 17]) protocol. Constraints for the validation of the model have been 
expressed as axioms defined in the Protdg6 Axiom Language (PAL) plug-in 
(Grosso [45]). The syntax of PAL is a variant of the Knowledge Interchange Fonnat 
(KIF) (Genesereth and Fikcs [42]). PAL constraints are defined by a variable range 
and a logical statement defining the condition that needs to, hold for the defined 
variable range. Inference rules for the support of decision making have been defined 
using the language of the Java Expert System Shell (JESS) (Friedman-Hill [3 8]). Each 
rule has the form of if-then statements that match existing facts to new facts to be 
asserted or actions to be executed. 
The developed Proteg6 knowledge backend has been implemented as part of a 
prototype web-enabled decision making environment for the distributed design of 
modular assembly systems (E-Race [32]). The aim of the prototype implementation is 
to test the completeness of the domain ontologies in a distributed, multi-user design 
decision-making environment. More detail on the prototype implementation can be 
found in the next section (8.4). 
All steps of the design process are initially supported by human centred decision 
making agents, i. e. agents providing decision making interfaces and initial advisory 
support. The human centred agents interact via dynamic web pages with the different 
users. The agent platform provides all the required data and knowledge storage 
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facilitics as ýýcll as mcssagc transport protocols. Figure 8.18 shows the user interface 
for the embodiment design aspect of an assembly system with the underlying 
knoN%-Icdgc modcls dcfincd in Prot6&. 
Pro(696 Frame Based Ontology Specification 
Online Environment for the Definition of RAS 
PMC. 
IIE 
Inference Rule 
" ? ". 
Figure 8.18 Application of knos%ledge-backend in web-enabled decision making environment 
Prot6g6 was also used to test some more intricate axioms and definitions that went 
beyond the validation of the pure technical applicability of the proposed fonnalisms 
towards the creation of a comprehensive domain theory. 
8.4 Application in Prototype Environment 
Thc proposed ontologý framework ON roMAS has been used to develop the 
underlying knowledge backend and decision-making methodology for a web-based 
assembly system design environment (E-Race [32]). E-Race is a Eureka Factory 
project funded by the UK department of trade and industry (DTI). The E-Race 
development is still ongoing and not all aspects of ONTOMAS have been fully 
integrated yet. HoN%-e%, r, the applicability of the fundamental ideas and formalisms 
could be demonstrated. 
The developcd environment has been ngorously scrutinised by the industrial 
project partners at several industnal workshops and in one-to-one demonstrations 
throughout the cause of the project. No major concerns were raised regarding the 
ontology firarnework and the underlying methodology reported in this work. On the 
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contrary, the appropriateness of the framework W"as generally acknowledged and the 
potential to move towards a full commercial appliýdtion has been highlighted. 
This section gives an overview of the E-Race web.:. bascd design environment with 
particular focus on the application of ONTOMAS. The"aim. of the implementation is to 
demonstrate the general applicability of the ONTOMAS ontology framework. It will 
be shown how the ontology framework has been translated into a suitable knowledge 
backcnd for E-Race and how it has been applied to support the decision making 
process. 
8.4.1 E-Race Overview 
The aim of the E-Race project is to develop a web-enabled design space that allows 
the seamless integration of the decision-making activities conducted by 
geographically dispersed stakeholders involved in the assembly system design 
process. The needs of three different groups of stakeholders are being supported by 
the design environment: customers who potentially require a new system; system 
integrators who design and build assembly systems; and equipment suppliers who 
design and manufacture the equipment modules that constitute assembly systems. 
The central facilitators of the design process are the system integrators. They have 
the key task of defining assembly systems that fulfil the requirements of the customer 
using commercially available equipment modules and solutions from different 
vendors. This is the most critical task during the assembly system design process 
dealing with a high level of complexity and requires exhaustive knowledge of the 
design process as well as the assembly system lifecycle. 
8.4.2 General Architecture of the Prototype Environment 
The general architecture and application of the E-Race prototype nvironment was 
reported in Lohsc, et A [75]. The architecture of the application framework has two 
aspects: an application server; and a web portal (see Figure 8.19). The application 
server hosts the decision support environment for the assembly system design process. 
Each stage of the design process is implemented as independent application modules 
(agents) that contain their own decision logic, communication facilities and domain 
knowledge. The application server platform provides a general agent management, 
service, a service directory service, message transport protocols, and communication 
languages to support the interaction between the decision support agents during the 
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asscniblý sý tciii (Icsign pi-occss. 'File agent platform is defined according to the FIPA 
abstract arciiitecture for intelligent agents (FIPA SCOOOOIL [35]). The application 
sen-er allows agents defined in different programming languages (e. g. Java, C++, etc. ) 
to be dcploycd and participate in the design process. The web portal provides access 
for the dif'fcmit ýt, ikclioldcrs to the relevant decision support agents via a standard 
web hro%\ cr 
000 
177 
Customers 
Web Portal 
http 
El 
000000 
www www 
System Equipment 
Integrators Supplier 
Application Server 
Directory 
Senvice 
Agent SenAce Agent Management 
Message Transport/ 
Cornunication 
__Language 
(Customer 
Agent System 
Integrator Agent 
Equipment 
Supplier Agent 
3rd Party 
Application 
ýýf 
I 
Database 
KnoWedge 
Base 
Figure 8.19 Schematic Model of the Assembly System Design Support Framework 
(l. ohse, et al. 1751) 
Fhe decision support capabilities of the agents can range from simply providing 
customiscd user hitcrfaces for decision making to automatic decision making, using 
various artificial intelligence techniques. Agent can be either directly deployed in 
agent platforni ori the inani server or on external platforrns providing supported 
message transport protocols and communication languages. The communication 
bctwccri agents running oil different server platforins is facilitated via extendable 
markup laiiguay (XML) message exchange. 
The agent inanagement system and the service directory service are implemented 
as autonomous agents. The agent management system agent provides agent lifecycle 
gC11t whi II ir manageincnt and a ite page services fisting all deployed agents with the' 
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current li t'cc% cl c ý, iatc. -Hic scrN ice directory service agent (yellow page service) Ii I sts 
the services the agents provide and how to utilize them (required languages and 
ontologies). 
The franic%vork deploys a representative agent for each participating stakeholder 
according to their role (see Figure 8.19). These agents provide basic facilities to 
manage tile dc-sign process and the interaction with other stakeholders including 
sending and receiving of messages as well as initialisation and coordination of 
relevant design tasks. Each distinctive design task that is within the stakeholder's role 
is deployed as a separate agent ensuring a high degree of concurrency and a clear 
separation of'thc required knowledge during the design process (see Figure 8.20). 
Third party applications that can be used during the design process like robot and 
discrete event simulation or purel-v for visualisation, can be deployed as service agents 
through application programming interfaces (APIs). The service agents implement the 
third party applications and register their services on the directory service agent. 
System 
I nteg rator Agent 
0g 
S'bon qu' en '0 
SY St PrýýO 
ensts ef ni 
: 
bn! A 
: 
Ag 
D 
Figure 8.20 Main Design Tasks of a Systent Integrator (Lohse, et al. 1751) 
Here, the focus is on the systern integrator's role in the design process since they 
control tile design of the assernbly systern. The decision making activities in the 
assembly system designi process have been grouped into two phases: requirements 
engineering phase (Hirani [501 and Hirani and Ratchev [51]); and system design 
phase (Lohse, et al. [70]). 
Furtlicn-nore, the focus is specifically on the design of assembly workstations using 
fori-nalised and complete systern requirements. However, the decomposition of the 
process plans, which is traditionally part of requirements engineering, is already 
constrained by the available equipment solutions. The design of an assembly systern 
is therefore organised as a concurrent process of assembly process decornposition and 
ystem rocess 
n ýptualnt Em en 
Age I 
ý) 
Re ir men Decornposi n 
co c  dim t ts 
(D ss IE Cl  (D ýg 
fi iblon gen 
I Design nt )es Agent t 
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system configuration. Flie configuration is split into two concurrent steps: conceptual 
and embodiment design. During conceptual design parts of the process plan are 
grouped into concept entities that define the scope for the equipment selection. In 
embodiment design equipment modules are selected and configured based on the 
process scopes of the predefined concepts. During the embodiment design third party 
programs (service agents) are utilised to ensure the validity of the design and to 
compare the performance of the resulting system alternatives. 
8.4.3 Modular Assembly System Design Process 
The fundanlental structure of the prototype environment is based on the core 
formalisms defined by the ONTOMAS framework. The domain experts can define the 
hierarchical and topological structure of the different domain models and relate them 
to each other using the cross domain relationships defined by ONTOMAS. The 
specification of the model is based on the different domain taxonomies. 
PMCD Aspect Model 
Selection 
Domain 
Specific 
Structure 
0- 
0.1.11 
9 C. d C- 
c Cý G- 
Figure 8.21 Principle layout of the E-Race user interfaces 
Concept 
Instantiation 
Figure 8.21 shows an outline of a standard user interface. The domain specific 
structures are defined on the left side. They reflect the aggregation relationships 
between the different concept instantiations. At the top is a navigation bar that allows 
the user to switch between different domain specific views like for example from the 
product domain view to the assembly process domain view. The characteristics of the 
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diff-crent concepts are defined in the middle. This allows the viewing and specification 
of the different concept parameters and to integrate it into the topological structure. 
In the foliowIng sections some exemplary aspects of the prototype design 
environment will be shown to illustrate how the ONTOMAS fonnalisms have been 
app 11 ed. 
8.4.4 Product Definition 
Thc E-Racc prototýpc cii% ironment allows the customer to define their project and 
product based requirements. The central aspect of the requirements definition is 
specification of the product. This specification is based on the concepts defined in the 
product doniaiTi mitoloizy of O\TOMAS (see chapter 4). 
1,:: =-" 
-- 
4-- 
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4,0 
2, ý kg 
-. 
- P 
Figure 8.22 0%-er%ie%% of the E-Race product definition 
The environment IS 
, 
ISNCtnblics and Coinponents to define the hierarchical 
structure of the product. The Liaison concept is used to define the topology of the 
product and to define the most critical features for its assembly. All the concepts are 
linked to the different concept classes defined in the proposed taxonomy structure. 
Figure 8.22 shows some representative user interfaces from the prototype 
environment. They illustrate how the different concepts are being utilised. 
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8.4.5 Assembly Process Definition 
Tile product bascd rquirenients are turned into possible assembly processes by the 
system integrators that have been asked to provide assembly system proposals. The 
concepts of the assembly process domain ontology of the proposed ONTOMAS 
framework (see chapter 5) have been applied here to specify the required assembly 
process. The 
. 
4ciii-iti- concept is used to define the different required process steps. 
The <requirements> attribute of the Activiýv concept is implemented to link the 
process specification to the product based requirements. The Task, Operation, and 
Action concepts have been applied to hierarchically structure the process 
specification. Alternative process sequences use the Variant aspect of the Activity 
concept. All Activity instances are referenced to the central Activity taxonomy. Figure 
8.23 shows some representative user interfaces of the assembly process definition. 
They illustrate how an Assenibli- Task is being broken down into Assembl Operations y 
and Feeding0perations. 
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Figure 8.23 Overvieim, of the E-Race assembly process definition 
8.4.6 Assembly System Definition 
Once the asscmhk process requirements have been captured, they are turned into 
equipment requirements by the systern integrator. They are then used to find suitable 
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SOIL111011', 'roIll OIC CqUilvient suppliers. The concepts of the ONTOMAS assembly 
equipment domain ontologý defined in chapter 6 have been utillsed to specify 
assembl-, sNstcni solutions. 
.- -- I: Z=Z-- =: = 
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Figure 8.24 0% cri ic" of the E-Race assembly system definition 
The FtImimient concept has been applied in all its three pennutations: required 
characteristics, available characteristics, and actual characteristics. The hierarchical 
levels proposed by ONTOMAS have been used to structure the hierarchical definition 
of the system specification. All the equipment definitions are linked to a central 
taxonomy as defined by O\wMAS. The Flow concept is used to define the logical 
relationships between different conceptual equipment definitions. The selection of 
appropriate equipment types is based on their functional capabilities. The integration 
of the equipment modules utilises the Connection concept. 
Figure 8.24 shows a representative selection of a manipulator device. The selection 
is starting from the conceptual equipment specification, continues with sending 
requests to equipment suppliers. Nvaits for the equipment supplier to select a suitable 
equipment module from his database, and finally integrates the best suitable proposal 
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ýNith the rest ot' the equipmerit. Figure 8.25 shows the result of a workstation 
config, uration. 
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Figure 8.25 Ovemew of a workstation configuration in E-Race 
8.5 Ontology Framework Dissemination and Application 
The dc% cloped onlology framework has been further scrutimsed beyond the use in 
test cases and a prototype implementation. The proposed ontology is currently being 
considered as part of the theoretical framework for EUPASS, a major European 
project (EUPASS [33]). Furthermore the ontology framework has been applied in an 
industrial project at Bosch Corporate Research in Schwieberdingen to model and 
analyse a special purpose assembly workstation. 
EUPASS is an IP6 integrated framework that addresses the need for Evolvable 
Ultra-Precision Assembly SysternS. The motivation is to develop assembly system 
solutions that can be rapidly deployed on demand. A synthetic design environment is 
considered to be one of the core enabling factors for the success of the project. The 
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0, NTOMAS framework is currently being used to develop the knowledge backend for 
the EUPASS synthetic environment. Furthermore, it provides one of the key inputs 
for the evolvable assembly system reference model developed as part of the project. 
The application of 0, NTOMAS at Bosch was focused to establish its applicability 
for the design of special purpose assembly machines. The emphasis was on 
establishing advantages and disadvantages of the underlying modular approach of the 
QNTOMAS framework for the design of one-off special purpose machines. The author 
has shadowed the design process of a special purpose workstation that showcases 
leading edge assembly process technology. One of the critical factors for the 
successful application of this fi-amework is the availability of a predefined set of 
equipment solutions that can be integrated to deliver a significant range of different 
functional capabilities. It was found that the framework shows good potential even for 
the design of non-modular assembly systems. However, there still is need for more 
elaborate testing, instantiation of definitions, and extension of the framework that 
goes beyond the scope of the reported work. The collaboration with Bosch has until 
now resulted in one joined conference publication (Lohse, et al. [76]) and two further 
publications that are currently being prepared. 
8.6 Summary 
In this chapter the verification of the proposed ONTOMAS ontology framework has 
been illustrated and discussed. The application of the ontology framework has been 
demonstrated with an extensive verification example. All the concepts used in the 
three different domain models were shown and their application discussed. A case 
study of a new workstation design and an adaptation of an existing workstation to new 
equipment modules have been shown. 
Furthermore, the implementation and test of the ONToMAS framework using a 
widely accepted knowledge backend has been shown. The conceptualisations of the 
proposed ontology framework were also used as basis for the definition of a prototype 
assembly system design environment. The implementation in this environment has 
clearly shown the applicability of the proposed framework. 
The key advantages of the proposed ontology framework are that it provides a 
holistic definition of the assembly system design domain. It defines relationships 
between different domain aspects, enables computer interpretation through taxonomy 
formalisms, it addresses the transformation of design information with aspect 
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definitions of the major concepts, and it provides a clear hierarchy to deal with the 
inherent complexity of the domain models. Furthermore, the proposed framework 
provides dynamic formalisms for the utilisation of accumulated design knowledge 
which can be adapted to changing needs and requirements. Finally, the framework 
incorporates the principles of modular systems into the domain conceptualisation 
which allows design decision-making environments to take advantage of the higher 
level of standard isation. This helps to reduce design time and effort while maintaining 
a high level of quality. 
The results of the verification have so far been very positive. The work has been 
published in a number of differcntjournals and to several international conferences in 
the domain (see overview in chapter 3). The proposed ONTOMAS framework was 
also discussed in detail at a number of industrial workshops and in meetings with 
industrial partners. Furthermore, the work was applied in an industrial project. No 
major concerns have been raised by any of the domain experts and only time will tell 
if the framework will find wider acceptance. 
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Conclusions and Future Work 
Ilis thesis set out to contribute to the advancement of knowledge in ways in which 
ontology frameworks can support the design of modular assembly workstations. The 
study outlined the state of the art and identified specific requirements for the 
development of new dynamic design techniques for modular assembly systems. It 
specifically underlined the limited availability of suitable domain models that could 
provide a holistic framework at the appropriate level of detail required for integrated 
design of modular assembly systems. Discussions with domain experts from both 
industry and academia confirmed the need for a comprehensive modular assembly 
system domain theory. While the final definition and validation of such a theory is 
outside the scope of PhD research, this thesis aimed to progress the domain 
knowledge towards the creation of such a theory by applying new conceptualisation 
paradigms to the domain of modular assembly systems. 
It was hypothesised that domain ontologies based on the following principles 
would address some of the identified knowledge gaps (see also 
chapter 3): 
Use of taxonomies to capture the meaning of the different domain concepts 
Definition of fixed hierarchical specification structures to address the inherent 
complexity of the design problem 
* Capturing of rcocurring design patterns in predefined concepts 
Application of the function-behaviour-structure paradigm to enable effective 
equipment selection 
0 Use of predefined concepts to capture the specific constraints of modular 
systems 
An ontology fi-amework for the design of modular assembly systems (ONTOMAS) 
has been formulated based on these hypotheses. The developed ONTOMAS 
framework was applied to several use-cases to verify its applicability. Furthermore, a 
new design decision making approach was proposed which utilises the ONTOMAS 
framework for the integrated design and adaptation of modular assembly systems. 
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9.1 Key Knowledge Contributions 
A new integrated ontoloUframework has been developed to support the design 
of modular assembly systems (O, %TOJIAS) 
The ONTOMAS framework defines a new set of fundamental modelling 
formalisms required to capture the specific needs of the knowledge transformations 
that take place during an assembly system design process. The three key phases of the 
engineering design process have been captured with an aspect model for each of the 
core design concepts provided in the ONTOMAS framework. This allows a seamless 
transformation from required characteristics to actually achieve characteristics based 
on available capabilities. A small number of basic interrelationships have been 
identified between the core concepts of the product, process, and equipment domain. 
This enables a more 'effective utilisation and maintenance of design constraints 
throughout the design process. Ile ONTOMAS framework allows a fully constrained 
specification of all essential elements of a modular assembly system design process. 
A new domain model has been formalised that allows knowledge-enhanced 
specification of assembly processe& 
New fund=ental patterns for the specification and decomposition of assembly 
processes have been formulated as part of the domain model. They allow experts to 
capture their knowledge about recurring design-decisions in a domain specific, 
intuitive manner. Three key hierarchical levels in the specification structure, task- 
level, opcration-level, and action-level, have been identified to improve the 
comprehensiveness of inherently very complex assembly processes. The new 
assembly process domain model has been fully integrated into the overall ONToMAS 
framework. Ibis allows the specification of assembly processes to become an integral 
part of the wider assembly system design process. 
A new equipment domain model has been developed applicablefor specification 
and integration of modular assembly system& 
The equipment domain model is maximising the benefit of modular system 
solutions. It provides clear function-behaviour-structure aspect models for the 
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specification of equipment modules. They allow the characteristics of equipment 
modules to be defined at the right level of detail for effective equipment selection, 
integration, and evaluation. Similar new modelling formalisms as part of the new 
assembly process domain model have been developed for the specification of 
recurring design patterns in the assembly equipment domain. Modular assembly 
system specific patterns have been identified additionally to the specification and 
decomposition patterns also identified to assist the specification of processes. A 
number of key hierarchical levels in the structure of assembly systems have been 
captured and related to the corresponding levels in the process model. The new 
assembly equipment domain model is fully integrated in ONTOMAS and allows the 
specification, selection, and integration of equipment to become an integral part of the 
overall design process. 
Eristing product domain models have been extended to capture the specific 
needs of the design process of modular assembly system& 
New formalisms have been developed to capture the assembly system design 
relevant characteristics of the product definition. They extend the existing 
comprehensive knowledge in the area of product modelling by making it more 
directly accessible. The product domain model has been extended to integrate it into 
the 0, NTOMAS fi-amcwork. This allows the product-drivcn process requirements 
specification to become an integrated part of the overall design process. 
An integrated design methodolqgy for concurrent assembly process and 
equipment specification has been developed 
The key dccision-making activities during the design and reconfiguration of 
modular assembly systems have been identified. A new decision-making framework 
has been defined to enable the iterative, hierarchical design of modular assembly 
systems across the product, process, and equipment domain. Individual decision- 
making methods have been specifically designed to maximise the advantage of the 
ONToMAS fi-amework while giving domain experts the freedom to utilise their own 
design strategies. 
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9.2 Areas of Application 
The results of the study are expected to be applicable to a wide range of 
applications in the modular assembly system design and adaptation domain. The 
proposed models and methodology will specifically benefit system integrators which 
have to capture and transform product-based user requirements into suitable assembly 
system solutions. The key benefit for end users of assembly systems would enable 
them to access a wider collection of knowledge, and communicate their needs for 
solutions in a structured way leading to better and more efficient systems solutions. 
The 0, NToMAS framework is expected to be particularly applicable in distributed, 
multi-vendor environments where there is a specific need for unified product, process 
and system design specification. 
While the primary focus of the research was on modular assembly systems the 
basic formalisms of the proposed ONTOMAS framework can also be successfully 
applied to the design of assembly systems with lower levels of modularity where the 
complex relationships between requirements and equipment solutions need to be 
efficiently maintained. 
The results of the study have already been applied in the European integrated 
project EUPASS "Evolvable Ultra Precision Assembly Systems" which is an effort of 
19 EU industrial and academic partners for development of a new multi-vendor 
technology platform. 
9.3 Future Work 
While the reported research addressed a number of issues related to design of 
modular reconfigurable assembly systems, it also outlined some clear avenues for 
ftirther research, including: 
I. Assembly process taxonomy standardisation needs to be extended over a wide 
range of different product domains. For the design approach to be successful 
it needs to attract a significant number ofparticipants. This however would 
only be possible if they all speak the same 'language'. The process taxonomy 
is considered to be the "glue" that connects the product design with the 
assembly system design. Consequently, this would be the most effective point 
to start the standardisation ofthe domain conceptualisation. 
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2. A holistic assembly domain theory needs to be developed to further structure 
and disseminate the knowledge of this domain. Yhe ONTOMAS framework 
proposed in this thesis provides the first step towards such a holistic theory. 
77te e rl requiredfor the development of a holistic assembly domain theory, 
however, goesfar beyond the scope of an individual PhD research and needs 
to be the subject offurther investigation. A holistic domain theory would allow 
an easier exchange, consolidation, refinement, and development of existing 
and new knowledge within the assembly domain. 
3. There is a need for new methods that assist or even automate the derivation of 
assembly process specification constraints based on the available capabilities 
of existing equipment module solutions. In this work it had been assumed that 
the assembly process specification constraints have been defined A higher 
degree of automation would be very beneficial for the derivation of the 
constraints in an environment where the available equipment solutions are 
constantly changing. This would enable the constraints to reflect closely the 
actualpossible solutions which could save costly design iterations. 
4. Ilere is a need to apply the proposed assembly process specification to semi- 
automatically derive control algorithms for modular equipment solutions. The 
specification of the assembly process at such high level of detail as defined in 
this work gives rise to the possibility of using it to derive the required control 
algorithmsfor the equipment modules. This would be the case even more so if 
modular control solutions are used as they would employ inter-logs or 
message-based interactions to co-ordinate their effort in achieving a common 
goal, Viese interactions could be derived from the temporal constraints 
between thefunctionsfor which each equipment module is responsible. 
5. There is a need of ftirther integrating the product design process into a holistic 
product-process-systern design framework. Currently it is assumed that the 
product definition is static and is only used to start the requirements 
specification process. It would be very advantageous to create a link between 
the product design and its implications on the manufacturing system since 
most of the cost-driving decisions are already being made during this early 
stage. This could increase the effectiveness of the proposed framework 
dramatically. 
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9.4 Concluding Remarks 
Tlis work started out with the vision to achieve a dynamic integrated design 
environment for modular assembly systems that would enable the rapid configuration 
and reconfiguration of assembly solutions on demand. It became obvious that for such 
a design environment to succeed it would have to be able to integrate a wide range of 
diverse stakeholders who would be willing to subscribe to common design principles 
and environments. One of the crucial factors for this to become a reality is the 
availability of a widely accepted domain conceptualisation that acts as a common 
language between the different stakeholders. The reported PhD study has introduced 
an ontology framework for the design and adaptation of modular assembly systems 
which might provide the future basis for such a domain theory. 
While the developed ontology framework is not claiming to be a complete 
assembly domain ontology, it presents a significant step towards the structuring of 
this previously very unstructured domain. New domain ontologies for the assembly 
oriented product, process, and system modelling have been developed as part of this 
work. They have been integrated into a common ontology framework that addresses 
the specific needs during the design of modular assembly systems (ONTOMAS). The 
thesis does not stop at the description of the developed domain ontologies; it also 
addresses the application of the developed ontology framework in the different design 
activities during assembly system development. 
Despite the significant progress achieved towards the development of an integrated 
ontology framework for the assembly domain in this work, there still remain major 
challenges that need to be overcome to create a holistic assembly domain ontology. 
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